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FOREWORD

Clive H. Olson was appointed to the State Board of Agriculture on October 13,
1971, succeeding Antone L. Rose, whose term had expired.

Nathan Chandler was reappointed Commissioner of Agriculture on March 14, 1972.

The reports of Divisions and staff offices follow:
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REPORT OF THE DIVISION OF ANIMAL HEALTH

July 1, 1971 - June 30, 1972

To the Commissioner of Agricultiu'e

:

In accordance with Section 38> Section 129, General Laws,
Acts of 1932, I herewith submit the report of the Division of
Animal Health for the fiscal year, July 1, 1971 to June 30,
1972 inclusive.

We are continuing the program of T.B. testing cattle once
in three (3) years with the exception of dealer and problem
herds being tested annually or more frequently if necessary.

We had ten (10) cases of Encephalomyelitis in horses and
ponies reported in 1972 as compared to 55 cases in 1971.

Massachusetts continues to maintain its certified Free
Brucellosis status according to Federal Regulations.

The Commonwealth was declared a Hog Cholera Free State
on April 27, 1972.

The Laboratories reported eight (8) positive cases of
Equine Infectious Anemia in horses. These animals are \inder
permanent quarantine or have been destroyed.

The first outbreak of Venezuelan Encephalomyelitis in the
United States occurred in Texas in this fiscal year. Three
hvindred and forty (3^0) have been vaccinated against this
disease in Massachusetts. Also a vaccination program against
Eastern and Western Encephalomyelitis was carried out in the
Southeastern part of the State.

During the fiscal year the usual number of miscellaneous
diseases was reported.

The Division, as for many years, is still receiving the
excellent cooperation of the Animal Health Division, United
States Department of Agricultxire, for which we are most
appreciative.

Following is information and statistics in detail covering
the various activities of the Division.

Respectfully submitted.

Edward M, Dwyer
Director
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BOVINE TUBERCULOSIS

There were one thousand and seventy-four (IjOTU) tuberculin
herd tests, forty-seven thousand two hundred and eighty-two
(U7,282) animal tests applied to which nineteen (19) head of
cattle were declared reactors, as compared with one thousand two
hundred and five (1,205) tuberculin herd tests and forty-two
thousand three hundred and twenty (l;2,320) animal tests applied
the previous fiscal year to which thirty-two (32) head of cattle
reacted.

Of the nineteen (19) head of cattle declared to be reactors
there were "no gross lesions'* of tuberculosis reported at time
of slaughter.

Two hundred and forty-one (2Ul) herds containing four thou-
sand five hundred and fifty-one (i;,^5l) head of cattle, included
in the census report of June 30, 1971, were disposed of by the
owners prior to the census period ending June 30, 1972,

Eighty-three (83) herds containing one thousand two hundred
and sixty-three (1,263) head of cattle, to which testing has not
previously been conducted are included in the census report of
the period ending June 30, 1972.

Tuberculin tests are conducted by State and Federal accred-
ited veterinarians under a State and Federal Cooperative Plan
for the establishment of tuberculosis-free herds and the eradica-
tion of bovine tuberculosis.

Following is a summary of the tuberculin tests as made by
veterinarians for the twelve-m.onth period of this report:

HERDS HEAD REACTORS
Veterinarians paid by the State

on a salary basis 716 33,081; 19

Veterinarians paid by the State
as Program Agents 353 13,560

Veterinarians paid by the owner 5 638

Veterinarians paid by the Federal
Government on a salary basis - -

l,07i+ U7,282 19

During the fiscal year owners were reimbursed for one (1)
purebred cow and five (5) grade cows to the amount of $386,12.





COUNTY





PRIVATE CALFHOOD VACCINATIONS

(OWNER'S EXPENSE)

MONTH HERDS HEAD

July

August

September

October

November

December

January

February

March

April

May

June

1971

1972

TOTAL

37

21

53

Uo

72

26

kQ

18

38

U77

166

101+

U89

216

k2k

210

21+1

298

130

302

108

201;

2,892





BRUCELLOSIS

The Brucellosis program has been carried on in
accordance with Chapter 129, General Laws as
amended by Chapter 527, Acts of 1956.

During the fiscal year 1972 there were eighteen
(l8) cattle reactors (all grades). Reimburse-
ment to owners amounted to four hundred and fifty
dollars ($lj.50.00).

Following is 8 tabulation of the results of
laboratory examination of the blood samples
from cattle under this program; also from
goats and swine.





BRUCELLOSIS

7/1/71 6/30/72

NEGATIVE REACTORS SUSPICIOUS OTHERS^ TOTAL

Cattle





GOATS

7/1/71 - 6/30/72

This Division arranges for the Tuberculin testing

and Blood testing of goats provided the owner signs an

agreement to the effect that any goats declared as re-

actors to either test would be immediately disposed of

for slaughter with no compensation allowed by the Common-

wealth*

Under the new T, B, testing program, goats will be

tested on the same basis as cattle, every three years.

Under this agreement one h\indred and seventy (170)

goats were Tuberculin tested and one hundred and thirty

nine (139) Blood tested. One (1) goat showed a sus-

picious reaction*
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RABIES

Under the Massachusetts Department of Public Health reg-
ulations Chapter 111, General Laws as amended by Chapter 265,
Acts of 1938, Sections 6 and 7 "Dog Bite" is declared a dis-
ease dangerous to nublic health.

Chapter 129, Section 21 of the General Laws, was amended
under Chapter 29, Acts of 1963 to read: "All dogs known to
have bitten persons shall be quarantined for a period of ten
(10) days for observation, at the end of which period, if no
symptoms of rabies have developed, said animals may be releas-
ed from quarantine on order of the Director.

Investigation of reported injuries Inflicted to persons
by biting dogs and the quarantining of such dogs is one of the
duties of the Inspector of Animals.

One thousand two hundred and fifty-one (1,251) persons
were bitten by stray animals. The brains of six hundred and
ninety-six (696) animals were sent to Wassermann Laboratory
for examination. Of that number five hundred and thirty-four
(53U) were reported to have bitten six hundred and eleven
(611) persons.

The following tabulation is a record of bites inflicted
by dogs and other animals.





RABIES

Bite Cas«s

Released
Quarantined
Animals

Destroyed
No Examina-
tion

Heads to Heads to Heads to
Laboratory Laboratory Laboratory
NEGATP/E POSITIVE UNSATIS-

FACTORY

1971

July
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RABIES
Bite Cases Fiscal Year 1972

Released
Quarantined
Animals

Heads to Heads to Heads Eo
Laboratory Laboratory Laboratory
NEGATIVE POSITIVE UNSATIS-

FACTORY
WB

Destroyed
No Examina-
tion

Dogs ^3,





CATTLE IMPORTS

11.

7/1/71 6/30/72

California





EXPORTS

JULY 1, 1971 JUNE 30, 1972

Interstate certificates of health were issued on six
thousand two hundred seventy (6,270) head of cattle;
thirty four {3k.) goats; forty four (kk) sheep; and
thirty eight (38) swine, exported to other states and
countries, as follows:

CATTLE

DESTINATION
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LICENSING OF PET SHOPS

In Accordance with Chapter 129, Section 39A

of the General Laws

Chapter 993, Acts of 1971

July 1, 1971 to Jirne 30, 1972
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PERMITS TO PEED GARBAGE TO SWINE

VESICULAR EXANTHEMA PROGRAM
Chapter 6$5 - Acts of 1953

Fiscal Year 1972

July 1, 1971 - June 30, 1972

Permits Issued

July 1971
August "

September "

October "
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EQUINE CERTIFICATION

July 1, 1971 - June 30, 1972

During the fiscal year 1972, we issued four hundred
and forty-nine (I|.i4.9) Certifications of Equine Examination
for eight htmdred and thirty-twp (832) horses leaving the
State of Massachusetts for Shows, Fairs and Races.

We received five hundred and eighty- two {^^2)
Certifications of Equine Examination for one thousand and
six hundred and seventy-four (1,67^4-) horses that came into
the State for Exhibition, Racing and Breeding. These horses
came from forty-two (k^) States and Canada and West Germany,
Ireland and Brazil,

EQUINE INFECTIOUS ANEMIA

There were eight (8) cases of Equine Infectious Anemia
(Swamp Fever) that proved positive to the Coggins Test.

EQUINE ENCEPHALOMYELITIS

We received reports of ten (10) cases of Equine
Encephalomyelitis confirmed by the Public Health Laboratory;
horses either died or were destroyed.

MISCELLANEOUS DISEASES

PULLORUM 5 flocks of birds were quarantined and
later released,

LARYNGOTRACHEITIS 3 flocks of poultry and $00 quail
quarantined and released.

ORNITHOSIS 1 flock of turkeys quarantined and
released.

SCRAPIE 150 sheep - I8 goats quarantined and
slaughtered.
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QUARANTINE STATION AT LITTLETON

Total niamber of livestock received at the Pamera Live Animal
Market Exchange in Littleton from July 1, 1971 to Jvine 30, 1972
was as follows:

Cattle





lY.

Regional meetings of Inspectors of Animals

were held by the Director in the month of

November in Northampton, Worcester and in

our Boston office*





DIVISION YEARLY YEAR
DAIRY igsPMrimynKOGecEB^CT report for^^^^t^ of 7-1-71 to 6-30 19 72

FARMS

Farms Inspected 12,211 Approved 9,563 Not Approved 2.648

Farms reinspected 2.387 Approveti 2,008 Not Approved 579

Hearings requested 17 Farms suspended 93 Reinstated 69

Other visits: Farms 1>538 Dealers 1,237 Inspectors 233

Complaints Days
Investigated ^^ Other Work ^78 Office 112 Meetings 47

PLANTS

Plants Inspected 132 Approved 116 Not Approved 16 Spot Checked 20

TESTS OR CHECKS :

Temp. 740 Sediment 360 Bacteria 387 Caustic 3 Alkaline
Milk Cans

Cans Milk Graded 90 Rejected Checked 230 Condemned 27

Tank Trucks Checked 429 Violations 79 Other trucks 2 Vlolat:on<: 1

?.R. Tank Cars checked Violations

FLAVOR

No. Samples Flavor Schools Vo-Ag Training ^Total days Sj-

PROTEIN

No. sanple? collected 2,703 ^Total days l^g

MASTITIS
Samples

Herds sampled 636 ^Cows sampled ^9, 335 Collected 119,280

U.S.D.A. GRADING

Days sampling milk powder -*- Butter and cheese 6

ADMINISTRATION (DO NOT USE THIS SPACE)

Hearings held ^Meetings attended 14 ^Work with Tnsp. 27

days at office 172 In field 46 Complaints

Inspector

Miles: State Car 406,718 Private auto

OVER: DETAILS OF ANY OTHER V/ORK Sick Leave 99

J

Vacation 123
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v/ith the diagnostic laboratory at the University of

Ilassachusetts in .\iiiherst continues to afford our Kass.

dairy men a great service by controlling the disease,

increasing the production, and cutting operating costs.

Inspection of the receiving stations and out of

state pasteurisation plants as provided by Section 16Z

of Chapter ?4 has been carried on throughout tlie year.

Attache:^, is a statistical report of the v/ork of

the division.





A^TNUAL REPORT

Division of Dairying and Animal Husbandry

J. Peter Griffin, Director

July 1. 1971 - June 30. 1372

Because of the lack of money in the travel account

(rilO) during the period January 1 - June 30, IS 71, in-

spections of out of oxate dairy farms didn't reslly i^et

under^'ay until July 1, of 1371. It v;as then inposi-iile

to complete all th<' inspect." ons by December 31, 1371 as

required by lav/. The director then exercih-ed his pre-

rogi^tive -.indcr the provisions of Section 16G of Chapter 94

01 the general lav^s and issued ''Temporary Certificates" to

tliose fanes whose Certificates e:q)ired on Deceiuber 31, '71

and v/ero not inspected witliin the "".2 -iionths period prior

to that date. .Tho "Temporary Certificate" allovved "aiem

Lo continue to ship milk into the markets cf the

CoromoiiVrealth -ontil i:arch 31, 1372. During January,

Jobruary and Ilarch, all of these f&rr^it. holdin^j "Tciiporery

Certificate.-'' were inspected and v.hen found to be in

cul^'.^nt i ?:I compliance v^ere issued full Certific^-tes for

tha rest o.'^ the calendar year. It is hoped that there wil]

be enougii ti^avcl r.oncy available so that inspections ca.'i b-:

conti;.ued in the 2nd h'lf of the oalencar year 1372 to cor;-

plote the Job by December 3i

.

A greater demand for supplies of milk to be U.3.P.II.

rated has occurred and this has put more of a vnrl: lead on

our rating officers.

The mastitis control program operated in conjunction





ANNUAL REPORT

July 1, 1971 - June 30, 1972

DIVISION OF FAIRS
E, Gerry Mansfield, Director

One hundred thirty-nine fairs had an attendance of 1,77A,797 for

the 1971-72 fair season. Fairs were grouped as follows: Major, twenty;

Community, twenty; Youth, twenty-three; Livestock, twenty-four; Grange,

forty-two. All Major fairs and many of the smaller fairs were inspected. The

Director and Supervisor of Fairs visited as many fairs as possible. Agricultural

exhibits amounted to 89,940 and the ntmiber displayed by youth was 33,886o Six

fairs held pari-mutuel racing and contributed $1,058,115.61 to the Agricultural

Pxirposes Fund, which provides money for agricultural prizes at fairs, exhibits

in the State Building at West Springfield, inspection of fairs, special awards,

promotional activities, etc. Of the amovint contributed, the Division was

allotted $331,385.00 in the budget for the 1971-72 fiscal year. Fairs received

$233,466.19 and these fairs contributed $137,467.95 making a total of $350,147.11

awarded to exhibitors of agricultural products.

The following awards were made: three hundred six State Award Ribbons,

sixty-three Special Rosettes, nine Plaques, thirty-two F.F.A. Medals, four thousand

4-H Membership Pins, eighty-seven 4-H Pens and ten Trays, Awards were made at

agricultural fairs and shows, flower shows, vocational agricultural F.F.A. and

4-H agricultural contests. Honorariums in the SLmount of $1,291.30 were granted

for speakers at the Massachusetts Fruit Growers Meeting, the Massachusetts Dairy-

Association Meeting, the Massachusetts Dairy Farmers' Seminar, the New England

Vegetable Association and the Farm Bureau Association Annvial Meeting.

The Brockton Fair was held, as usual, this year. However, the

Division was not able to participate due to a decrease in our budget. Once

again, a portion of the building is being used around the year for classrooms by
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the Southeast Regional Vocational Technical School. However, exhibit space

has been reserved and when funds are made available, we will resume our regular

program.

At the Massachusetts State Building at the Eastern States Exposition,

West Springfield, exhibits were on display from September 17 through the 26, 1971.

The front foyer of the Massachusetts Building featured beds of

ground covering and border plants and several potted fall plants. The background

mural was a peaceful country scene synonymous of Western Massachusetts. Several

murals provided excellent backgrounds for many of the exhibits.

Entertainment for the general public was provided on the foyer stage.

Organ music as well as accordian and dance demonstrations were provided by local

talent. Also joining in were some senior citizens' groups.

A large display area was manned by the Hampden County Fruit Growers.

Apple cider and apples were offered to the public against an attractive back-

groiand of young live apple trees. The Dairy industry was represented by an old

fashioned ice cream bar featuring home made ice cream. Also for those with a

sweet tooth, the Berkshire Maple products were well represented. The Massachusetts

Honey Association, Massachusetts Poultry Association and the New England Carn-

ation Growers also had attractive displays of Massachusetts products.

State Departments represented in the building included the Division

of Civil Service, the Massachusetts Department of Commerce and Development and

the Registry of Motor Vehicles.

Youth involvement was stressed by the State Department of Education

and the 4-H Natural Science Club had a fascinating exhibit relative to preservation

of the environment.

Social service agencies included the Clarke School for the Deaf and

the Veterans Administration Voluntary Service.

Arts and crafts enthusiasts were furnished with ample ideas and sample
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products from the Massachusetts Sheep Federation, Leverett Craftsmen and Artists

and the Western Massachusetts Chapter of the National Wood Carvers Association.

Two special features this year which provided an educational and

entertaining element were the WBZ Radio 50th Anniversary Booth and Soliloquey

Dorlenda, a four year old Morgan Horse. The Morgan Horse is the offical horse

of the State of Massachusetts,

The Director and other members of the Division attended the

Massachusetts Agricultural Fairs Association Annual Meeting held on January

6, 1972 in Pittsfield, Massachusetts. The Director gave his report on the

Division of Fairs from January 1, 1970 to December 30, 1971. There were

130 fairs held during this period. Agricultural exhibits at these fairs

amounted to 90,144 of which 43,802 were youth. The State awarded $211,600.01

and the fairs awarded $126,179.72 making a total of $337,779,73 paid for

agricultural exhibits at fairs. Awards presented at fairs and other agri-

cultural events included: 306 State Award Ribbons, 68 Special Event Ribbons,

32 F.F.A. Medals, 87 4-H Pens, 4,000 4-H Membership Pins, 9 plaques and 8 trays.

Attendance came to l,895,067o The Director urged all fairs to update their

operations as much as possible to meet the needs of our ever changing society.

The Western Massachusetts Fairs Association Annual Meeting was held

May 8, 1972 at the Hampden Coxrnty Improvement League, West Springfield and the

Eastern Massachusetts Fairs Annual Meeting was held on April 26, 1972 at the

400 Club in North Easton, At both meetings the Director gave statistics

relative to fairs in their respective counties. He also informed both areas

of the forthcoming change in allotment of State prize money. The new formula

would be based on the number of agricultural exhibits with a certain amount

of flexibility being allowed for the first year.

The Director attended the International Association of Fairs and

Expositions Annual Convention held in Las Vegas in December.

The "Fabulous Fairs of Massachusetts - 1972" was printed and
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distributed through the Department of Agriculture and the Massachusetts

Department of Commerce.

The Agricultural Calendar and News Letter was published monthly

and sent to fair officials, leaders of agricultural organizations, extension

personnel, radio, television and newspapers.

Applications were received by April 1, 1972 from 130 fairs for

allotments for the 1972-73 fiscal year.

Over the years, the Division of Fairs has always attempted to

assist the Massachusetts Fairs in any way possible.

This year, through Chapter 987 of the Acts of 1971, we were able

to do some concrete work in this direction.

A grant of $200,000.00 was made available for Rehabilitation of

Facilities at Non-Piacing Fairs. The money was to be distributed among those

fairs requesting assistance under this program,

A 100 per cent grant system was instituted for the first year.

However, the prograjn will eventually operate on a matching fxmds basis. The

areas for which a fair would be eligible for assistance according to priority

of need were: 1, Public Health 2. Animal Health 3. Display (including tents),

All requests were reviewed by an impartial committee consisting of

the following members:

Nathan Chandler, Commissioner of Agriculture
E, Gerry Mansfield, Director - Division of Fairs
Philip Good, Executive Secretary - Mass, Farm Bureau
John Gorman, Chairman - Agricultural Committee -

Massachusetts State Grange
Dr, Merle Howes, Director - Extension Programs for 4-H
Charles Thayer, Massachusetts Fairs Association
G, W. Wynne, Western Massachusetts Fairs Association

This program will prove beneficial not only to the fairs but to the

general public. Fairs are an important part of the American way of life and

strengthening them can only benefit the agricultural industry in Massachusetts.
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The function of the Division of Markets is to create the beat

possible climate for the state's agricultural products and to help

with a variety of programs aimed at insuring that these products move

through marketing channels in an orderly manner from the farm to the

consumer.

This is no small responsibility. The marketing of farm products

in Massachusetts involves cash receipts to farmers of more than 170

million dollars and an agri-business worth five billion dollars

annually, making it the second largest industry in the state. The

Division of Markets role includes providing certain essential market

information, shipping point inspections, timely product promotion,

consumer protection and regulatory control.

Our personnel are qualified for many kinds of inspection,

investigation and market reporting, thus making for both economy

and efficiency. These services include all fruit and vegetable

inspections at shipping points and at retail stores, purity blue-

berry inspections, wholesale price reporting in Boston and Spring-

field city markets, editing Special Apple Market Reports, retail

price reporting for the Greater Boston area, Milk Flavor Programs

and Crop Reporting Programs operating under Federal-State matching

funds, inspection and certification of approved controlled atmosphere

storage rooms, seed, feed and fertilizer inspection and administration

of their inspection laws, including cooperative work with the U.S.D.A.

in regard to the Federal Acts.

We are also charged with the administration of the apple, potato

and "native" labeling and grading laws, with the gathering of statis-

tical marketing data, and with acting as a clearing house for all press

releases issued by the Department.
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The latest monthly crop estimates of apples, potatoes, onions

and cranberries as received by teletype by the U.S.D.A. are prepared

and mailed to interested parties.

The Division of Markets is responsible for the release of all

publicity through radio, television, press releases and meetings,

including special promotional functions, tours of markets and agri-

cultural growing areas to help a better movement of locally-grown

fruits, vegetables and flowers.

Detailing our many marketing services, of major importance

is our Federal-State Inspection Service. For 50 continuous years

all state agriculture departments in the nation have cooperated

with the U.S. Department of Agriculture to provide shipping point

fruit and vegetable inspections for their own state's farm products,

Massachusetts has been one of the leaders in providing this

service for financially interested parties, which has proved bene-

ficial in creating better marketing conditions and final products

to growers, packers, distributors, receivers and consumers.

During World War 1 , as markets increased in size and distance

from growing areas, it was realized that some common bond of under-

standing as to the quality of a particular fresh product was nec-

essary between buyer and seller in order to effectively maintain

good marketing conditions.

At that time U.S. Grades or Standards were created for the

first commodity - potatoes. This grade was merely a standard of

measurement to accurately tell the quality and condition of the

shipment of potatoes.

Since that early time hundreds of different grades for all

fresh commodities are now in existence.
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With a memoranda of agreement between Massachusetts and the

U.S. Department of Agriculture, this state has agreed to have our

ovm state inspectors trained by the U.S. Department of Agriculture.

This includes sampling the product in a prescribed Federal uniform

manner, keeping proper and accurate note sheets to determine final

grade of the product and writing the quality, condition and final

grade of the product in the proper terminology. After this training

all our State inspectors are issued a U.S.D.A. license which is a

requirement before being allowed to inspect.

In return Massachusetts is allowed to certify Massachusetts

farm products by our own trained licensed inspectors on official

United States Department of Agriculture certificates which are

prima facie evidence in all U.S. courts.

This inspection service is offered by the Division of Markets

to any financially interested party within the Commonwealth for a

fee basis and so the program is self-sustaining. All fees are re-

tained by the Commonv/ealth except for a very small administrative

cost retained by the U.S.D.A.

Over many years the Federal-State Inspection Service in

Massachusetts, through strict adherence to grades and other essen-

tial data, has done much to upgrade the quality, condition and

grade of the final product.

The three major commodities inspected for grade at shipping

points in Massachusetts this year were apples, cranberries and

potatoes.

The major inspection this year was the Cranberry program.

Massachusetts produces approximately one-half of all the cran-
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berries grown in the United States and this year it was a record

crop both on a state and national level.

In order to stabilize the market, the Cranberry Marketing

Committee instituted a 125^ set aside program plus a Federal school

lunch program.

All cranberries coming under these two Federal orders were

certified by our inspectors.

This unforseen marketing program was not included in our bud-

get yet we had to provide three full time inspectors at processing

and packing plants in the Cape God area for over three months.

Although revenues in inspection fees collected (!'!'.8,?1 4.51 ) more

than compensated the state for services charged, the Division had

to curtail other regulatory functions at the end of the fiscal

year because of a lack of funds in the budget.

Massachusetts produces one-third of all the apples grown in

New England, approximately 3 million bushels.

By law all apples must be inspected for export and our in-

spection service has been instrumental in helping Massachusetts

farmers maintain this lucrative market. The inspection service

has assisted in developing new methods of transportation especially

in the export field.

Palletization, bulk bins and now the latest containerization

have all been inaugurated here to improve arrival conditions for

the "tender" Mcintosh apple in foreign ports.

Inspection was again provided on the shipments of export

apples, principally to the United Kingdom. Apples are also inspect-

ed for military purchase and for shipments to California which has

been increasing every year.
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Because of the complexity in apple inspection work a Federal-

State sponsored training school is held annually for all New

England inspectors. This year Massachusetts was unable to partic-

ipate due to a lack of funds in our budget. The export apple in-

spection is of major importance, due primarily to the acceptance

and demand for the controlled atmosphere stored apples, our

Mcintosh variety and our quality packs. Mcintosh apples cannot

be successfully grown in European countries. The controlled atmos-

phere method of storing apples greatly lengthens the marketing

season and allows shipments of apples in good condition well into

June, making for a more orderly marketing picture for the entire

apple industry.

This year, because of a better market in the United Kingdom

and a less restricted use of the containerization method of ship-

ment out of Boston, our apple export shipments showed an increase

over last year.

However, our apples seem headed for increasing competition

in the export field as several European countries are now start-

ing to harvest fruits of larger plantings made over the past

decade. Apple Market competition on the United Kingdom market now

comes from Italy, always a large producer, and from France where

production has increased sixfold during the past 10 years.

The devaluation of the pound and the Common Market situation

have imposed further economic obstacles.

It is essential that foreign markets not only be maintained

but increased as our own domestic crops reach fulfillment in pro-

duction, otherwise domestic markets will be in jeopardy.
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Most of the apples exported were handled by "containerization"

vessels this year as they were last year. By this method the

trailer itself is lifted off the truck; chassis onto a specially

designed "boat and becomes the container on the vessel. It is then

put onto another chassis at the foreign port and so arrives at its

destination with practically no handling of the fruit. This results

in the final consumer getting a better and more useful product.

This year, the Port of Boston was used for the containerization

shipment of apples, using the huge Castle Island's crane. The use

of this excellent port has saved shippers the extra cost of ship-

ment of this perishable cargo to New York.

Inspection service was provided this year to Beechnut Apple

Processing in Worcester. The division hired a seasonal inspector

to work for approximately 5 months. A weekly contract of $225.00

per week was paid to the Commonwealth for this service v/hich was

again self-supporting. The service was of great importance to the

grov/er in that a disinterested third party made the apple inspec-

tion on delivered lots. The inspection findings resulted in correct

payment to the grower for his particular grade of fruit.

Potato inspections decreased slightly over last year due to a

lighter crop.

Since agricultural crop yields are subject to the whims of

Nature, it is often difficult to determine in advance just where

our inspection services will be needed in an upcoming season, but

by careful attention to crop estimates, weather conditions and

other technical data, the Division has been able to cover all in-

spections with a minimum of delay to shippers and receivers even

though the inspection service is badly undermanned.
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Blueberry inspections for purity again were carried out in

July and August at a small laboratory in West Granville. This

service, again on a free basis, has proven very valuable, especial-

ly on berries frozen for processors.

Now that carrots are being grown successfully in the Sunder-

land area, a newer type of product inspection has become necessary

to serve these growers.

In conclusion, with ever-increasing demands for mandatory

shipping point inspections, a self-supporting service, and working

with a pre-determined budget, and taking into consideration the

changing seasonal aspects of agriculture, we again found it im-

possible to put as much emphasis on other state enforcement duties

as they should have had. For example, our state apple, potato,

"Native" branding laws and seed inspections could only be cared

for on a spot checlc basis.

As shipping point inspection is carried out on a fee basis, a

better solution would be a revolving fund similar to that in most

other states. This would provide ample funds for seasonal inspect-

ions without hampering the other essential services to agriculture

and to consumers by weakening such other inspection programs.

Following are the billings for fruit and vegetable inspections

for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1972 and a comparative table

for the like period of the previous year:

FRUIT AND VEGETABLE INSPECTION BILLINGS

Season 1970-71 Season 1 971-72

APrles ^. 2,706.13 Apples $ 8,833.25

Blueberries 346.70 Blueberries 315.87

Carrots 484.53 Carrots 164.75
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Cranberries 8,435.39

Onions 5.50

Potatoes 1 ,375.84

Cranberries 8,314.51

Onions 59.50

Potatoes 753.58

TOTAL BILLINGS S1 3,352.09

Reimbursement from
Federal Government
for Inspection
Services 90.75

$18,451.46

181 .50

GRAND TOTAL <^13,442.84 Si 8, 632. 96

All C. A, apple storages were registered with this Division,

assigned a number, and air constituents of each room checked by

our inspectors in conjunction with daily reports kept by the

operator. These checks were made at least once a month for the

required 90 days to attest the rooms' compliance with our State

C. A. Laws and thus to merit the controlled atmosphere label.

January was the start of seed inspections, sampling both

package flower and vegetable seeds shipped into the state and

seeds shipped directly to florists and market gardeners.

As Spring started to open up, shipments of agricultural seeds,

including grass mixtures, began to appear. These were added to the

inspectors' pickup list and so a good cross-section of all types

of seeds being sold in the state, representing all wholesalers,

was soon sampled and forwarded to the official Seed Laboratory at

the University of Massachusetts.

Here the seeds were checked for trueness to type, germination

and performance. If any irregularities were uncovered, the lots in

question were removed from sale.

A total of 675 official seed samples were picked up by

licensed Massachusetts inspectors and sent to the University of

Massachusetts for testing. These included mostly vegetable and
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flower seeds, many agriculture and grass mixtures and a few tree

and shrub seeds.

In addition, the laboratory tested 969 service and research

samples for a total test of 2012 samples.

Of the 675 official seed samples, the seed laboratory found

78 or 12^ to contain one or more violations and issued correspond-

ing violation notices.

This office took immediate action on any serious violation

(low germination - unfit for seeding, etc.) by issuing Stop Sale

Orders.

In addition, 89 Stop Sale Orders were issued on 393 lots of

seed found by inspectors at point of sale. This included mostly

out of date tests but also included follow-ups on any serious seed

laboratory report violations.

As a continuing policy the Department held fifteen (15)

official hearings before its legal staff for seed concerns who

were previously warned but continued selling old and out-dated

stock, poor germination or unfit for seeding stock.

This is just one more important consumer protection service

with which the Division is charged and which it finds increasingly

difficult to handle because of a shortage of funds and personnel.

A continuing program has been the inspection of certain state

approved apple farm stands and cider mills. This is an attempt to

raise the standards of fruit and cider to insure the consumer a

better product and also to maintain consumer protection regarding

health and sanitary conditions.

A new and major regulatory service was taken over from the

University of Massachusetts in December. The registration and sale
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of all animal feed and fertilizers are now controlled by this Div-

ision,

This includes proper annual registration on a fee basis of all

brands of feed and fertilizer offered for sale in the Commonwealth,

sample and testing of these ingredients for accuracy in labeling,

collecting tonnage fees on all fertilizer sold, and reporting the

results in meaningful statistical reports.

We have been unable to properly enforce this control service,

which is expected to return $75,000. to the general fund due to a

lack of proper funding for this program.

Regarding our price reporting service, the Boston wholesale

produce market is our largest and most important.

The New England Produce Center, a privately owned market, has

incorporated all the most modern features for handling fresh pro-

duce from all parts of the United States and the world.

Our Boston market investigator is charged with gathering

marketing data from this market center. He starts work early in the

morning during the peak of wholesale market transactions, collect-

ing the day's receipts, prices and market trends from nearby sup-

pliers and commission houses, makes reports on the market by tape

over telephone for radio and television transmission, as well as

calls to other radio stations in other New England states for quick

dissemination.

Back at the office, he completes his resume of the market by

calling chain store headquarters to wind up the Boston Market in-

formation, after which he exchanges information with the Federal

market reporter on nearby receipts for comparison with competing

shipments from out-of-state sources. This friendly cooperation
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makes for efficiency in reducing duplication between federal and

state sources.

After all statistics and market trends are gathered, a daily-

Boston \\rholesale Market Report is edited and mailed to a large

subscription list in cooperation with the New England Vegetable

Growers Association. This report also includes each week a summary

of the previous week's produce receipts and a comparison with the

corresponding week of the previous year.

During the peak marketing season for local produce during

August and September, midweek P.O.B. Massachusetts farm prices

together with crop notes are featured in the Boston Wholesale

Produce Market Report each Thursday. At this time of the year an in-

creased and substantial volume of nearby produce is sold wholesale

at farms to roadside stands and for shipment to chain stores out-

side the state.

A permanent wholesale Market Investigator is maintained also

in Springfield. This man does similar work but because there is

no Federal reporter in this smaller market, the reporter garhers

and quotes wholesale prices of both nearby and shipped-in produce.

These reports are frequently called for by shippers or trans-

porting rail lines to be used as a basis for claims in damage suits.

Dissemination of both the Springfield and Worcester report is pri-

marily through local radio and newspapers plus a small mailing list.

This Division comDiles and edits a Special Apple Market Report,

giving a complete apple marketing picture for all of New England

and New York, as well as for Massachusetts. The report is issued

for the entire apple marketing season, from August into June until

the close of the marketing of C . A. fruit.
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Included in this report are the following features: Wholesale

prices at the New England Produce Center; mid-week F.O.B. prices

at Massachusetts country shipping points, including P.A.S. export

prices; Massachusetts and ITew York storage holdings by varieties,

both standard and C. A. twice monthly; out-of-storage movement

with comparisons; first of the month detailed storage holdings for

all other New England states and U.S. totals by states.

In addition, as space permits, wholesale prices at other city

markets, shipping point prices and trends and other information

pertinent to the apple industry are included.

Because of the predominance of Mcintosh grown in New England,

particular stress is placed on Mcintosh holdings, out-of-storage

movement and wholesale prices to aid in the favorable movement of

the crop. This special report is mailed to a subscription list,

even to subscribers on the West Coast, and it has been called the

best, most complete apple report issued in the East. For many it

acts as a guide to the better marketing of the apple crop.

A retail report of prices covering fruits, vegetables, fish,

meat, and dairy products, the information gathered from a cross-

section of markets in Greater Boston. This report contains pert-

inent comments emphasizing nearby fruits and vegetables and lists

best buys. It is issued each Wednesday and is mailed without charge

to a large list that has requested this service.

The Massachusetts Milk Flavor Program provides flavor qualitj?-

control service to 70 milk plants receiving milk directly from

1,800 producers located in Massachusetts and adjacent states. Tank

shipments from out-of-state sources are also covered. This service

is used by the processing plants to maintain good flavor quality
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in milk products offered to consumers, including milk supplied to

the School Lunch and/or Milk Programs.

The Massachusetts Vegetable Crop Survey, carried on cooper-

atively by the Statistical Reporting Service of the U.S.D.A. and

the Massachusetts Department of Agriculture, compiled data and

prepared estimates on 48 vegetable crops regarding planting in-

tentions, harvested acreage, lost or abandoned acreage, yield,

prices received by growers, value and production. Acreage estimates

were prepared by counties.

This project also provided data showing the importance and

change in usage of several market outlets. Price estimates and

market supplies were classified as to retail and wholesale usage

an<^ data was also given on produce sold at roadside by the pro-

ducing grov/er (retail) and sold to other roadside stands(vholesale)

.

Our Roadside Marketing Program was again successful in up-

grading the quality of perishables in all types of roadside stands

across the state.

Funds for the Milk Flavor Program, Vegetable Crop Survey, and

Roadside Stand Programs were matched with funds from the U.S.D.A. 's

Agricultural Marketing Service under provisions of the Agricultural

Marketing Act of 1946.

During the year, personnel attended and participated in local,

regional and national marketing meetings which again proved valuable

in keeping the staff aware of the latest in marketing techniques.

Among these meetings were the following: Northeast Market Directors'

Meeting at Boston, Massachusetts; Northeast Seed Control Officials

Meeting at Boston, Massachusetts; and national marketing and in-

spection association meetings throughout the year.
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The Division of Markets is charged with the responsibility

of promoting and publicizing Massachusetts farm products. In

addition to the normal information, promotion was carried out

through newspapers, radio, television and speaking engagements by

the Division's personnel,

A regular feature on radio station W.B.Z. is the Saturday

morning "Countryside" show co-hosted by Commissioner NathaJll •

Chandler and Jim Gassidy. This program is now in its second year

and tells the story of agriculture and the natural environment by

using guest speakers. W.B.Z. radio and T.V. also airs a daily

wholesale market report called in by William Trakas.

From July 1, 1971 to April 1, 1972, a regular continuing pro-

gram included a weekly T.V. show on W.H.D.H. (Channel 5) Thursday

morning with Ken Stahl, Guy Paris and a guest speaker. Mr. Paris

also appeared on Channel 7 noon-time news from June 1971 to Jan-

uary 1972, giving best food buy tips to the consumer.

"Best Buys from Massachusetts Farms" is disseminated to 42

daily, 173 weekly, 77 radio and 9 television stations each week.

Other news releases of current interest are frequently included

in the mailing. News media are using it in whole or part. It is

sent out under the copyrighted map of the State.

PROMOTIONAL PROGRAMS 1971 - 1972

1971 - July Pick your own blueberries - Publicity Program

August

September Pick your own apples - Publicity Program

October National Apple Week, Exhibit at Boston City
Hall - Fall Harvest Show - Bakers Window
Dressing Program.
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1971 - November

1972

DeoemTDer

January

February

Karch

April

Tlay

June

Carnation Growers - New Varieties Day -

Miss Massachusetts, etc.

Radio Advertising for Carnations.

Mass. Flower Growers Radio and Newspaper
Advertising Program.
Boston Flower Exchange folders, 10,000 copies
Earl of Mcintosh Award

Milk and Dairy Products Advertising Program
Apple Promotion with City of Boston Retarded
Children

Apple Recipe Contest - Burlington Mall with
Apple Exhibits.
Printed Folders: Egg & You - Maple Syrup

Radio and Newspaper Spring Flower Advertising
Program.

Newspaper Advertising Campaign:

Fresher from Massachusetts Farms
National Secretary Week"- - Advertising
Campaign - Give Flowers
Newspaper Ads for Parsnip, Greenhouse
Cucumbers, Eggs and Ducks
Springfield Farmers Market - Promotional
Program - Opening of Farmers Market for
Retail Trade - Saturday mornings.
Legislator Tour

Rhubarb Recipes
Strawberry - Newspaper Ads
Asparagus Newspaper Ads
Egg and Cheese Newspaper Ads
N.A.5.D.A. Convention

Because of its seasonal nature, agriculture is continually

faced with a labor problem and at no time is this more crucial

and pressing than at harvest time. At one time this problem was

greatly eased by importing labor from outside the country, from

Canada, Mexico and Puerto Rica, as examples. But over the past

few years these sources have been gradually closed by the U.S.

Department of Labor, making it imperative to find new sources.

The Division of Markets is ever on the alert to locate such

possible sources.
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In conclusion, because of constant changes in marketing

practices, the Division of Markets staff finds itself becoming

more and more involved in many new consumer services and act-

ivities. This means spreading our personnel thinner and thinner

over the many duties with v;hich we are charged and some services

are necessarily slighted.

This Division is convinced that the production and orderly

marketing of food is of the utmost importance, essential to the

well-being of the agricultural community and to the consumer.

But, because of a lack of personnel, low salaries and an insuf-

ficient working budget, we are unable to cover the many services

with which we are charged, in a satisfactory manner.

Such a situation can only be improved if the Department of

Agriculture is allotted adequate funds and additional personnel.

V/e might then be able to report that all phases of our

work had been as fully covered as they deserve to be.

Prepared by:

James M. Gassidy
Chief Market Investigator
Division of Markets

JMC/b
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DIVISION OF PLANT PEST CONTROL
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FORWARD:

During the past year, the word "environment" and environmental

protection have become household words. Many people who formally

gave little thought to the air we breathe, the water we drink, or

the pesticides we use on our plants, today are keenly aware of the

current envionmental crisis and the problems that go with it.

Many agencies of the commonwealth, such as the Department of

Agriculture, work continuously year after year to combat the

problems relating to agriculture and the environment.

As an example, the Division of Plant Pest Control has as it"

primary responsibility, the prevention and possible spread of

damaging insect and disease organisms that could cause real damage

to our environment if not controlled in some way.

If there is a potential threat to our environment by some

insect or plant disease, all possible means of combating the pest

must be taken into consideration before starting a control program.

^flhen it is deemed necessary to take action, Impact statements must

be filed with the office of Environmental Affairs headed by Dr.

H. W. Foster prior to the actual work.

In an effort to do the best possible job of pest control this

division works closely with many other state and federal agencies

such as Natural Resources, Public Health, and the Pesticide Board,

plus the U.S.D.A. and its various agencies.

This report will give a capsule summary of the various ac-

tivities carried on throughout the year in our continuing effort

to control insect and disease pests of plants.





NURSERY INSPECTION

After July 1st. when the new fiscal year for the state begins,

this division starts the annual inspection of all nurseries through-

out the Commonwealth engaged in the growing and selling of nursery

stock.

As required by Section 17 of Chapter 128, of the General Laws,

each nursery must have an inspection of the growing stock for

harmful insects and diseases. If the plants are found free of such

pests a growers' certificate is issued permitting sales of that

stock until June 30th. of the following year.

Each year approximately 500 nurseries ar^ inspected by the 7

temporary nursery inspectors hired for this purpose. In most cases

they are either school teachers or entomology students majoring in

this field getting on the job training.

Those nurseries which ship plants to other parts of the Common-

wealth and to other states need to take their new license to a

printer and have copies made and attach a copy to each shipment made,

Most states require that a copy of their growers' certificate

accompany shipments of nursery stock into their state. Some states

charge nurserymen from out of state a fee to sell stock in their

state, however, Massachusetts works on a reciprocal basis with all

other states by not charging nurserymen of other states a fee to

do business here.

While most nurseries are inspected during July and August, the

responsibility of checking nurseries for harmful insects and dis-

eases goes on throughout the year and whenever new firms are located,
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The following is a breakdown of the types of nurseries in

this state:

Type of Plant Stock Nxomber of Approximate
Establishments Acreage

General (decidious, evergreen 356 2,374
Perennial)

Berry (Blueberry, Raspberry
Strawberry) 17 107

Dahlia & Gladiolus 18 13

Greenhouse 73

V/hile the number of growers continues to increase, the total

amount of acreage used for the growing is on the decline.

Perhaps one of the reasons for this is the present farm land

taxation problem. Growers are finding it hard to continue farming

on land that is being taxed as house lots. This taxation question

will be on the ballot during the fall of 1972. If the farmers and

growers in this state are to continue in business and provide

New England grown, quality nursery stock, then this question of

taxing farm land as farm land should receive a favorable reply by

the voters.

One thing that is certain is that the number of homes, apart-

ment complexes, and businesses that need landscaping is definitely

on the increase. This division assists the nurserymen of this

state by checking their stock for harmful insect and disease organ-

isms.

During the summer inspection period, the following insects

and diseases were found:
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Insects Found in Massachusetts Nurseries 1971
Number

Host Plants Nurseries AffectedInsect

Whitefly

Gypsy Moth

Lacebug

Birch Leaf Miner

Wooly Aphid

Oak Leaf Skeletonizer

Japanese Beetle

Pine Tip Moth

Leaf Rollers

Spruce Gall Aphid

White Pine Weevil

Aphids

Holly Leaf Miner

Red Spider

Lantern Fly

Leaf Miners

Pine Looper

Villow Leaf Beetle

Oyster Shell Scale

Pine Bark Aphid

Fletcher Scale

Mealybug

Black Vine Weevil

Many





Insect Host Plants
Number

Nurseries Affected

Rose Chafer





Insects & Diseases Found in Massachusetts Berry Nurseries 1971

Number
Insect Host Plants Nurseries Affected

Japanese Beetle Raspberry
Blueberry 6

Stem Galls Blueberry 3

Aphids Strawberry 1

Rose Chafer Strawberry 1

Cyclamen Mite Strawberry 2

A quick rundown of the above chart indicates that Japanese

Beetles, 'ATiite Pine weevil, Spruce gall aphid, Rhododendron Laceving,

and the Birch leaf Miner lead the list of predominent insects. \\'hile

these are fairly common pests, it is a continuous battle to keep

these insects under control.

These same pests are the ones that other states do not want

shipped into their state on nursery stock. Many states have Quar-

antines against these pests such as California which will not allow

nursery stock into that state unless it has been certified as free

from insects such as the Japanese Beetle.

One of the tools used to bring these and other insect and

disease problems in the nursery to the o\\mers' attention is our REB'

TAG program. These tags are put on stock infested v;ith an insect

or disease which needs to be cleaned up before offering the stock

for sale. A follow-up is made to be sure the infested plants have

received the needed attention. Most nurserymen are appreciative

of this program as it oftentimes brings to their attention a situation

they may have overlooked. This program has been meeting with a
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great deal of success.

ISSUANCE OF AGENT'S LICENSES

One of the projects carried on throughout the year is the

issuance of licenses to those persons and firms engaged in the sale

of but not growing, nursery stock.

This program is carried on in accordance with Section 18 of

Chapter 128 of the General Laws and provides that before a license

can be issued, an application be filled out listing the various

sources of nursery stock supply.

All sources of supply are checked carefully to be certain all

firms listed have been inspected by this or any other state.

Licenses are valid for one year and must be posted in a con-

spicuous location near the area where the stock is offered for sale.

At the present time, it is felt that between the inspection of

the grov/ers' stock and the checking of agents' sources of supply,

that we have a good check on all nursery stock offered for sale

within the Commonwealth.

CERTIFICATION OF PLANT SHIP^^ENTS TO OTHER STATES & COUNTRIES

Another of the programs carried on continuously is the inspec-

tion and certification of nursery stock and plants being shipped by

homeowners and nurseries to other states. Each and every state has

their own rules, regulations and Quarantines which must be com.plied

with if there is to be an orderly movement of plants. In some cases

the plants are prohibited entry into a particular state in order to

protect that states agricultural crops. A case in point would be

the state of California which prohibits the entry of citrus and
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apple products in order to protect those crops growing there.

It should be noted that besides the Boston office, we have

inspectors stationed in Waltham and Hadley to give the quickest

possible service to nurseries and persons desiring to ship plants

to other states and countries.

IVhen it comes to shipping plants to other counties, we need

to make out what is called a Phytosanitary Certificate and make an

inspection of the plants for insects and diseases immediately prior

to shipping.

In many cases there are special statements that need to be

added to the certificate in order to allov; the plants entry into a

particular country. These statements usually are made to certify

freedom from a particular insect or disease.

The following list gives a breakdown of shipments made to

foreign countries during the fiscal year July 1, 1971 to June 30,

1972.









Quarantines are normally instituted to prevent the further

dissemination of plant pests, from one part of the state to another,

or from state to state, as the case may be.

Last year the regulation on the White Pine Blister Rust was

updated in order to bring this quarantine more in line with present

day town and city stands of white pine.

It should be noted that under the provisions of this quarantine,

persons are allowed to bring currants & gooseberri'^s into thir state

provided the intended planting site is not on the restricted list

v/hich is kept in the Boston office.

During the course of the fiscal year 62 permits were issued

to nurseries in other states which allowed those shipments to be

made to non-restricted towns and cities here in Massachusetts.

One of the federal Quarantines which affects Massachusetts is #3"^

commonly called Postentry Quarantine. Under the provisions of this

quarantine, persons are alioxsred to import certain plants from '^or^^lgri

countries provided they agree in v/riting to grow the imported plants

in detention for two grov/ing seasons.

This division works cooperatively with the federal Plant

Quarantine office by inspecting the plants once they are here in

the Commonv/ealth,

The plants are inspected normally twice a year for signs of

harmful insects or diseases not known to occur in this state.

Records are kept here in the office for two years after which we

may recommend the plants be released from detention.

The following is a list of the plants being held in detention
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Acer





during Jxjne and July when the adult beetles are emerging from the

turf and can be caught in especially made tr^ps. During this fiscal

year positive finds outside the quarantined area were made in Newton

and Danvers. Both were treated with 259^ granular Chlordane applied

to the turf areas.

V/hile control work can be done at almost any time of the year,

it is normally done in the fall in order to kill the developing

grubs that will be in the soil the following spring.

CCLLABORATION WITH THF U.S.D.A.

Throughout the year our inspectors not only assist with the

various federal quarantines but perform other duties such as making

inspections on plants and plant products consigned to other areas

where both a federal and state certification is needed.

In this time of trying in every way to cut financial corners,

we think this is an excellent way of cutting costs. Rather than

send both a federal and state employee out to make a plant inspection,

v/e send one man to make both inspections. This is obviously also

a time saving operation.

Our inspectors freouently make checks at airports, railroads,

and other locations of heavy traffic flow in order to be certain all

nursery stock and other regulated items have the proper certification

on the package and it contains no prohibited items. Checking of

this sort is a must in our mobile society if we are to keep new and

unwanted insects and diseases out of Massachusetts.

The following is a summary of federal-state activities in

Massachusetts during the period July 1, 1971 to Jxine 30, 1972.
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Summary of Regulatory Activities in Southern New England - 1972

Massachusetts

Total Nurseries in State
Total Nursery Acres in State

UNTER COMPLIANCE AGREEMENT

Nurseries treated for JB Certification
Total Acres in JB Treated Nurseries
Total Acres Treated for JB Certification

Nurseries Treated for EC Certification
Total Acres in EC Treated Nurseries
Total Acres Treated for EC Certification

Nurseries Certified for GM
Total Nursery Acres Scouted for GM

( less environs )

Stone & Quarry Shippers Certified
Lumber Shippers Certified
Establishments Certified for Shipment of Barberry
Establishments Certified for Shipment of Pot Plants,

Annuals, etc.
Establishments Shipping Soil Samples
Establishments Certified to receive uncertified soil

samples, any size
Establishments receiving and shipping plant parts

vathout soil under limited permit
Hay Dealers under agreement for CLB
No. of M/H/P's scouted
No. of hazardous M/h/P's
No. of Campsites scouted
No. of hazardous Campsites

36A
2,669

4
112
28.6

15
893

13
7
9

37
6

305
11

127
7

After a considerable length of time and numerous meetings

with personnel of the U.S.D.A., Project 4, a U.S.D.A. decentral-

ization program finally got into the field during the fall of 1971.

Basically, this decentralization program is one of turning over to

the states those jobs and programs that can best be done by the

states rather than the federal government.

Here in Massachusetts two programs were found to be applicable
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to Project 4; namely, Golden Nematode and Cereal leaf beetle.

Under the Golden Nematode program, soil samples are taken in

fields where potatoes are grown and then analyzed for the presence

of the Golden Nematode cysts. This program was started late in

the fall of 1971 and completed in the spring of 1972. A total

of 52 samples were taken from 260 acres and tested at a laboratory

set up at the University of Massachusetts in Amherst. All samples

proved to be negative. It should be noted that the Golden Nematode

of Potato is a pest not known to occur in this state and we would

like to keep it that way.

Our Supervising Nursery Inspector spent a great deal of time

on the Cereal leaf beetle program during the period of May l6th.

to June 20th. of 1972.

Under the Cereal leaf beetle program, sweeps with insect nets

were made at certain locations to determine if the adults of this

pest of grasses and grains was present. A total of 568 acres located

in 23 to\'ms of Berkshire, Franklin, Hampden, and Hampshire counties

was surveyed with negative results.

It is expected that both of these programs will continue in

Massachusetts in the near future as the possibility of these insects

and nematodes coming into this state increases each year.

FIELD SURVEYS AND CONTROL V/ORK

Field surveys are one of the best methods of determining the

status of insect or plant disease outbreaks in the Commonwealth.

By actually going into the field we can tell within a short period

of time if the pest is present, to what degree, and then determine
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if control measures are necessary.

One survey carried on each year in conjunction with our nursery

inspection program is for the Gypsy Moth. During August the summer

nursery inspectors check both the growing stock and the land surround-

ing nurseries for the presence of the Gypsy Moth egg masses.

If the egg masses are found they are treated with cresote to

prevent hatching. If the situation is severe, it is brought to the

ovTier's attention and asked that it be cleaned up before offering

the stock for sale.

Another control program actively carried on by this division

is on the European Chafer, an insect first found in this state

in 1966.

Since that time, surveys trapping, and subsequent soil treating

have kept this pest of turf confined to within Route 126, except

for a few isolated sited near 128 and those in Charlton and Ludlow. —

Up to the end of 1971, 55,198 acres in the metropolitan Boston were

found to be infested with the European Cha-^er with 2,307 acres being

treated at sites of heavy traffic flow and border infestations.

Once a determination has been made that the chafer is present

in an isolated area that lends itself to soil treating, permissions

are obtained from the property owners, then ground or aerial equip-

ment is used to apply the proper insecticide to the soil and turf

areas.

V/hile the U.S.D.A. has decided to drop the federal quarantine

on the chafer as of June 30th., 1972, we expect to continue to

carry on a control program in order to keep the area outside of
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Route 128 free of the European Chafer if possible. If we find it

necessary in the near future, we may have to institute a state

quarantine on the chafer and thus regulate the movement of certain

products, like nursery stock, from one part of the state to another.

LEGISLATION

During the fiscal year the legislation on the Noxious VJeed

Bill was enacted and became a part of our Plant Pest Law.

This new portion of our law enables this division to control

noxious weeds in the Commonwealth once a weed problem has been

determined to exist by the Commissioner and this division.

PUBLIC RELATIONS ACTIVITIES

Along with nursery inspection, agents licenses, field surveys

qnd the like, activities in the office that are directly connect-'^d

with the public seem to be ever on the increase.

As the population becomes more and more urbanized, these

people are forever looking for answers to gardening and pest

control problems. As an example, during the year we received

approximately 1,178 telephone calls, 2,035 letters, and visits in

the office by 16 people.

It is well to note that in most cases these inquiries were

from people seeking ansv/ers to specific problems.

Listed belov/ is a small sample of the types of inquiries

we received throughout the year:

Bees Eradication of squirrels
Hornets Gypsy Moth quarantine
tomato blight care of evergreens
lawn care alternatives to pesticides
mulches rodent control
household pests stored grain pests
ticks poison ivy control
exporting plants
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The items listed above is but a sampling of the requests for in-

formation from the general public. Most of these inquiries got an

immediate reply over the phone, or a return letter, and in some

cases phamplets were sent out to supplement the letter. While

accurate records are not kept of the number of leaflets sent out,

we estimate that we mail out in the course of the year between

U and 500 bulletins on gardening and pest control.

It is our feeling that it is good public relations to assist

the public with their gardening and pest control problems when

we can.

In some cases in order to get an answer for someone we need

to consult with other state agencies such as the Suburban Experiment

Station in Waltham, the Massachusetts Pesticide Board, or the

Entomology Department at the University of Massachusetts in Amherst.

It is felt that by utilizing all possible sources of information

that we can do the best possible job of getting current, up to date

information out to the public as soon as possible.

OTh'ER ACTIVITIES

The process of getting information to a concerned public, as

has been indicated above, takes many forms, including radio and

television.

As an example, the Director made monthly visits to radio

station W.C.A.P. in Lowell for the talk program "Call C.A.P.",

where people can call in and talk to Mr. Kuzmiski about their

gardening and pest control problems.

The interest in this program by the public never seems to
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drop even for a moment. There is always a backlog of calls when

the program is over.

Radio work was done on various occasions by both the Director

and the Assistant Director on Boston's W.B.Z. program, "Countryside"

hosted by Commissioner Chandler. On each program specific phases

of gardening or pest control were discussed and items of current

interest given out to the listeners.

While out of state travel to attend meetings has been curtailed

for financial reasons, the Director and Assistant Director were able

to attend many of those meetings of the various state and trade

groups held here within the state.

The Massachusetts Pesticide Board was often attended by the

Director acting in the absence of the Commissioner. The board by

the way, is made up of people from various state agencies along

v/ith some public members who set policy regarding the sale and use

of pesticides here in the Commonwealth.

Other meetings attended by the office staff of this division

included the summer meeting of the Massachuretts Nurserymen's

Association and various meetings with staff members of several of

the federal agencies such as: Post-entry, Plant Quarantine, and

the Environmental Protection Agency.
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SUMMARY:

As was stated at the beginning of this report, the terms

"environment" and "environmental protection" have become household

words and are the subject of conversation by almost all segments

of our population.

We can no longer take for granted that there is an endless

supply of clean water and air, that the pesticides used are

absolutely safe for all uses, or that we need not be concerned

with who does what v.'ith the environment.

Many agencies of the state work year in and year out to combat

the problems involving their agency and the environment. The De-

partment of Agriculture and in particular the Division of Plant

Pest Control is one such agency. Not only do we actively participate

as members of groups such as the Pesticide Board, which sets pesticide

use policy within the state, but we are constantly gathering data

on the latest developments on the uses of pesticides in order that

we may keep the public informed.

Alternative methods to the uses of pesticides are among the

items being debated today and hereto we must be aware of the latest

developments in the biological field and be ready to recommend them

to a concerned public if they prove useful.

As the primary responsibility of the Plant Pest Control

Division is to prevent the introduction and possible spread of

damaging insects and plant organisms throughout the Commonwealth,

we must be av;are of, and use the tools available to us in our efforts
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to control plant pests.

All of the various sections of the law, (Chapter 128, Sections

16-31A inclusive), were carefully designed to aid in the process

of plant pest control.

While many of the projects carried on by this division are

ongoing programs, this division will be doing, in subsenuent fiscal

years, everything within our power to control insect pests anri

diseases which raise havoc with our environment.
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The Division of Poultry and Poultry Products is responsible
for the supervision and enforcement of the Massachusetts Egg

Laws under the following authority:

Chapter 369 - Acts of 1935 (Fresh Egg Law)

Chapter 266 - Acts of 1951 (Egg Sizing Law)

Chapter 393 - Acts of 1962 (The A. B.C. Law)

Chapter 337 - Acts of 1957 (An act relative to the

control of disease in the purchase, sale and trans-

portation of Live Poultry and hatching eggs)

STAFF OF DIVISION

Charles F. Shelnut, Director

Albert Wark, Poultry Inspector

James Sheehan, Poultry Inspector

Henry Midura, Poultry Inspector

Lawrence Bliss, Poultry Inspector

Eugene Guerrini, Poultry Inspector

Edward Gawle, Egg Quality Control Specialist

Marcia Weinman, Secretary to Director

By regulation under the Division of Animal Health, we

supervise and inspect poultry entered in poultry shows

and fairs for clinical symptoms of any infectious disease

before the birds can be caged at the shows to prevent any

outbreaks of disease.
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POULTRY HEALTH PROGRAM

The division inspectors are continuing to inspect live poultry

at the poultry shows and fairs throughout the state for clinical

symptoms of disease. We have been successful in preventing any

outbreaks of disease during the fairs season.

The Mycoplasma-Gallisepticum vaccination program during its fourth

year has been successful. It is hoped there will be enough clean

young stock available to the market egg producers to eliminate

some of the vaccination programs in the future.

We have started a P.C.B., surveillance program to test the in-

gredients used in the manufacture of mixed grains to eliminate

further outbreaks of P.C.B., in our poultry flocks.

The Mycoplasma-Gallispecticum testing program has been carried on

this year as in previous years and all breeders have been tested

every 21 to 60 days. All flocks have tested negative to M.G.

The division keeps on file all testing results from the laboratory.

Many of the countries throughout the world require that all young

stock be from Mycoplasma-Gallispecticum clean stock.
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T .V. AND RADIO PROGRAMS PLANNED OR ARRANGED

The department has a weekly program on WBZ radio. We arrange

for producers to be interviewed by Commissioner Chandler re-

garding their problems and methods of producing a quality pro-

duct for the consumer. During the Thanksgiving and Christmas

holidays we tiy to have our turkey producers on this program.

On some programs we go directly to the farm and make tape re-

cordings of the birds and the interviews with the producers.

E GG PROMOTION ACTIVITIES

The Massachusetts Poultry Association mans a booth at Eastern

States Exposition in the State Building to promote eggs in

various forms.

The division has developed an educational poultry exhibit in

the Farm-a-Rama area at the Exposition that has been most inter-

esting to the fair goers.

The division has worked with the P.E.N.B., on egg promotion

and egg displays in the various chain stores. Prizes are offered

and the competition is keen.
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COOPERATIVE PROGRAMS

The division works very closely with the Massachusetts Poultry

Association in the promition of eggs and poultry health problems.

The division cooperates with the diagnostic laboratory of the

College of Agriculture, University of Massachusetts, Waltham

Field Station and Paige Laboratory at the University of Amherst.

We participate in the activities of the Future Farmers of America

in many of their Judging contests on poultry and eggs.

We participate in programs of egg promition with the Poultry and

Egg National Board.

U.S. Market News Service in gathering information for a weekly

report on shell egg inventories in the state.

United States Division of Animal Health on disease problems.

Massachusetts Extension Service and the University of Massachusetts.

The U.S. Division of egg grading and surveillance of the Egg

Products Inspection Act of 1970. This program is under agree-

ment by the U.S. Department of Agriculture whereby they pay in

full for the time and travel our men use in this work.

F EDERAL-STATE MATCHING FUNDS

Quality Control of Agricultural products from producer thru

marketing channels to the ultimate consumer.

To develop new markets for our agricultural products.

This program has helped many of our producers in setting up
retail outlets or stores for the sale of fresh eggs, cooked

chicken and turkeys, both whole and in the form of chicken or

turkey pies.

They have been instructed as to proper store layout and equip-

ment to be used.
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MEETINGS ATTENDED BY DIVISION PERSONNEL DURING YEAR

By director: -

National Poultry Improvement Plans bi-annual meeting.

Planning meeting for Farm-a-Rama program at Eastern States

Exposition.

Met with members of the Maine Department of Agriculture,

William Sutherlin, U.S.D.A., area supervisor on egg quality

problems.

Massachusetts Poultry Association directors.

New England Grain Exchange meeting to discuss approaches to

reduced rail rates on grain into New England.

With U.S.D.A., area supervisor Dr. Gilvarch, on instructions

about collecting fat from fowl to be sent to laboratories for

testing for the presence of P.C.B., before flocks could go

to market for slaughter.

Participated in the Northeast Commissioner's of Agriculture

winter meeting.

Participated in the Massachusetts Fairs Association annual

meeting.

Participated in the U.S.D.A., personnel training course for

the surveillance program starting July 1, 1972.
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MYCOPLASMA GALLISPECTICUM TESTING RESULTS July 1. 1971 - June 30. 1972

DeKalb - Warren. Inc.

Colonial Farm Turnpike Farm
Oxford Farm Madbrook Farm
Gondeck Farm Kenola Farm

Norman Lavrton

Hubbard Farms, Inc.
Morse Farm
Flagg Farm

Pilch-DeKalb. Inc.

Birch Hill Farm Rod Farm
Hall Farm Flagg Farm
Turnpike Farm Dickman Farm
Anderson Farm Bray Farm
Marini Farm

Harco Farms, Inc.

Forand Farm Murphy Farm
Kendrick Farm Home Farm
Howe Farm Henault Farm
Hackett Farm

Cobbs Breeding Corp

Gyles Farm
Schubert Farm
Swanson Farm
Westford Farm
Eisenhaur Farm
Home Farm
Rorberts Farm

Hardy & Son

Upper Farm
Marini Farm
Lower Farm

Arbor Acres, Inc.

Williamstown Farm

Bennett Turkey Farm

Herman Aho Farm

ALL FARMS WERE REPORTED NEGATIVE TO MYCOPLASMA GALLISPECTICUM TEST

FOR THE ENTIRE YEAR.
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EGG INSPECTIONS AT STATE INSTITUTIONS JULY 1. 1971 - June 30. 1972

July

August

September

October

November

December

January-

February

March

April

May

June

Institutions
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1971
B ABY CHICKS AND/OR HATCHING EGGS SHIPPED TO 38 COUNTRIES DURING 1972

Argentina

Bermuda

Brazil

Canada

Chile

Colombia

Ecuador

France

Germany

Greece

Holland

Honduras

Hong Kong

Hungary-

India

Indonesia

Iran

Italy

Japan

Korea

Lebanon

Liberia

Malaysia

Mexico

Nigeria

Okinawa

Peru

Philippines

Puerto Rico

Singapore

Spain

Taiwan

Thailand

Trinidad

Turkey

Venezuela

Yietmam

West Pakistan

E GG HEARINGS HELD DURING THE YEAR

Vermont Food Industries, Chapter 369, Fresh Egg Law

Springfield Sugar Products, Inc., Chapter 369, Fresh Egg Law

Colchester Egg Company, Chapter 369, Fresh Egg Law

Fleishman & Son, Chapter 369 Fresh Egg Law
Chapter 266 Egg Size Law

Coxinty Distributors, Inc., Chapter 369, Fresh Egg Law.
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EGG INSPECTIONS AT RETAIL OUTLETS July 1. 1971 - June 30. 1972

V
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JULY 1 1971 to JUNE 30, 1972

ANNUAL REPORT APIARY INSPECTION

During the summer in the fiscal year 1972, the problem
of poisoning of bees by insecticides especially on corn became
very apparent. Losses on Cranberry bogs also increased far
above what had been noted when DDT was used. Also spray for
Gi/psy Moth on Cape Cod had not been effective as DDT and has
killed more bees. This was so serious that the U.S. Government
decided to pay indemnity to beekeepers for loss of bees. The
first forms used for this purpose in the fall of 1971 were so
complicated that very few people would be able to complete them
to collect a re-imbursement. In 1972 this was changed and A5CS
officials distributed forms which were more easily completed.

An exam for inspectors was given in 1972 and some of the
active county inspectors refused to take it. One of them quit
inspection which required hiring another inspector. An additional
inspector was allowed in 1972 so we hired 9 instead of 8 inspectors
to cover the state more adequately. Barnstable County on Cape Cod
was one of these counties and one where a new active Beekeepers
Association was started by me and some of my inspectors in 1971.
They are really active now and have more than fifty members.

The other new inspector hired was a young man and a recent
college graduate in entomology who did not complete his studies
of grad work in entomology until June 1st. 1972 when he was hired.
Due to the wet weather, he did not start work until July 1st. or
the last week of June. He has proved a good inspector and has
v.'orked hard to complete Bristol County in a month and has been
given Norfolk Coiinty which needs inspection more than any other
county due to poor inspection there in the past few years.

The year of 1972 in April 15 through June was very rainy so
that little or no inspection could be accomplished in eastern Mass.
although quite a bit was accomplished in April until May 1st. for
the big pollinators. A new inspector had to be hired for Essex
County also and some of his training was accomplished with other
inspectors helping him and my attention to the problem and going
with him myself on several occasions until two of the largest
pollinators in Essex county were taken care of to ship their'
bees out to the apple orchards in New Hampshire and elsewhere.

In the fall of 1971, my Cape Cod (Barnstable Coxonty) in-
spector had completed the Cape in August and was asked to travel
from Cape Cod to Bristol County which he completed by October 31st.
Due to his long distance to travel from Orleans in Barnstable
County, he was requested to stay overnight in Bristol Covmty. He





did this once in a while but in most cases traveled a long dis-
tance each day of inspection. The state did not want this to
continue and that is why we hired an inspector to live in Bristol
County this year.

In June I attended the Mass. Federation Meeting at Wachusett
Meadows in Princeton, Massachusetts, where I represented the Dept.
of Agriculture since the Commissioner was out of the state. This
meeting was a success especially because of the fact that it demon-
strated how beekeeping is becoming attractive to young people. The
Natick 4-H Club junior members, ages 8-12 put on a beekeepers' program
under the direction of the Norfolk County Beekeepers Association
and especially a Mrs. Warren who sponsored the group for Norfolk
County although Natick is actually in Middlesex County. These
children each have their own bee hive and talk of their ovti

problems with keeping bees. Also explained to them is the differ-
ence between honeybees and other similar insects with charts and
drawings. This certainly should stimulate youngsters to keep bees.

I have attended all of the Essex County Beekeepers m.eetings
and one in Barnstable County this past year. If all of the bee-
keepers were members of these county associations, it would be
easy to locate all of the beekeepers in Mass. as the ASCS group
want me to do for the indemnity program. The states of Rhode
Island and Connecticut require all beekeepers to register at a
minimum fee of 25?; which does not mean 250 per hive. I would
suggest that the state through the Dept. of Agriculture ask that
Mass. beekeepers all register at a 250 fee. This does not dis-
close the nuir.ber of hives they have but does give them access
to free inspection and coverage for pesticide losses.

New Jersey requires all beekeepers to register and they
cover that state thoroughly in a burning program to rid the state
of disease. Recently they have experimented with fumigating the
diseased bees* combs with AFE and EFB even curing Nosema germs
with Ethylene Oxide in Carbon Dioxide as Carboxide from Union
Carbide. They purchased equipment (surplus U.S. Gov't.) worth
^33,000 for these experiments which are proving to be very success-
full as discussed at the EAS meeting recently (these experiments
have been going on for several months and it will take a year to
complete them).

Due to the late inspection season slowed dov.Ti by the rain
in May and June and due to recent pesticide losses, the honey
production which would have been a bumper crop has been cut dov/n

considerably. If these bees build up enough to winter, they will
have to work hard and become strong in the late summer and fall
months. The indemnity paid the beekeeper helps some but does not
help the farmer to pollinate properly nor does it tend to supply
the honey now in greater demand than in any previous years.

Harlan E. Glidden
Chief Apiary Inspector

_ p _





ANNUAL REPORT

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTUFffi

BONDING AND LICENSING OF MILK DEALERS AND POULTRY_ DEALERS

Nathan Chandler, Commissioner

James T. Walsh, Senior Bonding Investigator

July 1. 1971 - July 1. 1972





MILK DEALERS

The following is a breakdown of the bond account by the

different types of securities and compared with June 30, 1971.

July 1, 1971 July 1. 1972

Bonds $ 103,300. $102,000.

Bank Books 119,305. 159,005.

Stock 47,400. 47,400.

Miscellaneous 0. 0.

Surety Bonds 741,449.01 637,400.

Real Estate Mortgaf^es 30,300. 30,300.

Life Insurance Policies 1,400. 1,400.

Total $1,043,154.01 $977,505.

FORECLOSURES

Durins: the fiscal year there were no coreclosures on milk

dealer surety bonds althousih several foreclosures were averted

bv means other than the legal foreclosure process and two bonds

are in the process of foreclosure and will be completed during

the next fiscal year.

GENERAL :

Several of the large producer co-operative associations

merged during the license fiscal year and, will contract with

the majority of the Massachusetts milk dealers for full supply

contracts

.





BONDING AND LICENSING OF MILK DEALERS AND POULTRY DFALERS

James T. Walsh, Senior iiondinfc Investif^ator

July 1, 1971 - July 1, 1972

POULTRY DEALERS

Twenty poultry dealers were bonded and licensed during; the

fiscal year. Licenses were issued for twentv-seven trucks.

These dealers filed surety bonds in the amount of $89,000.00

There were no foreclosures on bonds during the fiscal year

and, no court actions.

The raisins of poultry for meat purposes in the State has

changed during the fiscal year. Broiler production has

dropped and one large plant has changed its' type of operation

to the process of fowl which is then further processed and sold

canned to various government operations. Most of the broilers

now sold on the retail are imported from Maine and the

southeastern states.
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JULY 1, 1971 thru JUNE 30, 1972

REGISTRATION OF MINK FARMS

DENNIS J. FLYNN, SUPERVISOR:

Chapter 128, Section 8B states that each mink ranch shall be listed

with the Department of Agriculture on or before February first of each

year, and the premises and breeding records may be inspected by the

Commissioner of Agriculture or his agents at any reasonable time. The
fee for such listing shall be three dollars annually for which fee a

certificate shall be issued by the Department of Agriculture.

The mink industry in Massachusetts, along with the rest of the

country, has suffered badly from foreign competition in recent years.

The number of farms here in Massachusetts has dwindled to only

twenty-eight (28) farms registered for the 1971 - 72 season with a

total of 6,8/4 breeder mink reported on farms.

The size of the farms vary from only a few to a high of 1600
breeders being kept on one farm. There has been a marked decrease also

in the number of mink per farm. Most of those mink ranchers that remain
in business have cut back on their production and are just holding on

for another season or two, anticipating a recovery to higher prices in

the future.

There were some letters requesting information which I answered and

I also made a number of calls on farms throughout the year. These calls,

however, were made only to verify whether there were still in business or

not.

Respectfully submitted.

Dennis J. Flynn
Investigator of Mink Farms
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JULY 1, 1971 - JUNE 30, 1972

MASSACHUSETTS STANDARDBRED AGRICULTURAL

FAIR AND BREEDING FUND PROGRAM

SUPERVISOR: DENNIS FLYNN

MASSACHUSETTS DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

NATHAN CHANDLER

COMMISSIONER





MASSACHUSETTS STANDARDBRED AGRICULTURAL FAIR AND BREEDING FUND PROGRAM

Standardbred C»minlttee;

Chairman Dr. Francis McGee - Marlb»r«

Secretary Mr. Vern»n Badurtha - Westfield

Mr. William McAlister St. - Faxbara

Mr. Jahn E. O'Neil - Narwaad

Mr. Gearge Zgradnik - Hatfield

Mr. Gearge Zgradnik af Hatfield was appainted by the Gavernar ta
fill the vacancy left by the resignatian af Mr. Stephen J. Harvey af
West Hatfield.

The Cammittee met three times during the year; September 22, 1971
at W. Springfield; Octaber 27, 1971 at Spencer; and an April 5, 1972
at Framingham.

These meetings were very well attended by cammittee members and
much pragress was made in establishing legislative changes alang with
necessary changes in rules and regulatians.

Legislation;

There were some changes made in the Standardbred Law (Chap. 807 of
the Acts of 1969). Namely;

Assigning one to five year appointments to each of the five
committee members.

The $25,000.00 limit was increased.

The Legislature also passed an Act which provides for prizes in the
form of Stallion Awards, based on monies won by their offspring in the
Standardbred Program.

Registration;

The Department enrolled fifty-seven new entries or nominations to

our list of those horses that will be eligible to the Program.

We also registered twenty-two Stallions which were listed and made
available to the horsemen.

Purses and other Awards:

The Department expended a total of $16,800.00 in purse monies and

$:),073.00 for expenses incurred by the three fairs that participated in
this years program.
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Foxboro, Spencer and Franklin County were the three fairs that were
invulved.

The Department made an additional award of twenty-five horse blankets,
one for each of the horses that made up this years race group.

We did not give out any Stallion Awards this year as it was felt that
the law had not been in effect long enough.

Summary

;

The Standardbred Breeding Fund was established to promote, develop
and encourage the breeding ot Standardbred Horses in Massachusetts.

Similar programs have been established in neighboring states and
have met with much success. Many Massachusetts horse breeders had
enrolled in these out-of-state programs, however, many have already begun
to bring their mares back into this State.

Several breeders have purchased well bred stallions which is reflected
in the many out-of-state mares that are being brought here t* be serviced
and boarded.

These has been a marked increase in the number of horses being
enrolled this year which indicates the Standardbred breeders are very much
interested in making our program a success.

The fair associations that have participated in the Standardbred
Program have been very cooperative. We anticipate that the program can be
expanded in include more fairs in the future. The racing has provided an
additional major feature for the fairs at practically no cost to them.

The Standardbred Program has attained a fine start and should be a

valuable asset in the promotion of Agribusiness for Massachusetts,

Respectfully submitted.

Dennis J. Flynn
Supervisor





REPORT OF THE THOROUGHBRED BREEDING PROGRAM FOR THE FISCAL YEAR

JULY 1. 1971 TO JUNE 30. 1972 INCLUSIVE

In 1971 there were two fairs held in the Commonwealth with pari-

mutuel flat racing.

Northampton Fair

September 6-11 inclusive

No of times Mass. bred horses wen to post - 19

No. of horses placed in monies - 5

Combined awards monies paid Mass. breeders - $459.90

Total revenue state received from Thoroughbred Horse Racing -

$291,713.95

Great Harrington Fair

September 13 - 18 inclusive

No. of times Mass. bred horses went to post - 22

No. of horses placed in monies - 8

Combined awards monies paid Mass. breeders - $668.20

Total revenue state received from Thoroughbred Horse Racing -

$412,835.05

Three fairs did not have Thoroughbred Racing in 1971 namely

Marshfield, Weymouth and Brockton. (No Revenue)

Grand total monies paid in incentive awards to Mass. Thoroughbred

Breeders at the fairs - $1,128.10

Grand total monies state received from Thoroughbred Horse Racing

at the fairs - $704,551.00
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Northampton Fair - Racing!: Days 6 - 1971 - September 6-11

Horses Placed Horses Placed Horses Placed
First Second Third

3 2

Great Barrington Fair - Racing Days 6 - 1971 - September 13 - 18

Horses Placed Horses Placed Horses Placed
First Second Third

3 2 3

Suffolk Downs Spring Meet - lA Days - 1971 - July 1-16

Horses Placed Horses Placed Horses Placed
First Second Third

5 6 4

Suffolk Downs Fall Meet - 48 Days - 1971 - Oct. 18 - Dec. 15

Horses Placed Horses Placed Horses Placed
First Second Third

18 18 19

Suffolk Downs Spring Meet - 91 Days - 1972 - March 4 - June 30

Horses Placed Horses Placed Horses Placed
First Second Third

35 46 26

Total 64 72 54

Grand Total - Mass. Bred Horses in Monies - 190

Mass. Bred Horses went to Post - 639 Times
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1971 Suffolk Downs Spring Meet - 14 Days - July 1-16

No, of times Mass. bred horses went to post - 54

No. of horses placed in monies - 15

Combined awards monies paid Mass. breeders - $4,606.20

Total revenue state received from Thoroughbred Horse Racing -

$1,322,816.38

1971 Suffolk Downs Fall Meet - 48 Days - Oct. 18 - Dec. 15

No. of times Mass. bred horses went to post - 142

No. of horses placed in monies - 55

Combined awards monies paid Mass. breeders - $10,574.70

Total revenue state received from Thoroughbred Horse Racing -

$2,484,133.26

Suffolk Downs Spring Meet in fiscal 1972 - 91 Days - Mar. 4 - June 30

No. of times Mass. bred horses went to post - 402

No. of horses placed in monies - 107

Combined Awards monies paid Mass. breeders - $20,060.55

Total revenue state received from Thoroughbred Horse Racing -

$6,384,208.06

Grand total monies paid incentive awards to Mass. Thoroughbred

Breeders at Suffolk Downs - $35,241.65

Grand total monies state received from Thoroughbred Horse Racing

at Suffolk Downs - $10,191,157.70

Combined Monies State Received from Thoroughbred Horse Racing -

$10,895,708.70

Combined Monies Paid Breeders 35,241.65

Total - $10,860,467.05
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In 1971, additional racing dates were awarded to all of the

commercial tracks and for the first time we now have Sunday

racing. This, we hope, will mean additional revenue for the

Commonwealth. It will certainly mean the need for additional

horses. In recent years it has been a problem to get sufficient

numbers of horses to fill races in this area. We feel that the

Massachusetts Thoroughbred Breeding Incentive Program will help

to alleviate this condition and solve part of the problem.

Under the Incentive Program a cash stipend equal to 20% of the

first, second and third place prize money is awarded by the

Department of Agriculture to the breeders of Massachusetts bred

horses finishing 1,2 or 3 in any given race in the Bay State.

There is an additional bonus of 5% to the owners of the stallion

who sired these Massachusetts bred winners providing said stallion

stood in the Commonwealth. The money to finance this program

comes from the Agricultural Purposes Fund. The Thoroughbred Breed-

ing Program helps to defray some of the expenses incurred by

breeders. This also enables them to purchase and maintain better

mares and to be more selective in their choice of stallions. We

now have 27 registered thoroughbred stallions and 93 breeders who

bred 155 mares this past breeding season. In addition there were

mares bred out of state to better class stallions and shipped back

into the Commonwealth to foal. We should have a record number of

thoroughbred foals this spring. It is generally conceded by

thoroughbred breeders that "Class begets Class !

" . In the final

analysis better horses mean better racing, and better racing means

more revenue to the Commonwealth. Massachusetts foaled horses are

now enjoying wide acclaim in the thoroughbred world. The increasing

number of winners is evidence of the success of the Massachusetts

breeders and we feel that the Breeding Fund Program will give them

the incentive they need to continue in the horse industry of the

Commonwealth. We would like to maintain and protect this revenue

and enlarge its scope if possible.





ANNUAL REPORT OF THE COUNSEL

FOR THE FISCAL YEAR 1972

In accordance with the provisions of Section 33 of Chapter 30

of the General Laws, the following recommendations for legislation

were submitted together with a draft of the bills embodying the

legislation recommended. Of the four bills submitted, three of

them were enacted into law and the fourth recommendation No. 3 was

withdrawn at the request of the Department.

Three of the recommendations of the Department which were filed

in November 1970 were enacted into law subsequent to June 30, 1971.

Therefore, they will be considered as part of this report.

RECOMMENDATIONS

No. 1 - AN ACT FURTHER REGULATING THE SALE OF COIMMERCIAL FEED.

Enforcement of the Feed Law was transferred in 1971 from the

University of Massachusetts to the Department of Agriculture. At

the time of transition, it was suggested by the Dean of the College

of Agriculture that the law be updated so as to be in line with the

majority of other states.

This bill is based upon the uniform State Feed Bill published

by the Association of the American Feed Control officials. There

is need for this type of legislation because the feed and feeding

industry is of interstate nature requiring uniformity of regula-

tions. Distribution of ingredients and mixed feed, contracting,

use of drugs, multiplant operations, etc., are all part of the

rapid growing and changing feed industry.
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No longer can feed regulations be based on the small elevator,

or farm unit, or by state boundaries.

Reference in the bill to the Federal requirements will help

insure uniformity. The present law is not adequate for effective

control for feed or the future. Changes which must be recognized

are: (1) Trend to bulk handling; (2) Use of drugs - effect on

consumer of milk, meat and eggs; (3) Contracting between a feed

mill and feeder; (4) Integration; (5) Distribution direct to con-

sumer; (5) Custom mixing; on the farm mixing; and (7) Authority to

provide for the use of collective terms.

No. 2 - AN ACT RELATI^/E TO THE CONTROL OF NOXIOUS WEEDS.

On October 17, 1968, President Johnson signed the Carlson-

Foley Act, which would permit State officials to destroy noxious

plants on Federal lands, and the State would be reimbursed to the

extent of available Federal funds.

In order to fully utilize the provisions of this Federal Act,

it is necessary to have enabling legislation, so that the

Massachusetts Department of Agriculture may have a qualified weed

control lav/ and receive full benefits of the Act.

It has been estimated that weeds, by limiting yields and im-

pairing quality, reduce potential agricultural productivity by

about 3% each year. V/e have other losses by v;eeds including human

discomfort from weed pollens and poisonous plants, streams clogged

by weeds and made useless for boating and fishing, water wasted

by aquatic plants, and scenic values impaired by unattractive

vegetation.
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In addition, weed control is a major item in farm production

costs and may be a source of contamination to the environment.

Nationally, our farmers spend an estimated 2i billion in fighting

weeds each year, in contrast with 430 million in controlling crop

insects, and 230 million in restricting damage by plant diseases.

Effective weed control is an essential factor in our efficient

production of food and fiber to meet our domestic roeds. Agricul-

ture faces a tremendous challenge in meeting future demands for

food and fiber, for our own people and for export. Every oppor-

tunity for increasing agricultural productivity, including weed

control, must be exploited.

An effective State weed control law will provide us v/ith the

necessary means to carry out a program to control weeds that the

public expects.

No. 3 - AN ACT ESTABLISHING A DIVISION OF POULTRY AND POULTRY

PRODUCTS WITHIN THE DEPARTIffiNT OF AGRICULTURE.

Section 6 of Chapter 20 of the General Laws authorizes the

Commissioner of Agriculture to set up divisions within the Depart-

ment .

Section 6 reads in part as follows: The Commissioner shall

organize the Department into divisions including a Division of

Dairying and Animal Husbandry, a Division of Animal Health, a

Division of Plant Pest Control, a Division of Fairs, a Division

of Markets and such other divisions as he may from time to time

determine.
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Using the aforesaid powers, the Commissioner has created a

Division of Poultry and Poultry Products.

Section 1 of Chapter 652 of the acts of 1968 defines "depart-

ment" as it relates to civil service as a "department, board, or

commission, or any division, institutional unit, or other unit

of a department in case such unit is established by law, ordinance

or by-law.

"

Although there is a Division of Poultry and Poultry Products

within the Department of Agriculture at the present time, it was

not established by law, ordinance, or by-law, so, therefore, can

not be considered as a separate entity by the Division of Civil

Service. To protect the rights of individuals employed in this

division, it is necessary that this legislation be acted upon

favorably.

No. 4 - AN ACT FURTHER DEFINING THE AUTHORITY OF THE STATE

RECLAI'IATION BOARD.

Through the years amendments have been made to Chapter 252

of the General Laws. Section 1 was last amended in 1929, and the

wording therein mentions, "the following eighteen sections."

Since 1929, Sections 5B and 6A have been added. Section 2 was

last amended in 1926, and the wording therein mentions "the

following fourteen sections." Since 1926, Sections 4A, 5A, 5B,

6A and 14C have been added. Section 4 v;as last amended in 1923,

and the wording therein mentions, "Sections 1 to 14B, inclusive."

Since that time a Section 14C was added. In order to correct
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this situation, it is necessary to amend these sections, and it is

advisable to use the word "chapter" instead of enumerating the

sections. Sections 15 through 23 of Chapter 252 do not come under

the jurisdiction of the Board, but there is no mention of the Board

in any of these sections; therefore, the proposed amendments would

have no effect upon them.

The following are chapters affecting agriculture that were

enacted in the fiscal year 1972:

Chapter 550 of the acts of 1971 - An act providing for the

establishment of a foreign trade section in the Division of Markets

in the Department of Agriculture. Approved August 12th. This was

House Bill No. 7 and a departmental recommendation. (See 1971

Annual Report
.

)

Chapter 651 - An act providing that the Agricultural and

Industrial Building on the grounds of the Brockton Agricultural

Society in the city of Brockton may be used for educational pur-

poses. Approved August 12th. This was House Bill No. 15 and a

departmental recommendation. (See 1971 Annual Report.)

Chapter 695 - An act providing for compulsory health insurance

for migrant farm workers. This was House Bill No. 5009 and was

approved August 19th.

Chapter 718 - An act further regulating the tax on horse and

dog racing. This was House Bill No. 5017 and was approved August

26th. This legislation lessened the amount of taxes paid by agri-

cultural fairs from monies collected at pari-mutuel races.

Chapter 721 - An act further regulating the licensing of horse

race meetings. This was House Bill No. 5647 and was approved on
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August 31st. This legislation authorized the hiring of police, vet-

erinarians, chemists and laboratory technicians at pari-mutuel race

tracks including agricultural fairs, and the cost of the police de-

tail is to be paid by the licensee.

Chapter 725 - An act providing for a student representative

from each campus to be elected to the Board of Trustees of the

University of Massachusetts. This was House Bill No. 4478 and

was approved on August 31st.

Chapter 732 - An act establishing a cause of action in behalf

of certain persons and political subdivisions for the purpose cf

protecting the natural resources and environment of the Common-

wealth. This was House Bill No. 5915 and v/as approved September 7th.

Chapter 795 - An act transferring certain law enforcement au-

thority from the Director of the Massachusetts Agricultural Experi-

ment Station of the University of Massachusetts to the Commissioner

of Agriculture. This was Senate Bill No. 1420 and was approved on

September 22nd. This legislation vested the enforcement authority

of the commercial feed and fertilizer law in the Department of

Agriculture.

Chapter 839 - An act providing for the permanent protection

of the coastal marshes and inland v/etlands of the Commonwealth.

This was Senate Bill No. 1439 and was approved on October 5th. The

State Reclamation Board or any mosquito control or other project

acting under or authorized by Chapter 252 of the General Laws are

exempted under the provisions of this law.

Chapter 840 - An act establishing a system of scenic and rec-
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reational rivers and streams in the Commonwealth. This was House

Bill No. 6144 and was approved on October 6th. The exemptions

provided in the previous chapter were included in this legislation.

Chapter 861 - An act relative to the breeding of standardbred

horses in the Commonwealth. This was House Bill No. 59A0 and was

a departmental recommendation. (See 1971 Annual Report.) It v/as

approved on October 7th. This legislation made changes in our

standardbred law including the terms of the standardbred committee,

the amount of money available for the program and the awards to the

owners of stallions standing in the Commonwealth.

Chapter 892 - An act increasing the minimum fair wage rates.

This was House Bill No. 2176 and was approved October l4th. This

legislation set the amount of Si. 75 per hour as the minimuir. wage.

Chapter 393 - An act further defining conservation plans and

further regulating the powers of conservation commissions. This

was House Bill No. 3247 and was approved on October l4th.

Chapter 951 - An act permitting horse and dog racing on Sundays.

This was House Bill No. 6353 and was approved on October ?7th. This

legislation approved horse and dog racing on Sundays including pari-

mutuel racing at agricultural fairs.

Chapter 955 - An act further regulating the hours of conducting

harness horse racing meetings. This was House Bill No. 5988 and

was approved on October 27th. This legislation allows racing between

the hours of ten o'clock ante meridian and seven o'clock post meridian

for rxmning horses and between tv/elve o'clock noon and seven o'clock

post meridian or between seven o'clock post meridian and twelve
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o'clock midnight for harness horses including racing at agricultural

fairs.

Chapter 987 - An act to improve the facilities of certain agri-

cultural fairs. This was Senate Bill No. 742 and was approved on

November 3rd. This legislation authorizes the Department to allot

to fairs which do not conduct a horse or dog racing meeting monies

for the purchase, rental or installation of facilities to further

aid in the display of exhibits and the health and comfort of the

general public. There is a proviso that not less than $200,000 v/ill

be used annually to carry out this purpose

.

Chapter 988 - An act increasing the maximum salary which may

be paid to the Assistant Commissioner of Agriculture. This v\ras

Senate Bill No. 961 and v/as approved on November 3rd. This legis-

lation increased the salary of the Assistant Commissioner to $1A,000.

Chapter 990 - An act changing the name of Trustees for County

Aid to Agriculture to Trustees for County Cooperative Extension

Service. This was House Bill No. 4929 and was approved on November

3rd.

Chapter 993 - An act regulating the operation of pet shops.

This was House Bill No. ?399 and was approved on November 3rd. This

legislation authorized the Division of Animal Health to license pet

shops and promulgate rules and regulations governing the issuance

and revocation of such licenses and the conduct of the business so

licensed.

Chapter 1020 - An act relating to the protection of flood plains,

This was House Bill No. 3240 and was approved on November 9th.
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The restrictions provided in this legislation does not apply to the

State Reclamation Board or any of its projects.

The following Resolves were passed in 1971:

Chapter 30 - Resolved that provision be made for investigation

and study by the Water Resources Commission of the public water-

supply resources of the Parker River. This was Senate Bill No. 792

and approved on July 21st.

Chapter 31 - Resolve providing for an investigation and study

by a specia]. commission relative to the impact of the regulation

barring outdoor burning within the Commonwealth as promulgated by

the public health counsel and any other related matters thereto.

This was House Bill No. 1573 and approved on July 21st.

Chapter 47 - Resolve providing for an investigation and study

by the Department of Natural Resources relative to aquaculture and

better marine fisheries management. This was Senate Bill No. 3185

and approved August 19th.

The following legislation was enacted in the first six months

of 1972:

Chapter 36 - An act further defining the authority of the State

Reclamation Board. This was House Bill No. 6 and a departmental

recommendation supra. It v;as approved on March 1st. This legis-

lation updated a number of sections in the reclamation lav/.

Chapter 46 - An act relative to the penalty for cruel treatment

of animals. This was Senate Bill No. 535 and approved on March 2nd.

Chapter 67 - An act relative to the control of noxious weeds

by the Director of the Division of Plant Pest Control. This was
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House Bill No. 4, a departmental recommendation supra and approved

on March 9th.

Chapter 91 - An act establishing an intern scholarship program

in the Department of Agriculture. This was House Bill No. 382 and

approved on March 15th.

Chapter 143 - An act partially restricting the power of eminent

domain with respect to certain land used for agriculture or farning.

This was House Bill No. 351 and approved on April 6th.

Chapter 219 - "^n act defining the word "person" as used in the

lav; establishing a cause of action in behalf of certain persons and

political subdivisions for the purpose of protecting the natural

resources and environment of the Commonwealth. This was House Bill

No. 5325 and approved on April 27th. This amendment included the

Commonwealth or any of its political subdivisions in the definition

of the word ''person."

Chapter 223 - An act further regulating the procedure for im-

porting inland fish and wildlife into the Commonv/ealth. This v/as

House Bill No. 5476 and approved on April 27th.

This act has a proviso that there shall be cooperation between

the Division of Fisheries and Game and the Department of Agriculture

when there is liberation into the wild of any pheasant or quail.

Chapter 365 - An act further regulating the sale of commercial

feed. This was House Bill No. 56^4 and a departmental recommendation

supra. It was approved on June 1st. This legislation updated the

commercial feed law so as to be in conformance with the majority of

other states.

Chapter 3S3 - An act further regulating horse, dog and harness
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racing at state and county fairs. This was House Bill No. 5717 and

approved on June 8th. This legislation authorized ten days of racing

to agricultural fairs if they were otherwise qualified and owned their

own track premises.

Chapter 506 - An act establishing requirements for labeling haz-

ardous substances. This was House Bill No. 3613 and approved J"une 28th,

Chapter 510. An act further regulating the removal, filling and

dredging of areas bordering on coastal waters. This was House Bill

No. 5790 and approved on June 2Sth. This legislation did not affect

or regulate the ordinary or usual v/ork of any mosquito control project

operating under Chapter 252 or under the provisions of a special act.

Chapter 527. An act providing for the licensing of riding in-

structors. This was House Bill No. 2676 and approved June 29th. This

legislation provides that riding instructors shall be licensed by the

Department of Agriculture.





STATE RECLAMATION BOARD

ANNUAL REPORT

July 1, 1971 - June 30, 1972

Commissioners appointed during the Fiscal Year '72 were

as follows:

1. Mrs. Patsy Rabstejnek of Cohasset to the South Shore
Mosquito Control Commission.

2. Dr. James J. Healy of Sudbury to the East Middlesex
Mosquito Control Commission.

3« Mr. F. Allen Haines of Maynard to the East Middlesex
Mosquito Control Commission.

The Board received notice in July, 1971 that Mr, M. Currie

Beaton, Superintendent of the Plymouth County Mosquito Control

Project had resigned and Mro Allen Bailey one of the foremen,

who has been with the Project for many years, had been selected

by the Plymouth County Mosquito Control Commission to replace

Mr, Beaton, Also two Cape Cod Mosquito Control Project emp-

loyees retired after many years of employment with the Cape

Project.

The Town of Hanover voted at Town meeting to withdraw

from the Plymouth County Mosquito Control Project.

The chairman of the Norfolk County Mosquito Control Commi-

ssion was changed. This is done on an annual basis as is the

case in some of the other Project Commissions.

As in former years many inquires have been received by the

Reclamation Board from communities not within a mosquito control

project as to how a district might be formed or as to what

materials could be used in the control of mosquitoes and how to

apply these materials. One such group of towns with Marlboro
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as a nucleus has started action on the formation of a new dist-

rict. It is the hope of the Board that such district would be

formed as it borders the East Middlesex Mosquito Control Pro-

ject and would be very beneficial to mosquito abatement in

that area.

In order to aid all communities either already having a

program or those planning a program of mosquito control and

also in lieu of Chapter 732 of the Acts of 1971, entitled,

"An Act establishing a cause of action for certain persons for

the purpose of protecting the natural resources and environ-

ment of the Commonwealth", authorizing ten persons to petition

to the Superior Court if they have reason to believe that a

person or persons have damaged or are about to damage the en-

vironment, a questionnaire was sent out by the Reclamation

Board in December of 1971. This questionnaire was sent out in

accordance with the provisions set forth in section 5B of Chap-

ter 252 of the General Laws. The replies received from this

questionnaire in the majority of cases were inadequate, or the

questionnaire was totally ignored. A second letter was sent

out in April, 1972 calling attention to the law which states

that all mosquito control work, whether it be done by a dist-

rict, a city or a town, shall be conducted in such a manner as

may be approved by the State Reclamation Board. Again in many

cases if the city or town had a program, the replies were in-

sufficient and it has been necessary to call and go out to the

communities, in order to establish a control program to meet

with the approval of the Reclamation Board.

Two (2) communities whose programs have met with the appro-

val of the Reclamation Board are Boston and Natick.
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Today more and more emphasis has been placed on the eli-

mination and control of larvae. These procedures are being

brought to the attention of the various communities in order

that less chemical be used in the control of the mosquito.

Legislation in regards to the Reclamation Board that was

enacted, consisted of:

Chapter 36 of the Acts of 1972 - An act further defining

the authority of the State Reclamation Board. Approved March 1,

1972.

Respectfully submitted,

Clarence ^. Tourville
Entomologist
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FOREWORD

Chapter 654 of the Acts of 1974 established a Division of Agricultural Land
Use within the Department of Agriculture. Warren Shepard was designated
Acting Director of this Division.

Harley Phelps, Jr. of Lanesboro was appointed to the Board of Agriculture
on Dfecember 31, 1974, succeeding Americo Cavallaro, whose term had expired.

Shirley Cross of East Sandwich was appointed to the Board of Agriculture on
December 31, 1974, succeeding Tony Andrews, whose term had expired.

Frederic Winthrop, Jr. was appointed Commissioner of Agriculture on March 28,

1975.
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REPORT OF THE DIVISION OF ANIMAL HEALTH

July 1, 1971; - June 30, 1975

To the Commissioner of Agriculture:

In accordance with Section 38, Section 129, General Laws,
Acts of 1932, I herewith submit the report of the Division of
Animal Health for the fiscal year, July 1, 197)4. to June 30,
1975 inclusive.

We are continuing the program of T.B, testing cattle once
in three (3) years. The shortage of veterinary staff has hindered
the smooth working of this program. Assistance from 03 (per diem)
veterinarians was more readily obtainable this year.. More than
two and one half times as many were tested by this method than
last year. The aid received in testing by Federal veterinarians
was increased nearly four fold from 996 in 197lj- to 3,739 in 1975
totalling nearly 1/3 more animals tested in 19714- than in 1973.

One serious infection was discovered through slaughter
inspection and trace back of back tag number. This soon resulted
in the depopulation of a highly infected large herd. The source
of this infection could not be definitely determined. However,
it is believed to have originated from a local cow that missed
eradication at an earlier date. This herd had not been tested
for over four years. If it had been possible to have tested this
herd at three years or on an every year basis (since it was a herd
where the replacements are purchased) the severity of infection
would likely have been much less.

No Encephalomyelitis was reported in horses this year. The
voliintary vaccination program promoted by the Division was success-
ful. In fact it was so successful that the State H\aman Health
Authority noted the lack of sick horses to signal possible trouble
for humans. There were ten (10) cases of Western type (no Eastern)
Encephalitis in humans in the 1975 calendar year through June 30.

No Hog Cholera was discovered in the state this year. Only
one outbreak occurred in the country.

The eradication of Brucellosis in hogs is being pursued with
vigor. The present favorable prices for hogs makes it feasible
at this time to make rapid strides toward complete eradication of
this disease.

Massachusetts continues to maintain its Certified Brucellosis
Free status according to Federal regulations. The recent outbreak
in Vermont and the enlargement of infected areas in other parts of
the country make it important that our surveillance be increased by
testing imports within thirty (30) days of arrival.

Activity on the enforcement of the law Prohibiting the
Administration of Drugs to Horses Participating in Contests at
Agricultxiral Pairs was not initiated this year because of lack of
funds for testing. If sufficient interest can be generated, a
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program will be developed within the activity to finance testing.

Important steps taken in the control and eradication of
Equine Infectious Anemia this year include the following:

1. The passage of a law requiring imported equines to be
accompanied by a negative "Coggins Test" record for EIA.

2. The development of Rules and Regulations to control and
eradicate the disease in the state.

3. The effectiveness of this enforcement is measured by the
high degree of surveillance at entry points and the fact
that twenty thousand two hundred and eighty-eight (20,288)
were tested during the year. This represents about 7S%
of the horses. One hundred and forty-seven (ll|.7) horses
were found positive to the test. All but three of these
were successfully quarantined. Almost all owners of
quarantined horses elected to put them down. This
important and successful disease eradication effort was
performed without the appropriation of new funds. The
office and field work was carried on by the regular staff.

The new programs to license Stables and Horseback Riding
Instructors, initiated in February 1971^- have now been in effect
more than one full year. They have been effective in raising the
standards of service offered to the public, together with providing
better conditions for and treatment of horses. The need to change
the Rules and Regulations for these two programs has become evident.
This work will be undertaken in the winter months of next year.

The supply of large animal veterinarians continues to be short.
Members of the Division staff have contributed to the effort to
establish a Veterinary School in New England.

During the fiscal year the usual number of miscellaneous
diseases were reported.

The Division still enjoys excellent co-operation and help from
the Animal and Plant Health Inspection Division of the USDA located
in Waltham. V/e continue to work closely with the College of Food
and Natural Resources of the University of Massachusetts.

Following is information and statistics in detail covering the
various activities of the Division.

Respectfully submitted.

Walter F. Lewis ^
Director
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BOVINE TUBERCULOSIS

There were one thousand and sixteen (1,016) tuberculin herd
tests, forty-four thousand nine hundred and seventy-four (l4J4.,97l4.)

animal tests applied to which ninety-seven (97) head were declared
reactors, as compared with seven hundred and eighty-eight (788)
tuberculin herd tests and thirty-three thousand six hundred and
twenty-two (33>622) animal tests applied the previous fiscal year
to which sixty-four (6I4.) head of cattle reacted.

Porty-nine (U9) of the ninetv-seven (97) head declared to be
reactors were reported as having "no gross lesions" of tuberculosis
at time of slaughter.

One hundred and seventy-six (176) herds containing three
thousand seven hundred and seventy-three (3»773) head of cattle
included in the census report of June 30, 197U were disposed of
by the owners prior to the census period ending June 30, 1975»

Two hundred and five (205) herds containing one thousand eight
hundred and sixty-five (1,865) head of cattle to which testing has
not previously been conducted are included in the census report of
the period ending June 30, 1975.

Tuberculin tests are conducted by State and Federal accredited
veterinarians under a State and Federal Cooperative Plan for the
establishment of tuberculosis -free herds and the eradication of
bovine tuberculosis.

Following is a summary of the tuberculin tests as made by
veterinarians for the twelve -month period of this report:

Veterinarians paid by the State
on a salary basis

Veterinarians paid by the State
as Program Agents

Veterinarians paid by the Federal
Government on a salary basis

HERDS



COUNTY CENSUS

AS OF

JUI^ 30, 1975

COUNTY



ANNTJAL INSPECTION OF NEAT CATTLE, HORSES, SWINE. SHEEP AND GOATS

In accordance with Section 10, Chapter 129 of the General Laws
the annual inspection of neat cattle, horses, swine, sheep and
goats and of the premises where kept was completed.

Reports received from the cities and towns showed that inspec-
tion indicated the following information:

COUNTY



PRIVATE CALPHOOD VACCINATIONS

(OWNER'S EXPENSE)

6.

MONTH HERDS

July



BRUCELLOSIS

The Brucellosis program has been carried on in
accordance with Chapter 129, General Laws as
amended by Chapter 527, Acts of 1956.

During the fiscal year 1975 reimbursement to
owners was made for thirty-seven cattle reactors
(all grades) amovmting to nine hiindred and twenty-
five dollars ($925.00).

Following is a tabulation of the results of lab-
oratory examination of the blood samples from
cattle Txnder this program; also from goats and
swine.
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GOATS

7/1/71; - 6/30/75

This Division arranges for the tuberculin testing

and blood testing of goats provided the owner signs an

agreement to the effect that any goats declared as re-

actors to either test would be immediately disposed of

for slaughter with no compensation allowed by the

Commonwealth.

Under the new T, B, testing program, goats will be

tested on the same basis as cattle, every three years.

Under this agreement five hundred and fifty-nine

(559) goats were tuberculin tested and two htindred and

fifty-eight (258) blood tested. One (l) goat showed a

suspicious reaction.
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RABIES

Under the Massachusetts Department of Public Health reg-
ulations Chapter 111, General Laws as amended by Chapter 265,
Acts of 1938, Sections 6 and 7 "Dog Bite" is declared a dis-
ease dangerous to public health.

Chapter 129, Section 21 of the General Laws, was amended
under Chapter 29, Acts of 1963 to read: "All dogs known to
have bitten persons shall be quarantined for a period of ten
(10) days for observation, at the end of which period, if no
symptoms of rabies have developed, said animals may be released
from quarantine on order of the Director."

Investigation of reported injuries inflicted to persons
by biting dogs and the quarantining of such dogs is one of the
duties of the Inspector of Animals,

One thousand three hundred and sixty (1,360) persons
were bitten by stray animals. The brains of seven hundred and
twenty-three (723) animals were sent to Wassermann Laboratory
for examination. Of that number five hundred and sixty-two
(562) were reported to have bitten six hundred and seven (607)
persons.

The following tabulation is a record of bites inflicted
by dogs and other animals.
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RABIES
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RABIES
Bite Cases Fiscal Year 197^

Released
Quarantined
Animals

Wolves

Destroyed
No Examina-
tion

Heads to
Laboratory
NEGATIVE

Heads to
Laboratory
POSITIVE

Heads tc

Laboratci
UNSATIS-
FACTORY

Total 12,070 1;6 636 80



CATTLE IMPORTS

14.

ihfi^ ^Ii>^li5

California
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EXPORTS — - JULY 1. 19714- THRU JUNE 30. 1975

Interstate certificates of health were issued on two
thousand six hundred ninety-nine (2,699) head of cattle; thirty
(30) goats; two (2) pigeons; sixteen (l6) rabbits; seventy-eight
(78) sheep; and six (6) swine, exported to other states and
covmtries, as follows:

CATTLE

DESTINATION
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PERMITS TO FEED GARBAGE TO SV<T:NE

VESICULAR EXANTKE^'IA PROGRAM

Chapter 655 - Acts of 1953

Fiscal year 197^

Daring the fiscal year 1975, one hundred
and fifty-three (153) Permits were issued
for Feeding Garbage to Swine.

LICM^^SE TO DEAL IN PORCINE ANIMALS

In accordance with General Laws, Chapter 129,
Sees. 39, k-O and I4.3, as amended by Chapter 312,
Acts -of 1971, fifteen (l5) Swine Dealer Licenses
and nineteen (19) plates were issued.

LICENSING OF PET SHOPS

In accordance with Chapter 129, Section 39A
of the General Laws, Chapter 993, Acts of 1971,
two hundred and seventy-one (271) Licenses
were issued for the Operation of Pet Shops.
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CERTIFICATES OF EQUINE EXAMINATION

July 1, 197i| - June 30, 1975

During the fiscal year 1975> we issued two hundred and
seventy (270) Certificates of Equine Examination for four
hxindred and twenty-eight (11-28) horses leaving the State of
Massachusetts for Shows, Pairs, Races, and Sales.

We received five hiindred and ninety-nine (599) Certificates
of Equine Examination for one thousand three hundred and
fifty-four (1,3514-) horses that came into the State for Exhibition,
Racing, Breeding and for purchase by Massachusetts horse men.
These horses came from thirty-nine (39) States, Canada and Ireland.

EQUINE ENCEPHALOMYELITIS

There were no cases reported.

MISCELLANEOUS DISEASES

FOWL CHOLERA 1 flock was placed under quarantine.

LARYNGOTRACHEITIS 2 flocks were placed iinder quarantine.

PULLORUM 2 flocks were placed under quarantine.
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EQUITY INFECTIOUS ANEMIA

(Report of Coggins Test)

July 1, 1974 - June 30, 1975

COUTJTY

Barnstable

Berkshire

Bristol

Dukes

Essex

Franklin

Hampden

Hampshire

Middlesex

Nantucket

Norfolk

Plymouth

Suffolk

Worcester

*Race Horses

TOTAL
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LICENSING OF RIDING SCHOOLS AND RIDING INSTRUCTORS

Sections 2A and 2B of Chapter 128 of the Massachusetts
General Laws, with Rules and Regulations promulgated for
each section, require the licensing of Horseback Riding
Instructors and Riding Schools/Stables,

Between Julv 1, 19714- and Jvne 30, 1975 » four hixndred and
twenty-five (14-25") Instructor License applications were received,
Six h\indred and eighteen (618) licenses were issued. Since a

niinim\am of sixty (60) days is required for processing, the
larger number of issuances than applications resulted from a

number of the latter being filed prior to July 1, 19714-.

Since the licensing year for Riding Instructors runs from
April 1 through March 31 of a given year, four himdred and
ninety (I4.9O) license renewals were also processed between
July 1, 1971+ and June 30, 1975.
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QUARAIvTINE STATION AT LITTLETON

Total number of livestock received at the Farmers Live Animal
Market Exchange in Littleton from July 1, ^9^J^. to June 30, 1975
was as follows:

Cattle
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ANNUAL REPORT

Division of Agricultural Land Use

July 1, 1974 - June 30, 1975

Forward ;

In December of 1973, the legislature approved a bill
called the Farmland Assessment Act (Chapter 6"^ A) which demonstrated
an increased public concern over the loss of farmland to development
and the need for conservation and wise utilization of this resource.

Results to be achieved by Chapter 61 A were admittedly
impermanent, and growing concern over the dramatic rise in food
costs, transportation bottlenecks, energy shortages and costs made
it clear that the Department of Agriculture shoiild take the lead
in the study of better agricultural land use. Chapter 65^- of the
Acts of 1974 establishing a Division of Agricultural Land Use gives
the department for the first time the vehicle for attacking this
problem.

The basic intent of this act is to provide vacant public
land for gardening and farming purposes. While this land, primarily
state land, is available to all who make application and aualify
priority in the allotment of vacant public land is to be given to
elderly persons of low income, families of low income, and children
between the ages of 7 and I6 inclusive. The products grown in these
gardens is not to be sold.

In order to bring the division into being, it was felt
that a group of knowledgeable people should be brought together to
devise methods, establish goals, and prepare reg\alations for its
operation. An Advisory Council was subsequently formed and held
their first meeting on October 4, 1974.

It should be pointed out that although the division was
established in July work was not begun until October due mainly to
two factors. One being that the bill setting up the division did
not have an emergency preamble on it, and so it could not become
effective for 90 days; and the other factor was the the bill did
not provide for any funding. As of the end of the current fiscal
year this was still the situation.

Progress on Division
October, 1974 - June, 1975

October ;

As has been previously stated, the newly appointed
Advisory Council met for the first time on October 4th to work
on the various aspects of setting up the division. A second
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meeting of the council was held on October 23rd and discussed such
items as sponsorship of garden areas, reouirements and job description
of a director and staff, and the iniles and regulations for gardeners
and farmers.

November :

The first meeting of the Advisory Council for this month
was on November 7th and broke into several subcommittees, including
a group on staffing, a group on farming, and a third group on
community gardening.

The council met a second time during the month and approved
two drafts. One on the functions of this division, and one on the
staffing recommendations.

Since the council was still in the process of looking for
possible sources for funding, it was felt that one or more volunteers
would be needed to work on the division. Secretary for the council,
Warren K. Colby, was asked to work on the division's program and he
accepted.

December ;

The bulk of the fifth meeting was taken up with a detailed
review of the proposed regulations for community gardening and those
for farming.

February ;

The Advisory Coxjncil met in Commissioner Chandler's office
here in the Department of Agriculture on the 20th of the month to
present to the commissioner the final report of the council on the
proposed operation of the farming and gardening programs. The report
consisted of a preamble, functions of the Division of Agricultural
Land Use, job description of the director, staffing recommendations,
and the proposed rules and regulations for farming and commimity
gardening.

The lack of funding was discussed at length, and it was
the feeling of the council members that they should make every effort
to arouse public support through information as to the necessity for
funding of a basic staff.

March ;

This month saw an honest effort to begin locating land
for the comiTiunity gardening program. All of the agencies having
land were contacted regarding the possibility of turning over to
the department land that could be used for gardening that was
currently not being used by the land holding agency.
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A check of the records in the Comptroller's office
indicated that there was approximately 6,000 acres of land
declared by the agencies to be farmland. It was felt at this
time that much or all of the land was not being used and could
easily be put back into some form of crop production.

As spring was rapidly approaching and there was a lot
more to do than one man cotild handle, Warren P. Shepard was
brought on board to assist with the division activities.

Soon after Mr. Colby and Mr. Shepard started working
on the project to locate and acquire vacant land for gardening
and farming use, it became apparent that getting land for division
use was no easy job. Working without the benefit of either fionds
or a paid staff, we soon found that in trying to locate land that
unforeseen problems arose, including agencies not knowing what
land they owned, wanting to keep land for future use, land tied
up in leases, and a reluctance to turn land over to this department.

Agency liaison people were set up in most of the agencies
having land to assist this division in determining the availability
of certain parcels of land along with expediting the necessary
permission forms.

Since the gardening program ranked high on Governor
Michael D\ikakis's list of priorities, it was felt that we should
do everything possible to get as many gardeners as possible a
plot of land to grow vegetables on. In many towns and cities there
was no suitable land that was state owned that could be used for
growing vegetables. Subsequently, a letter was sent to all of the
conservation commissions in every town and city across the state
to try and find out if the towns had their own community gardening
program and could they accommodate more gardeners. As the replies
to our questionnaire began to come in, we found that many towns
did have their own program.

Once we compiled a list of towns with on-going gardening
programs, we were able to put people in touch with a group in their
own town. This has proved to be a satisfactory way to put individ-
uals in touch with a local gardening group vdiere the state has no
land.

One of the problems that keeps cropping up in the
community gardening program is the fact that in many cases where
there are people wanting land, there is no suitable acreage to
work with. This is especially true in the metropolitan Boston
area where there obviously is a lot more people wanting to grow
vegetables where there is land for them to use. The division
worked closely with other groups such as the Park Department of
the City of Boston to locate all possible sites that coxold be
used for gardening. We have also been in touch with some of the
self-supporting groups across the state such as Harvest-of-Hope
in Stockbridge, Massachusetts, and the Codman Farm in Lincoln.
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It is felt that not only can we put interested persons in touch
with such groups, but we can learn a great deal from the farming
and gardening experiences the groups have had.

April ;

The 8th and 10th were important dates for this division
as we held the public hearings needed for the rules & regulations.
One hearing was held in Boston in the offices of the department,
and the other took place in the Farley Club House on the University
of Massachusetts campus in Amherst.

The Boston hearing was v/ell attended both by the press
and interested persons and groups to find out in detail what this
new gardening and farming program was all about.

One of the interested groups was one called R.A.P. or
Roxbury Action Program. This is a Boston based organization that
has recently formed a farming coop in an effort to locate parcels
of land and grow some of the vegetables needed for home consumption
in the Roxbury section of Boston.

As can easily be imagined there are dozens and dozens of
vacant lots and other unused plots of land located throughout the
city of Boston that could, in some cases, be turned into productive
gardens without much effort.

The R.A.P. organization contacted the Division of Agri-
cultural Land Use to see if we coxild help obtain permission to use
a 2 acre site in the Roxbury section of Boston. It was found that
one-half acre of this land was owned by the D.P.V/. and the balance
by the Boston Redevelopment Authority. This particular site was
selected because of its size, the fencing surrounding it, and the
fact that it only needed topsoil in order to put it into shape for
gardening.

An on-site inspection was made by the acting director
along with personnel from the V/althara Field Station. This was
necessary to determine exactly what had to be done and to v^at
degree. It was agreed that after using a weed killer to get rid
of the American Bamboo growing on the site, that ^0 inches of
subsoil followed by 10 inches of topsoil would put this location
in good shape for gardening.

The entire proposal for up-grading this site was taken
to the Commissioner of Public Works, as it was thought that there
was the possibility of using some highway funds for this site.

The proposal for using this site came too late for this
spring's planting, but it was hoped that all the paper work and
red tape could be completed by the fall of 1975. At the end of
this fiscal year, R.A.P. was still seeking funding for this program
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as it was ultimately determined by D.P.W. that highway funds could
not be used for this project.

What is interesting to note here is the fact that many
people living in the core of cities like Boston are trying to make
good use of vacant lots and other locations for things like growing
some of their own food in order to lower their food bill.

This division will continue to work with groups such as
R.A.P. in order to assist with locating parcels of land, providing
educational materials, helping to form community groups, and doing
vdiatever else is necessary to grow more of their own food here in
Massachusetts.

May :

While there have been problems in obtaining land through
the combined efforts of Warren Shepard and Warren Colby, the division
was able to set up community gardens at seven locations across the
state. All seven were located on state institutions and hospitals
including the following: Ra3niham, Northampton, Gardner, Waltham,
Mattapan, Westboro, and Framingham. (See attached list for details.)
A total of 30 acres were planted at the eight locations with approx-
imately 685 garden plots.

The commercial farming program should be mentioned here
as it is the other major program at the present time in the division.
The primary goal of this phase of our work is to make large parcels
of land available to farmers v^o need the additional land to increase
production or reach what is called an economy of scale operation.
At the present time acreage is limited to 100 acres or less on land
that has been previously used for farming. The environmental impact
process is the main reason for limiting us to 100 acres at this time.

Even though only a limited number of farmers will need
additional land, there are several across the state who could use
more land in order to increase production.

Many state institutions have land that a few years ago
was active farmland, but today lies idle and should be put back
into food production.

While no land was made available for commercial farming
during this fiscal year, plans were being made to use about 100 acres
of land at the Massachusetts Correctional Institution at Bridgewater.
Several of the correctional facilities at one time had active farms
v^ich produced most if not all of the food and milk needed by the
inmates. Today almost all of the state farms are not being used
and the land lies idle. The farming phase of our program makes
available portions of this farmland to needy farmers operating
farms closeby to the institutions.
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At Massachusetts Correctional Institution in Bridgewater
two farmers are planning to divide up the 100 acres being made
available to this division. Other institutions across the state
including Northampton, Danvers, Gardner, Westboro, and Taunton
State Hospitals along with several of the Department of Corrections
are being eyed with the possibility of using some of the land at
these various locations for commercial farming.

As work is now xanderway to secure institutional land for
farming, it is expected that by late fall of this year or very
early in 1976, several large tracts of land will be ready to be
turned over to farmers for planting early in the spring of 1976.

June:

Usually by the time the month of June rolls around most
of the home gardens are well planted, but due this year to a wet,
cold spring we were able to get two more community gardens started
during this month. One site was located at the former Lyman School
for Boys in V^estboro, (a two acre site) and the other one was a
one acre spot of land at the Boston State Hospital in the Mattapan
section. Both sites had gardeners who were eager to get started
and produce some of their own fresh vegetables.

For some time now the Department of Agriculture under
the leadership of Frederic V^inthrop has been in the process of
formiilating a food policy for the Commonwealth. Since Massachusetts
is about 85 percent dependent on outside sources for its food
supply, the creation of a Division of Agricultural Land Use at
this time would seem to fit like a glove into the objectives of
the food policy.

One of the main points that came out of former Governor
Sargent's Emergency Food Commission was that the citizens of this
state should do everything possible to reduce their dependency on
outside sources for our food. While this meant many things,
including food storage, grain storage, processing plants closer
to New England, and better freight rates, it also meant increasing
food production both on a commercial scale and home or community
gardening here in Massachusetts.

The two main programs currently being carried on by this
division certainly are a step in the right direction. We can no
longer take for granted that there is an endless supply of good
land for farmers to grow food on for an ever increasing population.
Today we must use all land as wisely as possible and even go back
and make use of some of the land previously determined to be not
suitable for gardening.

Today we are at long last taking a long, hard look at
land and development rights, easements, farmland assessment, and
a whole host of other things that will determine how land will be
used not only today or tomorrow but in years. to come.
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The Division of Agricultural Land Use co\ild and should
be the vehicle for not only the needed programs of community
gardening and commercial farming, hut all of the various phases
of wise land use. I think we can face the future knowing that
doing everything possible to make the best possible use of the
gift of land.



DEPARTMENT OF I'OOI) AND AGRICULTURE

Division of Agricultural Use
28.

SCHEDULE TO IMPLEMENT CILAPTER 63A OF THE ACTS OF 197A

1. Establish task force to implement Act.

2. Contact State agencies for inventory of suitable land

3. Final report of task force.

4. Obtain exemption for plots of 10 acres or less (EIR)

5. Establish file to ansv7er inquiries

6, Contact Conservation Commissions to enlist aid

7. Prepare application and agreement forms

A. Application for gardening.

B. A.pplication for farming.

C. Asreep.erit bctv/een Director & parent agency.

D. A-sreenent between Director £• corununity garden group,

E. Agreement between Director & farmer.

October I, 1974
(completed)

March 1, 1975
(completed)

March 1, 1975
(completed)

March 1, 1975
(completed)

March 1, 1975
(completed)

March 1, 1975
(completed)

April 1, 1975

(completed)

8. Draft and hold hearing on rules and regulations,

9. Sign Memorandum of Understanding with Soil Conservation
Service, Extension Service and Experiment Station.

April 15, 1975
(completed)

April 15, 1975
(completed)

10. Prepare environmental assessment form.

11. Obtain necessary v/aivers under Section 16 of Massachusetts
Environmental Protection Act.

April 15, 1975
(compleliid)

May 10, 1975
(completi:c!)



WORK PLAN FOR IMPLF-MENTING COMMUNITY
GARDENING AND COMMERCIAL FARMING PROGRAM

1975 - 1976

TASKS

A. Secure available land for farming and gardening

1. Identify agency liaisons.

2. Identify surplus land utilizing information from
agency liaison and Comptroller's office.

3. Determine availability (what other claims, lease

agreements, etc. on land) from liaison.

4. Determine suitability of land for gardening and

farming by on-site inspection by Division of

Agricultural Land Use personnel where possible

with help from County Extension Service and Soil

Conservation Service.

5. Obtain release of land to Department of Food and

Agriculture.

TARGET COMPLETION DATE

September 26, 1975

January 1, 1976

February 1, 1976

On-going

February 15, 1976

B. Publicize available land for gardening and farming.

1. Prepare and issue press releases as conditions

warrant.

2. Make information available to radio and television

stations for use on special programs.

March 1, 1976

March 1, 1976

C. Identify existing groups or agencies who may be

participants in a community garden program.

1. Promote involvement of senior citizens through

Secretary of Elder Affairs.

2. Promote group gardening at the state's public

Housing projects through Secretary of Communities

and Development.

3. Work with the Roxbury Action Program in an attempt

to bring sub-marginal land into cultivation as

j)art of a farm co-op program.

October 1, 1975

October 1, 1975

On-going
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TASKS

D. Allocate land to approved gardening groups or farmers,

1. Gardening Group

A. Process applications.

B. Identify responsible local management.
C. Secure approval of controlling agency.

2. Commercial Farming

A. Process applications.

B. Select farmer

C. Secure approval of controlling agency

(In cases of multiple applications, the Board of

Agriculture will make final determination.)

TARGET COMPLliTIOM DATK

April 1, 1976

On-going

Establish clearinghouse of information for persons interested
in community gardening.

1. Compile and systematize information on existing gardening
programs to include mapping of location, size of plot,

sponsoring agency, and identify local mauagement contact.

May 1, 1976

F. Provide technical and practical assistance to community gardeners
with help from County Extension Service, Soil Conservation Service,
and University of Massachusetts.

1. Compile a kit of basic information for beginning gardeners
(to be distributed to each gardening" group at onset of

program)

.

2. Provide group gardening coordinators and liaisons with
a list of appropriate sources of additional technical
assistance.

February 1, 1976

April 1, 1976

3. Arrange with County Extension Service to give
demonstrations, lectures, or seminars for community
garden coordinators (if there is an expressed need
and interest).

On-going
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ANNUAL PIEPORT

DIVISION OF DAIRYING AND ANIMAL HUSBANDRY

J. PETER GRIFFIN, DIRECTOR

JULY 1, 1974 - TO JUNE 30, 1975

For the first time in history the federal government has

entered the field of labeling milk and milk products and es-

tablishing standards for same. Although these requirements only

pertain to packages that move over state lines, it imposes a

tremendous burden on processors of milk if they must stock various

labeled packages for one product. Legislation has been filed to

amend the Massachusetts law by removing certain labeling require-

ments and standards and providing the establishment of same by

regulation.

The Department of Agriculture has filed legislation which

permits to some degree reciprocity of farm inspection. All of

these matters have taken considerable time of the Director in

hearings, discussions and rebuttals on these matters.

The mastitis control program continues to bring higher

productivity to the Massachusetts dairy herds.

Sampling of powdered milk for the U.S.D.A. has generated

some ^54,800.00 income for the commonwealth and this is expected

to increase as time goes on.

A statistical report of the work done by the division for

FY June '75 is attached.
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V"P AR
^j^jT::y'^-^zT̂ -z" /^oirzi^:^ rzport foii r:g!?::tT:v:r: 7/74 to 6/ 1975

Farms Inspected 9223 Approved 7306 Not Approved 1917

Paras reinspected 2121 Appi-ovgd 1654 Not Approved 467

Hearings requested 23 Farms suspended 106 Reinstated 93

Other visits: Farms 909 Dealers 785 Inspectors 121

Complaints Days
Investigated 6 Other Work 129 Office 45 Meetings 42

PLANT Q

Plants Inspected 142 Approved 90 Not Approved 52 Spot Checked jO.

TESTS OR CHECI^S ;

Temp. Sediment Bacteria Caustic Alkaline
Milk Cans

Cans Milk Graded Rejected Checked Condemned

Tank Trucks Checked__12__Violations 4 Other trucks 3 V iolation;

P.R. Tank Cars checked ^Violations

FLAVOR

No. Samples Flavor Schools ^Vo-Ag Training Total days_

PROTEIN

No. samples collected 235 Total days

MASTITIS
Samples

Herds sampled 696 Cows sampled 37212 C ollected 147323

U.S.D.A. GRADING

Days sampling milk powder 60 Butter and cheese

ADMINISTRATION (DO NOT USE THIS SPACE)

Hearings held Meetings attended -^-^ Work with Insp.

days at office i ^g In field 79 Complaints_

Inspector

Miles: State Car345,6ll Private auto

OVER: DETAILS OF ANY OTirER V-'ORr!
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ANNUAL REPORT
July 1, 197A - June 30, 1975

Division of Fairs

E. Gerry Mansfield, Director

One hundred and thirty-two fairs and shows were held and had

an attendance of 2,762,597. These fairs and shows were grouped as

follov;s: 21 Major, 21 Community, 28 Youth, 22 Livestock and 40

Grange. All major fairs were inspected and the reports are on file.

The remaining fairs and shows were not inspected this year due to

the austerity program. Agricultural exhibits amounted to 97,855 of

which 42,799 were youth exhibits. Ten fairs held Pari-Mutuel racing

and contributed $2,022,045.11 to the Agricultural Purposes Fxond.

This fund provides the necessary funds for agricultural and related

prizes at fairs, provides exhibits for and maintenance of the State

Building located on the Eastern States Exposition Grounds in V/est

Springfield, inspection of fairs, special awards and promotional

activities. The Division of Fairs v/as allotted $295,200 for the 1974-

1975 fiscal year. Fairs received for prizes $227,424.73 and these

fairs contributed $171,606.77 making a total of $399,031.50 awarded

for agricultural exhibits.

The following awards were made: 388 state ribbons, 11 plaques,

31 FFA medals, 4,000 4-H pins, 100 4-H pens, and 6 trays. Awards

were made at agricultural fairs and shows and for youth activities,

including Future Farmers of America and 4-H Contests.

In the Massachusetts State Building at the Eastern States Expo-

sition, various agricultural and horticultural groups furnished

several interesting promotional exhibits. Other exhibits included

the 4-H organization, the Mt. Tom Ski School, also arts and crafts.
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Entertainment for the general public was presented from the

bandstand throughout the twelve days of the Exposition.

The Director and other members of the Department of Food and

Agriculture attended the Annual Meeting of the Massachusetts Agri-

cultxiral Fairs Association held at the Treadway Inn, in Chicopee

where the Director gave his report of Fairs for the fiscal year from

July 1, 1974 to June 30, 1975. The Director also attended the Annual

Meeting of the International Association of Governmental Fair Agencies

in Williamsburg, VA,

The Eastern Massachusetts Fairs Association Annual Meeting was

held at the "400 Club" in North Easton and the Western Massachusetts

Fairs Annual Meeting was held at the Haimpden County Improvement League

in West Springfield.

At both meetings the Director gave statistics relative to the

fairs in their respective Counties.

Three workshop meetings were held in various sections of the

State and proved to be most helpful.

For the second consecutive year a Judging School was conducted by

the Division of Fairs in cooperation with the Extension Service. Some

twenty-five were enrolled in the course and have received their basic

training.

Promotional material entitled "The Fabulous Agricultural Fairs of

Massachusetts - 1975" was printed and distributed throughout the State.

The Agricultural Calendar and Newsletter was published monthly

through July. This is now discontinued due to our austerity program.

Applications were received by April 1, from 134 fairs and shows

for allotments for the fiscal year.
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The Rehabilitation Program this year granted $250,000 to forty-

five fairs. The money was granted under the same previously agreed

categories: Public Health, Animal Health and Display.

This program allows the Division of Fairs to continue in its

efforts to assist the Agricultural Fairs in every way possible.

The Agricult\aral Fairs serve as an important part of our American

way of life and continues to be the showcase of Massachusetts Agri-

culture.
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ANmJAL REPORT

JULY 1, 1974 — - JUNE 30, 1975

DIVISION OF MARKETS

JOHN J. FITZGERALD

DIRECTOR

MASSACHUSETTS DEPARTMENT OF FOOD AND AGRICULTURE

FREDERIC WINTHROP, JR.

COMMISSIONER

December 1 , 1975
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DIVISION OF MARKETS STAFF

DIRECTOR

John J. Fitzgerald

ASSISTANT DIRECTORS

James M. Cassidy

Guy L. Paris

PUBLIC INFORMATION OFFICER

Janet Christensen

FOREIGN TRADE MARKETING SPECIALIST

Edward R. Trundle

CHIEF MARKET IITTBSTIGATOR

Vacant

MARKET INVESTIGATORS

Charles A. Batts

Raymond G. Bellemare

Daniel J. Burns

Joseph P. DiBlasi

Earl H. Goodrich

Steve M. Olynilc

George M. Porter

William A. Trakas

Kenneth S. Williams

SECRETARIES

Lillian M. Bouzoun

Patricia Gurnon

Teresa F. Quinn
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The function of the Division of Markets is to create the Lest

possible climate for the state's agricultural products and to help

with a variety of programs aimed at insuring that these products do

move through marketing channel phases in an orderly manner.

The marketing of farm products in Massachusetts involves cash

receipts to farmers of more than 200 million dollars and an agri-

business worth five billion dollars annually, making it the oocond

largest industry in the state. The Division of Markets role includes

providing certain essential market information, shipping point inspec-

tions, timely product promotion, consumer protection and regulatory

functions.

These services include all fresh fruit and vegetable inspections

at shipping points, processing plants and at retail stores, wholesale

price reporting in Boston and Springfield city markets, editing

Special Apple Market Reports, retail price reporting for the Greater

Boston area. Milk Flavor Programs and Crop Reporting Programs, a

Foreign Trade Section, inspection and certification of approved con-

trolled atmosphere storage rooms, seed, feed and fertilizer inspection

and registration and administration of their various laws including

cooperative work with the U.S.D.A. in regard to the Federal Acts cover-

ing these commodities.

We are also charged with the administration of the apple, potato

and "native" labeling and grading laws, with the gathering of statis-

tical marketing data, and with acting as a clearing house for all

press releases issued by the Department.
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Weekly weather and crop "bulletins and crop and livestock reports

of acreage, yield production, planting intentions and price are dis-

seminated "by the New England Crop and Livestock Reporting Service,

State and U.S. Departments of Agriculture cooperating.

The Division of Markets is responsible for the release of all

publicity through radio, television, press releases and meetings,

including special promotional functions, tours of markets and agri-

cultural growing areas to help a better movement of locally-grown

fruits, vegetables and flowers.

Following are the billings for fruit and vegetable inspections

for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1975, and a comparative table

for the like period of the previous year:

FRUIT AND VEGETABLE INSPECTION BILLINGS

TOTAL BILLINGS

SEASON 197^-74

Apples ^5,776.87

Cranberries 45.00

Onions 127.50

Potatoes 972.22

SEASON 1974-75

Apples Si 1,923. 42

Cranberries 36.21

Onions 36.00

Potatoes 1,409.98

TOTAL BILLINGS

Reimbursement from
Federal Government
for Inspection
Services

S6,921.59

33.00

TOTAL BILLINGS S 13,405.61

11 .00

GRAND TOTALS «56,954.59 S13,416.61
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SEED PROGRAM =

A total of 1,104 official samples were drawn in the past fiscal

year (July 1, 1974 - June 30, 1975), "by our licensed seed inspectors

in the Division of Markets and sent on to the University of Massachusetts

Seed Laboratory where they were tested and analyzed for confortnance with

the Massachusetts Seed Law.

In addition the laboratory ran 315 general services samples which

were submitted by farmers and the general public.

SEED LABORATORY TESTED ; For the year ending June 30, 1975 =

General Sample

s

315

Official Samples (Total 1104)

Agricultural 90
Mixtures 50
Vegetables 604
Flowers 355
Trees & Shrubs 5

TOTAL SAMPLES TESTED 1,419

Total Violations.... 35

Stop Sale Orders.... 136 issued by control
officials involving 405 seed lots.

It is noted that there v/ere fewer serious violations of the seed

act this year as to low germination, contaminations by noxious weeds

and seed unfit for seeding purposes.

However, from the laboratory report official stop sale orders

were issued by the department on 11 lots of flowers, 2 vegetables and

1 grass mixtures. The lots were called to the attention of the inspect-

ors and were taken off retail sale wherever found in the state due to

a serious violation.

In addition, stop sale orders were issued by the inspectors in

1.36 retail establishments across the state covering 405 lots of seeds.
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Some lots included the serious violations but most seed was removed

due to old stock which exceeded the nine month date of test guarantee.

The registration and sale of all animal feed, fertilizers and

lime are now controlled by this Division. This is a major regulatory-

program taken over from the University of Massachusetts.

This includes proper annual registration on a fee basis of all

brands of feed including pet food, fertilizer and lime offered for

sale in the Commonwealth, sample testing of these ingredients for

accuracy in labeling, collecting tonnage fees on all fertilizer sold,

and reporting the results in meaningful statistical reports.

During this year 1825 brands of feed, 559 brands of fertilizer,

26 brands of lime and 1 1 commercial plants were registered for sale

in Massachusetts. Feed registration fees amounted to $45,625.00.

Fertilizer registration fees amounted to J?1 5,350.00 while fertilizer

tonnage fees collected ^3,942.93. Total fees from this program amounted

to $65,567.93.

FOREIGN TRADB =

The Export Trade Section established in 1971 expanded its operation

in this fiscal year through obtaining the services of a Foreign Trade

Marketing Specialist to implement the objective of increasing the ex-

port of Massachusetts food and agricultural products through direct

service to the agribusiness industry and more efficient liason v;ith the

Eastern U.S. Agricultural and Food Export Council, Inc., and the Foreign

Agricultural Service of the U.S. Department of Agriculture. It is being

developed into an information clearing house where Massachusetts

companies can receive research data as well as assistance in exporting.

Exports of Massachusetts food and agricultural products for the 1975

fiscal year exceeded ^50,000,000.
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PROMOTIONAL PROGRAM =

With the cooperation of our state agricultural industry the Division

implemented the following programs:

The Milk and Dairy industry of our state has a cash receipt value

of ^50.5 million dollars.

Promotional programs for this industry included:

Open House at dairy farms for the visiting public, Dairy Festival

at the Boston Common, Consumer Educational Programs at various sections

of our state, Advertising programs to drink milk, and Tourist inform-

ation advising the tourist of the availability of fresh milk at local

eating places.

The Egg and Poultry industry of our state has a cash receipt value

of S29.7 million dollars.

The promotion of the Incredible Edible Egg was carried out during

the month of January on Boston television and on radio during the month

of February. The Division staff conducted a New England Chicken Cook-Off

at the Burlington Mall during the week of May 10, 1975. The staff screen-

ed all contestants, selected judges, made arrangements for supporting

exhibits and live television coverage. Expenses were shared with the

poultry industry of all the New England states with the exception of

Vermont and Rhode Island. The winner of each state contest competed in

the National Chicken Cook-Off in Dallas, Texas with expenses paid by

the National Broiler Council.

The Flower and Nursery industry of our state has a cash receipt

value of S30.1 million dollars.

The Nurserymens Association advertised in the Boston, Springfield

and Worcester newspapers during the spring of 1975 promoting the Mass.
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grovm nursery stock with the "logo" Massachusetts Grown and

Fresher. A page of the April issue of Bfetter Homes and Gardens was

used to advertise Massachusetts grown nursery stock with this "logo".

A "booklet entitled "Hov/ to Plant" was published hy the Mass.

Nurserymens Association promoting Massachusetts Nursery stock.

Promotion of fresh flov;ers, potted plants and bedding plants

v;as conducted through Boston and local newspapers, radio, television

and billboards. The advertising campaign highlighted such occasions

as Rosh Hashanah, Sv/eetest Day, Thanksgiving Day, Christmas Day,

Valentine's Day, Easter, Secretary's Week, Mother's Day, Proms and

Graduations.

The Cranberry industry of our state has a cash receipt value of

S1I.2 million dollars.

With the cooperation of the Cape Cod Cranberry Association, a

television commercial was developed to promote fresh cranberries during

the month of October on Channels 4 and 5.

The Apple industry of our state has a cash receipt value of

^10. million dollars. The Division participated in National Apple Week,

Earl of Mcintosh Award, Dental Health Week and Apples for Athletes.

Store promotion in the Fall and Spring included newspaper ads in major

dailies in Massachusetts. Cooperated with Jordan Marsh Company and

their promotion of fresh Apple pies. Celebrated Johnny Appleseed's

200th Birthday with a gala festival at Boston City Hall Plaza. New

England Apple Cooking Contest = live on Channel 5 = and various other

programs at shopping malls throughout the state promoting apples and

apple products. Promoted "Pick Your Own Apples" through radio, tele-

vision and newspapers. It was estimated that the Division mailed out
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at least 1,000 requests for "Pick Your Own" orchards.lt was disappoint-

ing to a staff mera'ber that he couldn't attend the New England Apple

Conference winter meeting in Concord, New Hampshire, because he was so

involved with the promotion of apples. This meeting would have been

very beneficial to him.

The Vegetable industry of our state has a cash receipt value of

^20 million dollars.

The promotion of fresh Massachusetts vegetables was done through

paid advertising on radio and in local newspapers. Each month on Channel

5 fresh vegetables were featured as the best buys.

In the Springfield area an intensive extension educational effort

in the areas of food preparation, human nutrition, food preservation and

related topics were presented. This program was designed to expand,

demand and stimulate production of local produce thus contributing to

the state's self-sufficiency in food production. This program was con-

ducted by Home economists at the Springfield Farmers Market each

Sunday morning during the months of July, August and September.

The Division promoted the Maple Sugar industry by printing folders

that informed the public of various locations that were open to the public

where Maple Sugaring was talcing place.

A list of "Pick Your Own" Strawberries, Blueberries, Vegetables,

Turkeys and Christmas Tree Farms was compiled by the Division for public

information.

For the year ending 1975 the Division received 3,476 newsclips.

The Department's film "Partners of the Land" for the year ending 1975

had a television audience of 1,539,482 with 20 telecasts. General dis-

tribution of 816 showings had an audience of 56,911.
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MARKET rm-js =

This year the Department of Food and Agriculture has a new

position called Information Officer. The Information Officer is respon-

sible for the dissemination of "best food buys for the week and month,

and weekly news releases covering special agricultural news items

affecting the consumer. Twice a week the Information Officer records

on the "Consumer Hot Line" = a Code-A-Phone which was installed on a

800 V/ATS Line = information covering the best buys, retail prices on

produce and meats and other information concerning the consumer food

budget.

The weekly and monthly news releases are sent to over 200 news-

papers and food editors in the Commonwealth.

This past year, the Information Officer was deeply involved in

a recipe contest which ran for four consecutive months using different

vegetables each month. Cash prizes were given each month to the winners

with the most unique and everyday eye appeal vegetable recipe. The con-

test was sponsored by the New England Vegetable Growers Association

and the Massachusetts Department of Food and Agriculture.

Regarding our Market News service, the Boston Wholesale Produce

Market Report is the most important.

The New England Produce Center, a privately owned market, has in-

corporated all the most modern features for handling fresh produce from

all parts of the United States and the World.

Our Boston market investigator is charged with gathering marketing

data from this market center. He starts work early in the morning

during the peak of wholesale transacions, collecting the days receipts,

prices and market trends from nearby suppliers and commission houses.
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He makes market reports on tape over the telephone for radio and

television transmission, as well as calls to other radio stations in

New England for quick dissemination and records the information on a

"Code-A-Phone" for on the spot quotations. He also completes his resume

of the market by calling chain stores and exchanges information with

the Federal market reporter on nearby receipts for comparison with

competing shipments from out of state sources.

The daily Boston Wholesale Produce Market Report is mailed to a

large subscription list in cooperation with the New England Vegetable

Growers Association.

This report also includes a weekly summary of the previous weeks

produce receipts and a comparison with the corresponding week of the

previous year.

A permanent wholesale Matket Investigator is maintained also in

Springfield. This reporter does similar work but because there is no

Federal reporter in this smaller market, the reporter gathers and quotes

wholesale prices of both nearby and shipped-in produce. These reports

are frequently called for by shippers or transporting rail lines to

be used as a basis for claims in damage suits.

Dissemination of the Springfield report is primarily through local

radio and newspapers plus a small subscription mailing list.

Another Market Investigator in the Division of Markets compiles

and edits a Special Apple Market Report, giving a complete apple market-

ing picture for all of New England and New York as well as Massachusetts.

This report is issued for the entire apple marketing season, from August

into June until the close of the marketing of Controlled Atmosphere fruit
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Included in this report are the following features: Wholesale

prices at the New England Produce Center; Mid-week F.O.B. prices at

Massachusetts county shipping points; including F.A.S. export prices;

Massachusetts and New York apple storage holdings by varieties, hoth

standard and C.A. once a month; out-of-storage movement with comparisons

of previous years; first of the month apple storage holdings by varieties

for all other New England states and U.S. total by states.

In addition, as space permits, wholesale prices at other city

markets, shipping point prices and trends and other information pertin-

ent to the apple industry are included.

Because of the predominance of Mcintosh apples grovm in New England,

particular stress is placed on Mcintosh holdings, out-of-storage move-

ment and wholesale prices to aid in the favorable movement of the crops.

This report is mailed to a subscription list throughout New England,

New York, the East Coast and even in Canada. The Special Apple Market

Report has been called the best, most complete apple report issued in

the East, For many it acts as a guide to the better marketing of the

apple crop.

The same Market Investigator publishes and edits the Food Buyer's

Guide that covers retail prices on fruit, vegetables, meat, poultry

and dairy products. The information is gathered from a cross-section

of retail markets in greater Boston area. This report contains pertinent

information emphasizing nearby fruits, vegetables and best buys and

seasonal supplies. It is issued every Wednesday and is mailed without

charge to a large list of subscribers who request the publication.
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Lastly, the Division of Markets is responsible for the pro-

gramming and airing of W.B.Z.'s "Countryside" radio program.

This is a public service show in its sixth year, which is

aired on radio station W.B.Z. on Saturday and Sunday mornings

with a listening audience in 35 states.

********-i^****M-**********
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ANNUAL REPORT

July 1, 1974 to June 30, 1975

MASSACHUSETTS MIIJC CONTROL COMMISSION

Term Expires
Mrs. Josephine I. Rizzo

Chairman - Retired June 30, 1975 July 9, I977

Mr. Saul Wyman July 9, 1975 Commissioner

Mr. Richard G. Bonneville July 9, 1979 Commissioner

ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF

Alan S. Barkin Director of Milk Control

Anne E. Prell Secretary, Milk Control Commission

ACTIVITIES OF COMMISSION

Commission Meetings 22

Sessions of Pablic Hearings 1



SUMMARY OF ACTIVITIES BY SECTIONS

ADMINISTRATIVE SECTION

Function - Maintain personnel and financial records. Conduct

licensing of milk dealers (including stores) and receipt of

monthly assessment payments from milk dealers. Furnish clerical

and stenographic assistance to the Division. During the year

510 milk dealers were licensed and of this niomber 147 paid a

monthly assessment based on volume of Class I milk sales.

Store licenses numbered 3,921.

Receipts:

License Fees S 27,070.00

Fees on Volume of Class I Sales 233,411.70

Miscellaneous 7*32

TOTAL $ 260,489.02

Expenditures

:

Personnel $ 232,315.85

Maintenance 15,881.31

Reserve 11,291.42
$ 259,488.58

Income in Excess of Expenditures 1,000.44

Reverted to State Treasurer 24,821.42

Appropriation 1975 S 284,310.00

51.
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ENFORCEMENT SECTION

Fiinction - Seek compliance of milk dealers with the policy of

the Milk Control Comraission as evidenced in the Milk Control Law

and the orders, rules and. regulations issued, thereunder through

personal contact, conferences and. education rather than through

formal legal action. Advise the Milk Control Commission and

employees of the Division of Milk Control on legal matters.

Conferred with personnel of Milk Control Division relative to

matters requiring legal interpretation of Milk Control Lav;s and

Orders of the Commission. Corresponded, with Milk Dealers rela-

tive to their failure to submit reports and pay assessments.

Checked, license applications of Milk Dealers for legal deficiencies*

Followed 1975 legislation of interest to Milk Control Commission.

Conferred with personnel of Milk Control Division and represen-

tatives of dealers and stores relative to the matter of dis-

crimination in prices of milk sold at the retail level within

cities and towns and between cities and towns. Correspondence

and telephone calls to dealers to obtain svipplementary informa-

tion for licenses.

Since the position of Counsel 1 has not been filled,

the duties of this position have been assigned and carried out

by the Director of Milk Control, Alan S. Barkin and Senior

Accountant, 3-eorge M. Kealey,
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BUTTSRFAT TESTING SECTION

Function - Enforce laws and regulations pertaining to the methods

and frequency of making butterfat content tests of milk and cream

and the proper measuring, sampling and accepting of raw bulk milk

from a producer at a dairy farm for inclusion in a bulk tank truck.

SlIM^lARY OF ACTIVITIES

Inspections

:

Dairy Plants 65

Dairy Farms 178

Laboratories 69

Testing:

Daily Fresh Samples

(milk-o-tester) 66I4.

(Babcock) Sk^

Check-Testing:

Composite Samples, Payment kS^

Milk-0-Tester, Payment 508

Test Cards Mailed: 612

Special Reports: 16
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IKSFBCTION OF MILK RBCORDS SECTION

Function - Audit milk dealers' records to ascertain conformance

to Milk Control Law, orders, rules and regulations. Made assess-

ment audits in Federal Market Areas to prove correctness of pay-

ments received. Make cost studies of milk dealers' operations,

SIM-L^RY OF ACTIVITIES

Audits Comtjleted ;

Regular producer payroll audits 2i\.

Calls re audits (producer assessment
and Cost Accounting audits) l5i|.

Results of Audits ; Underpa^nnents Overpa\'Tnent3 Arrears

$10,551.62 S 6,1U1.22 $13,16U.09

Adjustments through Audits :

Producer payroll audits 391. li|. $ li|8.53 $13,164.09

Federal Market Assessment Audits ;

$ 8,5U6.06 $ 281.71
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RESEARCH SECTION

Function - To provide the Commission, the Division of Milk Control

and the milk industry statistical and financial information that

will help maintain the milk industry in the Commonv;ealth in a

stable, financially secure position.

SUMMARY OF ACTIVITIES

Price and Statistical Announcements Distributed:

Current Dairy Statistics 52

Class II Price - Weekly 52

Class II Price - Monthly 12

Class I Price - Monthly 12

Butterfat Differential 24

Class II Price - Semi-Monthly ,
24

Equivalent & Weighted Average Cream Price Monthly 24

Equivalent & Weighted Average Cream Price Semi-Monthly 36

Equivalent & Weighted Average Cream Price Weekly 52

Equivalent & V/eighted Average Cream Price Semi-Weekly 104

Monthly Official Prices 12
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FOREWORD

This annual report summarizes the major activities of

the Department of Food and Agriculture during the past fiscal

yearc

The highlight of the last twelve months, and perhaps
the last century, has been the passage of the Agricultural
Preservation Restriction Act by the Great and General Court.
This landmark legislation which provides for the public
purchase of "development rights" is a program that demon-
strates a new commitment to preserve essential farmland in

our state.

Urban and rural citizens are increasingly aware of
the contributions of local agriculture to our food supplv
and our economy, and many are demonstrating their support
by purchasing Massachusetts grown products at farmers markets

,

roadside farm stands and retail food stores across the state.

Agriculture is looking up in Massachusetts, and each
of us at the Department o Food and Agriculture is proud to
be contributing toward the future of the food and farming
industry in our state.

<i-_y.

Atossochusetts * '

grown... ond fresher!

Frederic Winthrop, Jr.

Commissioner of Food
and Agriculture





DIVISION OF I-IARKETS

John J. Fitzgerald, Director

»UCT PROMOTION

The promotion of Massachusetts products continued through the use of

)ublic service announcements and printed "Massachusetts Grown and Fresher"

) materials o The Division also assisted various comnsodity groups with

Lr promotional programs and provided funds for advertising.

(Information compiled and published by the Division included listings

tessachusetts turkey farms, Christmas tree farms, and farms offering

f:k your own" sales of blueberries, strawberries, apples and vegetables,

cLous local crops were also developed and distributed primarily at

fliers Markets and roadside stands

c

The Division sponsored exhibits in the State Building at Eastern States

iDsition in West Springfield, and at the New England Flower and Garden

}w, where we received a silver medal.

We also exhibited at the New England Life Insurance Co. cafeteria, and

ivided the menu ideas for a "Taste of Massachusetts" day during the

! nksgiving seasono

The Division coordinated and sup^ -vised the state Chicken Cooking

|itest at Burlington Mallo We also coordinated a "Great Pumpkin Contest"
' collaboration with the National Association of State Departments of

riculture; entries from 16 states were exhibited at Faneuil Hall Market-

ice and later at the Association's annual convention in Concord, N.H.

We were also instrumental in arranging for the Governor's proclamation

"Valentine's Week," an effort to help local flower growers market their

Llion dollar seasonal crop during the aftermath of the historic February

izzard of '78.

The Division also made arrangements for the annual display of Christmas

ees at the State House by the Massachusetts Christmas Tree Association.

By attending the meetings of the various commodity groups and

sociations, we are able to cooperate more closely in the promotion of

ssachusetts agricultural products

»

The Department's film "Partners of the Land," had 5S3 showings to a

tal estimated audience of 35,879 and it was also telecast 21 times to a

'tal estimated audience of 376,702.



PUBLIC INFORMATION

A new effort this year to increase public awareness of local agricultur

was the observance of the first annual "Massachusetts Agriculture Week"
during August, 1977. Governor Dukakis signed the proclamtion at ceremonies

|

attended by fanners and representatives of various agricultural groups.

The week was planned to coincide with the annual "Farm Tour" sponsored
by the Cooperative Extension Service and related agencies. Agriculture Week'

emphasized the benefits to both farmers and consumers of preserving the
productivity of farmland in Massachusetts,,

News releases were written weekly to explain programs and current con-
cerns of various Divisions of the Department, agricultural issues, meetings,
locally grown crops in season and direct marketing outlets.

|

Numerous requests from news writers and broadcasters were answered;
major areas of inquiry were local crops, farms, weather conditions,
legislation concerning agriculture, current best food buys and nutrition.
There were more than 2100 newsclips concerning the Department in newspapers
across the state^

Best food buys of the month were featured on the WCVB-TV "Good Day"
program; current shopping tips and information on other agricultural topics
were also broadcast regularly on WHDH and WEEI in Boston and whenever re-
quested on other radio and TV stationSo The Department's twenty-five-
minute program "Countryside" was also aired weekly on WBZ each Saturday
and Sunday morning.

There were many requests for interviews with Commissioner Winthrop and
there was also good response from TV stations across the state who aired
our public service announcements about the benefits of local farm productior

MARKETING ACTIVITIES

Farmers markets continue to increase in Massachusetts and there are
more than twenty-five in the planning stages for the 1978 summer season.
It is estimated that there are also six hundred and ten farm operated
roadside stands and fifty "pick your own" operations across the state, which

is further indication of the popularity of farmer-to-consumer direct marketi

The Division has also laid the groundwork for increased production of
Massachusetts eggs and fresh vegetables by helping to make arrangements for

the future use of these products by a large local food chain. We are



ident that local growers and producers can sell their production increases,

we stress that quality and correct marketing methods are essential

o

ET NEVJS

The Division is actively involved in disseminating Wholesale Produce

et information from the Boston and Springfield markets. Also prepared

published by the Division are the Boston Wholesale Flover Market report

a weekly apple report for the industry listing wholesale market prices

storage holdings. Our weekly Food Buyer's Guide listing retail food

es in the Boston area is mailed to over five hundred consumers,

.stands, and farmers markets, etCo

)RT MARKETING

Assistance is now proffered to seventy agribusiness firms actively

iged or seeking to enter the export markets Additional numerous

liries are serviced from foreign nationals working and/or studying

;he New England area^ A large proportion of these inquiries emanate from

.can nationals from Nigeria, Ivory Coast, Zaire and Chad and include

;w joint venture proposals for agricultural production and processing

as 6

The close liason efforts with the Eastern United States Agricultural

Food Export Council, Inco (EUSAFEC) and the Foreign Agricultural Service,

i^eS.) has resulted in participatio by eleven firms in trade shows in

land, Germany, France, Switzerland, Egypt, Panama and Venezuela Also,

firms participated in a EUSAFEC sponsored trade show in San Juan,

rto Rico servicing the Carribean areao

ULATORY SERVICES

The regulatory and inspection service is responsible for all the fruit

vegetable inspections at shipping points and processing plants. These

pections are made on a fee basis at the request of the applicant or

pper . Inspections were also made at wholesale markets and retail

ires in order to insure the correct labeling of apples, potatoes,

d, pet food and speciality fertilizerso

The program provides for inspection and certification of approved

itrolled atomsphere apple storage rooms, seed, feed, and fertilizer

}istration and inspection, and administration of the related laws

;luding cooperative work with USDA in regard to the Federal Acts

taring these commodities

o
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DIVISION OF ANIMAL HEALTH
Walter F. Lewis, Director

There can be no successful animal-related agriculture without the
ntrol and eradication of livestock disease.

We have entered an unprecedented period of livestock history.
!e demand and price for all types of livestock is at an all time high,

en discounting inflation. The next several years should offer an
ceptional economic opportunity, especially for established producers

»

reign demand for our livestock is a very important factor in this un-
ual situation c It is very important that disease outbreaks do not
opardize these good opportunities. From time to time, over the years,
e Massachusetts legislature has seen fit to pass laws and then provide
nds that would help with this important job. This year was no exception.
;berculosis and Brucellosis are probably the most important diseases since
ey can be transmitted in a number of ways, from diseased animals to
althy humans.

UCELLOSIS CONTROL AND ERADICATION

Brucellosis has been wiped out, thru depopulation, on one of the two
rms that were infected at the beginning of this year^ New infection was
scovered in a large herd; this was depopulated. Strict attention to
irveillances is important if we are to be spared further Brucellosis
: fection in our cattle herds. Mandr :ory calfhood vaccination should be
' great help if field strain Brucellosis infection breaks out.

IVINE TUBERCULOSIS

Tuberculosis in man and bovine is seldom asen today in Massachusetts.
has been controlled by guarding against entry of infected animals,
rong surveillance at slaughterhouses and the testing of thousands of
ttle every year. It was in this routine on the farm testing that TB
ised its ugly head in a small Middlesex County herd. Complete de-
pulation of this herd was being planned at year's end. Complete
sting of the entire bovine population on a regualar basis is essential
control this disease.

DG CHOLERA

\

Fortunately another year has passed without an outbreak of hog
tiolera in Massachusetts and throughout the nation. On Jcinuary 31, 1978
tie country was declared free of hog cholera. This signaled the very
Important reopening of export opportunities for pork products.



It is our firm iaelief that the manifestation of this disease,

discovered in Massachusetts in 1976, came from the use of hog cholera
vaccine. It is quite possible that the use of this vaccine continued
after it was outlawed in 1969.

It is reliably reported that hog cholera vaccine still exists in

Massachusetts. It is likely that it will be used again. In view of

this situation, plans should be made to continue a surveillance of

Massachusetts hogs for the presence of hog cholers titero It is

recommended that every herd be checked at least once per yearc Much

of this could be accomplished by splitting samples taken in connection

with brucellosis eradication and revalidating.

BRUCELLOSIS ERADICATION IN SWINE

The number of known hog farms with brucellosis infection is now
less than a dozen. Some of those remaining are large. It is possible
that complete clean-up will require the implementation of a law making

eradication mandatoryc A bill will be placed in the legislative channels
calling for complete eradication and indemnity. Study may show that a

redesigning of import requirements may be in order to protect our farms
from reinfection

o

PSEUDORABIES IN SWINE

The increased prevalence of Pseudorabies in other parts of the U»S.
is a signal for us to study procedures to prevent its entry into Massachu-
setts. Import requirements should be developed, surveillance within the
state established and a laboratory in the state designated to perform the '

necessary testing procedures. Policy and rules for the use of Pseudorabies
vaccine in Massachusetts should be developed.

AFRICAN SWINE FEVER

This devastating foreign disease is traveling toward us at a rapid
speed and may arrive here or the Caribbean via Puerto Rico at any time. i

Stronger enforcement of the Garbage Cooking Law is now needed
because of the threat of this disease^ The most likely way of entry
to the UcSc is by illegal import of pork products on the person of
visitors or citizens from countries where African Swine Fever exists.
A legal proceeding is now in the planning stages with the Attorney General's
Office against a swine raiser who refuses to cook garbage and obtain a

permit to feed garbage.



3GRAMS RELATED TO HORSES

Equine Infectious Anemia

Continued progress was made this year in the eradication of E.I. A.

Massachusetts as indicated in the following table:

ar Number of Tests Number of Reactors

[75 20,288 147

176 21,976 69

177 20,404 46

178 15,727 28

I
The program of tests and quarantine or slaughter of reactors has

fen successful in control and eradication of EoToAo in the state,

le number and percentage of reactors have reduced dramatically each
lar. Eradication is within our grasp if 100% mandatory tasting were
tablished.. It is significant that the number of positive horses
ong imports has remain'^d the same v.'hile Lhe total number or positive
rses lias Jeciinedp SLronger protection against importing the disease
indicatedo Present progress of the program indicates that less

equent retesting of horses should be consideredc

)UINE ENCEPHALOMYELITIS

Equine Encephalomyelitis in hor as was reported this yearc Undoubtedly
lis resulted from the failure of horse owners to have their animals
iccinatedc This calls for an informational and educational program for

le 1979 spring season^

rCENSING OF RIDING STABLES

238 Riding Stables/Riding Schools applied for licensing this year;

21 licenses were issued^ This licensing program is primarily animal-
rotective in intent and the general care and use of the equines involved
n this area have improved.

ICENSING OF RIDING INSTRUCTORS

A total of 810 Horseback Riding Instructor Licenses were issuedo
f these, 117 represented first year licenses and 693 were renewals.,

irst-year applicants are licensed on the Beginner-Levels Level
hanges to Intermediate and Advanced are earned in siibsequent years
hrough experience and measured degrees of success with students.



HORSE SALES AND TRANSPORT LICENSING PROGRAM

A new law calling for the regulating of sales and transportation of
horses has been enactedc The implemenatation of this program through the
development of rules and regulations will be a new effort for 1979.

CONTROL OF DRUG ABUSE IN DRAFT HORSES

Limited implementation of the law to control drug abuse in draft
animal pulling contests was arranged and carried out by our staffs
This surveillance was very well received by the contestants who ex-
pressed the desire to have the program extended

c

RABIES CONTROL

The Division's part in the rabies control program consisted of the
quarantining of 8,755 dogs by Division appointed Animal Inspectors

„

Consideration should be given to the possible exclusion of skunks
and other high rabies risk species for use as petSc

PET SHOP LICENSING

There were 242 pet shops licensed in 1978. The program has
resulted in improved conditions for animals. Changes should be made
in the rules and regulations that would more definitely delineate the
actual responsibilities of pet shop operators

o

FINANCIAL REPORT

The original budget for the Division was $292,414., It was
necessary to ask for additional funds to carry on the fight against
Brucellosis. Increased funds were appropriated for indemnity payments
to farmers for reactor cattle that were killed. Increased funding was
also provided to pay private veterinarian for Fee Basis testing and
vaccination necessary in the Brucellosis control and eradication
efforts Additional funds were also provided to pay travel costs of
field personnel. A total of $324,500 in additional funds were
provided by the Legislature.



DIVISION OF POULTRY
James Sheehan, Supervisor

ULTRY STANDARDIZATION

One of our primary responsibilities is to the Massachusetts poultry

eeders; 100,741 birds were blood-tested for evidence of Pullorum-Typhoid

sease under the National Poultry Improvement Plan, and for the fifth

ar, no reactors were found.

This year Massachusetts poultry breeders exported 1,622,555 baby chicks

d 100,599 dozens of hatching eggs.

I

Inspectors were on hand at 26 fairs and/or poultry exhibitions to in-

isct birds for clinical symptoms of disease or illness and to determine
= compliance of the exhibitors with the Pullorum-Typhoid testing programo

JLTRY SERVICES

I

Another of our important duties to the general public is the in-

jection of eggs on the retail level. In this fiscal year, 6,874 lots

: eggs were inspected for proper labeling, and to insure that the product

It Massachusetts standards for weight and quality, which must, by

iatute, appear on the carton. Violations were found in 71 lots,

[presenting approximately 1„03% of the total number of lots inspected.

Fourteen egg producer/packers and packers were approved to package

:gs in cartons displaying the Massachusetts logo, "Massachusetts Produced

:d Fresherc"

There were 116 state i nstitutional inspections and 1073 cases of

(gs were examined; 190 cases were rejected as not meeting the bid

lecifications of the Commonwealth.

I
' Quarterly surveillance visits were made to egg handlers registered
the UoSc Department of Agriculture under the Egg Products Inspection

to

This Division also compiles weekly information on egg inventories
the state in cooperation with the U.S.D.A. Market News Service in

wark , N „ J

.



The quality of 3,476,000 pounds of frozen turkey and chicken was

certified at the point of delivery. This meat was used in connection with

the School Lunch Programo This activity and the surveillance visits are

a result of a cooperative agreement with the u.S.D.A,

FINANCIAL REPORT

The Division's budget for the fiscal year was $83,322; $71,022

were allocated for salaries of five inspectors plus one supervising
inspector, $300 for laboratory supplies for the Pullorum-Typhoid testing

program, $7,800 for gasoline, turnpike tolls, etCo , $1,000 for repairs

of state cars, $2,100 for freight, postage, stationery & telephone bills,

and $1,100 for rent of one car from the Motor Vehicle Management BureaUc



STATE RECLAMATION BOARD
Charles J<= Cannon, Secretary

The following changes have been made in the State Reclamation Board's

membership. Albert Ho Zabriskie of the Department of Environmental

Management joined the Board to fill the vacancy caused by the retirement

of Mr. Edward Wright, former chairman. Harold D. Rose of the Department

of Environmental Quality Engineering was unanimously voted chairman.

By contractual agreement between the State Reclamation Board and

the University of Massachusetts, Amherst, Jere Downing, entomologist, has

been employed. He will work with Dr. John Edman at the Universityo

His duties will include support to the project superintendents with regard

to water management, use of insecticides and related subjectSo

Early winter weather this year was very severe and drainage ditch

work was curtailed due to low temperatures and heavy snowc The spring

season brought a lengthy period of rain which occurred after the initial

spring larviciding had been completed causing a second hatch of mosquitoes

to emerge. Wet weather conditions continued throughout the summer months

making conditions ideal for mosquito breeding. Mosquito larvae I

continued to be very dense throughout the fall season.

Source reduction is the major control method of all projects. Besides

lessening the quantities of insecticide used, it also greatly reduces the

emergence of adult mosquitoes

„

All projects maintained close liaison with officials of member
communities o With each passing year more of the mosquito control
effort stems from a cooperative effort between conservation commissions

and departments of health and public works than with the individual
property owner. Full cooperation is carried on with the Encephalitis
Field Station.

The appropriated budget for the Board's activities during the fiscal

year was $27,840.



DIVISION OF AGRICULTURAL LAND USE
Susan Redlich, Director

COMMUNITY GARDENING

We have helped develop gardens at 16 different state-owned lands
(hospitals, prisons, state parks) , serving youth, elderly, and people
on fixed income. We negotiate between the holding agency and garden
groups to make land available and trouble-shoot if problems arise.

Anyone can ask us for help in locating a spot at one oc the over 188

community gardens in the state, or assistance in developing a new
garden site.

COMMERCIAL FARMING

With thousands of acres of good agricultural land belonging to the
Commonwealth, we recognize that this resource, where not already being
used to raise food to supply state institutions, can be used productively
by local farmers and thereby bolster our agricultural economy „ Where
agencies are cooperative, we lease land for agriculture o Support is

needed for our attempts to see better utilization of state lands

»

RESEARCHING LEAD IN URBAN SOILS

We've helped initiate and coordinate efforts to investigate the
extent of lead contamination of urban garden plants and soils, and
helped set up a program for any gardener to get free soil-testing for

lead. Participating in this effort are Boston Urban Gardeners, Inc.

Suffolk County Extension Service, v.'althain Experiment Station, and the
E.P.A,

RTSOURCE MOBILIZATION

In addition to providing information and referral services statewide

for people involved in fanning or gardening, we work directly with
agencies and community groups in getting programs started and tapping ™
resources for community use^ Soil-poor community gardens received top soil

brought in by state trucks we pressed into service. We have sponsored
a feasibility study of large-scale organic waste composting that would _
produce humus for re-building urban soils suitable for raising food. |

EDUCATION

Aware of the tremendous interest in gardening and farming activities



by youth, we sponsored a Gardening with Youth Conference attended by

approximately 100 people. We've published Introduction to Vegetable

Gardening, the Downtown Farmer and El Agricultor Urbano.

URBAN AGRICULTURE

We're working with agencies and community groups to make land avail-

able on a permanent basis for neighbrohood people that want and need to

raise food, and supporting projects that demonstrate the viability of

urban agriculture.

AGRICULTURAL LAND USE

By participating in the planning process and monitoring decisions
that may affect agricultural lands, we're trying to prevent further loss
or destruction of agricultural resources. With the recent passage of the
Farmland Preservation Bill^ we are assisting in its implementation and
providing information to the public.

A FARMERS' MARKET FOR BOSTON

With our assistance, organizing is underway for the opening of a

farmers market at several neighborhood locations , Such markets provide
tresh, quality produce for inner-city residents, improving nutrition and
affording an opportunity for farmers to sell directly to consumers

»

FINANCIAL REPORT

The budget appropriated to accomplish the various programs of the
Division was $69, 000

o



AGRICULTURAL PRESERVATION ACT

is signed by Governor Michael

S. Dukakis. Behind the Governor

at left are state Environmental

Affairs Secretary Evelyn F.

Murphy and state Food and

Agriculture Commissioner

Frederic Winthrop, Jr. At

right is Representative

Richard J. Dwinell of Millbury,

House Chairman of the Committee

on Natural Resources and

Agriculture; at left is Warren

K. Colby, state Food and

Agriculture Department, and

Senator Robert D. Wetmore of

Bar re .

The landmark legislation

enacted in December, 1977

demonstrates a new commitment

to preserve essential farmland

in Massachusetts-





ANNUAL REPORT OF THE COUNSEL
John J. McColgan, Counsel

This year marked the most significant milestone in Massachusetts

agriculture within the last 100 years » With the passage of the Agricultural

Preservation Restriction Act, Massachusetts has embarked on a very positive

program to save its prime farmland. This program will be administered by

the Department

»

Another responsibility will be the administration of the Pesticide

Board, which was transferred from the Department of Environmental Quality

Engineering,

The following Acts of this fiscal year have direct influence on the

Department of Food and Agriculture.

Chapter 641, An Act relating to the composition of the Reclamation

Boardo (Approved October 14, 1977)

Chapter 694, An Act allowing the sale of imitation frozen desserts

and frozen desserts made with milk fat substitutes. (Approved October 31,

1977)

Chapter 780, Ar. Act providing for the acquisition of Agricultural

Preservation Restrictions by the Commonwealth. (Approved December 1, 1977)

There was included in the Act a five million dollar bond issue for

a pilot program to purchase development rights from owners of prime

agricultural lands. This is to be administered within the Department,

Chapter 793, An Act relative to the control and eradication

of brucellosis in bovine animals. (Approved December 3, 1977)

Because of the incidence of brucellosis in some cattle herds in

the Commonwealth, this act allowed for increasing the compensation paid

to owners of cattle destroyed because of infection by, or exposure to

brucellosis.

Chapter 857, An Act regulating the dealing in and transportation

of equine animals. (Approved December 23, 1977)

This Act added regulatory responsibilities and licensing



provisions to the Division of Animal Health in the Department for
those dealing in and transporting equine animals

c

Chapter 929. An Act providing for licensing and regulating
of Farmer- Wineries. (Approved January 3, 1978)

Chapter 940. An Act relative to the distribution, possession,
processing, sale and storage of milk. (Approved January 4, 1978)

This Act established state standards of identity and labeling
requirements for milk and milk products consistent with Federal law.

Chapter 3. An Act regulating the labeling, distribution, sale,
storage, transportation, use and application and disposal of pesticides
(Approved January 30, 1978)

The Commonwealth is required to establish a regulatory program
for pesticides control, and this legislation gives the Department
this responsibility and therefore, the Commissioner of Food and
Agriculture was made chairman of the Pesticide Board. Considerable
responsibilities were also given to the Board requiring an increase
in the administrative work load of the Department.

Chapter 14 o An Act relative to the effective dates of certain
milk licenses c (Approved March 28, 1978)

This amendment to the milk licenses law provides for the
licenses to expire twelve months from their effective dates, rather
than on June 30 as before

„

Chapter 44c An Act authorizing certain testing for drugs in
animals participating in contests at agricultural fairs « (Approved
April 7, 1978)

This Act allowed for blood testing of animals entered into
pulling contests

o



DIVISION OF DAIRYING AND ANIMAL HUSBANDRY
J. Peter Griffin, Director

DAIRY FARM INSPECTION

Chapter 940 of the Acts of 1977, effective January 4, 1978 abolished
the milk regulation board and moved the responsibility for the inspection
and registration of dairy farms from the Director of the Division of
Dairying and Animal Husbandry to the Commissioner of the Department of
Food and Agriculture. Acting under authority of the Commissioner, the
Division made 7896 "first inspections" for health and sanitation at dairy
farms supplying the Massachusetts market with fluid milk. Approximately
21%, or 1734 farms, failed on first inspection and required reinspections.

MILK PLANT INSPECTION

Ninety-five "first inspections" were made for health and sanitation
compliance and 25% failed on first inspection and required reinspections.

M?»STITIS CONTROL

122,537 milk samples from approximately half the dairy herds in the
state were collected and delivered to the diagnostic laboratory at the
University of MasSo in Amherst for the purpose of detecting mastitis.
This program of sampling, testing, reporting, treating and resampling
maintains high production in the herds of the state and a better quality
milk for consiamers.

U.S.D.A. GRADING AND U.S. PUBLIC HEALTH RATINGS

Personnel in this Division certified by the U.S. Dept. of Agriculture
devoted 74 days to this work, and from the fees charged, the Commonwealth
received $7,800 in income.

All requests for U.S. Public Health Service certified raw milk
ratings were fulfilled by the personnel in this Division certified by the

UoSo Public Health Service-

The appropriated b udget for the fiscal year for the various programs
and administration of this Division was $217,584.



DIVISION OF MILK CONTROL COMMISSION
George M. Healy, Acting Director

Milk Control was enacted in 1934 for the purpose of insuring a

continuous production and distribution of milk in the Commonwealth.

Legislative and administrative regulations are necessary in order to

guarantee a continuous supply of milk products to the consuming publico

Milk production is the largest segment of our agricultural economy,.

Massachusetts farmers receive over 60 million dollars per year for their

milk. The investment in land, building, livestock, etCc, runs into

millions of dollars. For the dairy industry as a whole, the investment

is hundreds of millions of dollars which also provide a livelihood for

thousands of citizens in the Commonwealths

I

The activities of the Division of Milk Control this year were as

follows:

1. Established Class I and Class II prices and butterfat differentials
that milk dealers must pay for milk in areas not controlled by
the Federal Milk Market Administratoro

2„ Established minimum prices to milk dealers who purchase milk from

Massachusetts producers whose price is not established by the

Federal Market Administratoro

3c, Enforced rules and regulat.uons governing procedures for the
determination of milk fat content in milk or cream for payment
purposes for all Massachusetts producers.

4. Provided for the measuring and sampling of raw milk on

Massachusetts farms and for the licensing of persons to do

this worko

5„ Prohibited predatory price discrimination in the marketplace.

6. Maintained statistical and research section which provided pricing

information to the milk industry and statistical information for

U.S.D.A. publications.

7. Granted 628 regualar milk dealer licenses and 3,865 store licenses
during the fiscal year^

Income derived from the milk industry for the fiscal year amounted to

$242,752. 37c Expenses of the Division for the same period amounted to

$198,280.70o



DIVISION OF FAIRS
Dennis J. Flynn, Director

FAIR ACTIVITIES

The public showed continued interest in agricultural fairs this year,

and total attendance was more than 2,500,000 people

c

The 124 fairs and shows in Massachusetts included 21 major, 18 com-
munity, 24 youth, 22 livestock and 39 Grange Fairs.

Agricultural fairs offer a unique type of family entertainment as well
as educational exhibits and demonstrations concerning livestock production
and farm products.,

To stimulate this form of agricultural education, at the fairs, the
Division offers prize monies and awards ribbons. This year there were prize
awards for 97,422 exhibits, 42,377 of which were youth exhibits.

At the Eastern States Exposition in West Springfield, the Division
continued to operate and maintain the Massachusetts Building, which was
visited by 600,000 people this year.

All but a few of the smaller fairs were inspected this yearo Our
fair inspectors, who work on a part-time basis, inspect (examine) each
fair relative to the actual numbers of prize awards, public health and
safety conditions and the need for rehabilitation of fairgrounds and
buildings. The inspection reports are especially useful in determining
the amount of prize money payments to be made at each fair.

REHABILITATION PROGRAM

The Division offers financial assistance to individual fairs to help
defray the cost of improvements for the convenience of the public. The
need for such improvements is checked by the fair inspectors

o

STAIJDARDBRED HORSE PROGRAM

The Standardbred and Thoroughbred Horse programs encourage and
promote the breeding, propogation, ownership, raising, racing and
marketing of horses bred and foaled in Massachusetts. They also
promote the advancement of agriculture and agriculture related industry
within the state.



The program is continuing to attract new breeders to Massachusetts
despite increased competiton from neighboring states c Breeders of
Standardbred horses in the state are to be complimented for their loyalty
to our program and their faith in the future of hareness horse racing in
Massachusetts c

This year there were Massachusetts Sire Stakes races for two and
three-year old Standardbreds held at eight different fairs with a total
of 58 raceSo

This was the eighth year of our program and its success can be
measured in part by the fact that top pedigree stallions have been
brought into the state which in turn should add to the genetic wealth of
our already much improved Standardbred horse population

c

THOROUGHBRED HORSE PROGRAM

In the 1977-78 racing season, 1139 Massachusetts bred Thoroughbred
horses went postward in races at Suffolk Downs and three agricultural
fairSo

Breeder and stallion owner awards amounting to $93,592,75 were
paid to Thoroughbred stallion and more owners throughout the Common-
wealth. Massachusetts-bred horses accounted for 113 wins, 154 seconds
and 151 thirds, competing in open ra es at pari-mutuel race tracks in

Massachusetts

.

Again, MasSc bred horses contributed greatly to filling races in

short fields at Suffolk Downs during the 1978 winter meeting, when
Suffolk was suffering severly from shortage of competitive horsesc
Mass» bred horses accounted for the equivalent of 145 races in this
time of short fields c It is estimated that MasSo breds alone created
handle money of $5,800,000 and revenue to the state of $552,000 based
on the Commonwealth's nine per cent take out of the total handle.

In the spring of 1978, legislation was implemented to reduce the

State's share of the total handle at Suffolk Downs c Purse structure
I for the horsemen will be improving to a rate hike of about twenty
per cent in the coming fiscal year, and breeders' awards will be

, higher, enabling MasSc horsemen to breed better stock and contribute
i| to the racing industry and to the Commonwealth.

Twenty-five Thoroughbred stallions were registered with the

Department of Food and Agriculture and 253 mares were reported bred



to Thoroughbred stallions standing in the Commonwealth.

FAIRS DIVISION BUDGET

The total appropriated budget for the fiscal year was $744,858,000.

Of this total, $373,089 were appropriated for fair prize awards, fairs'

inspections, promotional programs and administrative costs; $150,000
were appropriated for the fairs' rehabilitation program; $117,469 and
$104,300 for the thoroughbred and Standard-bred Programs, respectively

c

I



PESTICIDE BOARD
Lewis Wells, Program Supervisor

The Pesticide Board and its staff were transferred into the Department

if Food and Agriculture from the Department of Environmental Quality Engineer-

,ng in January 1978 by Chapter 3 of the Acts of 1978 which created 132B of

.he General LawSo

This Chapter also provided for several other significant changes

rem the statute it replaced. The Board was enlarged and for the first time

ertain interests were mandated to be represented in the public membership

ncluding farmers, environmentalists, a toxicologist, a physician, and a

|:ommercial applicator of pesticides. A subcommittee of the Board was

:harged with the duty of registering pesticides, and certain changes were

ffected to make Massachusetts law compatible with the amended Federal

insecticide. Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA)

„

I In mid March, 1978 the offices of the Board were moved to 100

:ambridge Street.

In this fiscal year, the effort to carry out certification of those

7ho apply or supervise the application of restricted pesticides was con-

;inued even though the complete statutory basis was lacking. This work

/as carried out largely with state funds until the necessary changes in

:he statute were made. Approximately 5,000 examinations were given,

;orrectedf and the results placed or file^

After the enactment of the new legislation, a state plan for

:arrying out certification was prepared for submittal to EPA and new

regulations were drafted in accordance with the new legislation.

The state plan and the new regulations were presented for review
oy the new Board upon its establishments in June, 1978.

In addition to the above activities, nineteen investigations of

pesticide incidents or alleged pesticide incidents were made^ One en-
forcment action was taken.

The appropriated badget for the Board's activities during the
fiscal year was $37,750.



DIVISION OF PLANT PEST CONTROL
Peter C. Kuzmiski, Director

There are nine major programs of this Division and goals and

Accomplishments in each area during the fiscal year were as follows:

Ic The inspection of nurseries is a major activity, and there are

several reasons why the detection and control of plant pests in nurseries

is beneficial. Some pests have limited distribution; prevention of apread

on plants helps in the containment of these pests » Early detection also

permits control to be applied before the pest reaches epidemic proportions.

Nursery inspection helps guarantee that the consiimer will purchase a pest

free plants Inspected plants can be moved interstate without being rejected

due to the presence of a damaging pesto

Nursery inspection began on July 1, and was completed on October 1,

1977. About 500 nurseries and greenhouses were inspected and certified and

no unusual or serious plant pest situations were encountered. The nurseries

were in generally good condition relative to growing conditions, quality

and product ivityo

2o Each year about 350 persons or establishments are issued Agents'

Licenses allowing the buying and selling of nursery stock. Applicants
must submit their sources of sertified stock before an Agents' License can

be issued.

3. Phytosanitary certificates are issued to allow movement of plants

and seeds into other states and countries « There were 184 federal, and

150 state phytosanitary certificates issued this year. Also issued were

442 certificates to allow the export of plant seeds to foreign countries.

4. Nursery stock entering this state must be accompanied by a valid

certificates of inspection by the state of origin, thus eliminating the

need for further inspection. Random inspections were made at nurseries

and retail outlets selling nursery stock to monitor sales of stock that

might have been grown out of state.



5. Under our state White Pine Blister Rust quarantine, 101 control-
cea permits were issued to allow the planting of currant and gooseberry

Lants in approved planting sites within the Commonwealth c The currant

id gooseberry act as an alternate host of the fungus which causes a serious

Lsease of White Pines.

6. Surveys were made to determine the presence of the Cereal Leaf

eetle and European Chafer. Heavy parasitization was found on all Cereal

2af Beetle-infestations found in our survey. This insect now occurs
iroughout the state, but the natural control by the parasites will no

5ubt keep this pest at a minimum. Results of the European Chafer survey
lowed no new infestations outside of the known infested areac Scouting

)r presence of the Gypsy Moth was done during the winter months with

aphasis given to recreation areas and mobile; home and trailer parks,

le incidence of the Gypsy Moth has decreased from that of last year„

7c Collaboration with the U^So Dept. of Agriculture in the en-

>rcement of applicable federal domestic and foreign quarantines con-
.nuedo Regulated articles under these quarantines were inspected and
;rtified to allow their interstate movemento These articles include:
.ant, lumber, stone quarry products, lawn furniture, soil, sod, and
ly other articles that may artificially spread plant pests

c

There are usually about 30 to 50 persons or nurseries that import
id grow plants from foreign countries each yearo These plants must be

rown in detention for two growing sf sons and inspected before final
ilease from quarantine is made„ This is a provision of the federal
)stentry Quarantine with which our inspectors collaborate.

8. Two regular monthly radio programs contributed to our public
jrvice activities. Many inquiries were received and answered by phone,
Jtter, or in person o These inquiries related to the various phases
agriculture, from ornamental and food crop culture to the identification
plant pests, plants, and the use of pesticides.

9c Apiary Inspection is a major program of this Division and an

inual report of activities follows

c

Personnel consisted of four permanent and seven temporary employees
1 Plant Pest Control and one permanent and six temporary employees in Apiary
ispection.

Appropriated budgets of $71,600 for Plant Pest Control and
.4,500 for Apiary Inspection were sufficient to meet the objectives of
ich Division this year.



APIARY INSPECTION
Thomas Lc Burbridge, Chief Inspector

Apiary inspection was performed during the spring and summer months
in ten counties by six part-time inspectors paid on a per diem basis.
Each inspector must have the ability to detect and diagnose all contagious
or infectious diseases of honeybee larvae. Each inspector is trained in

the use of aseptic inspection techniques and perodically is observed and

evaluated on his performance

»

After an extremely hard winter with a winter-kill of approximately
twenty per cent, very little spring honey was removede Ideal summer
conditions, only interrupted by two weeks of constant rain, produced
near optimum honeyflowSo This resulted in significant stores of honey
and polleno Most colonies seem to be entering the fall in extremely
strong conditions

o

Increased awareness and cooperation of local tree wardens, mosquito
control applicators and individual farmers have helped reduce the pesticide
damage to honeybees. Much of this credit must be attributed to the
dedicated educational and cooperative efforts of the county beekeepers'

associations.

Each year approximately fifty per cent of the known colonies in
Massachusetts are inspectedo Very little inspection was performed in
areas west of Worcester County due to the lack of applicants from those
areas

„

Increased incidences of American Foulbrood (Bacillus Larvae ) were
observed in those areas not inspected for several years o It was also
observed that amount of sacbrood and chalkbrood seems to be increasing
in Massachusetts apiaries

o

The registration of honeybee colonies is not required in Massachusetts.
Each year several hundred new beekeeper hobbyists begin colonies. An
increasingly inordinate amount of apiary inspection time is expended
in locating these colonies, many of which are never found „ Some of
these colonies are possible vectors of the highly contagious larval bee
disease, American Foulbrood. It is scientifically impossible to eradicate
local infestations of larval bee disease unless the locations of all
colonies are known „ It is strongly recommended, therefore, that the
mandatory registration and location of all colonies of honeybees in

Massachusetts be legislated^

Retail prices of honev ranged from $1.00 to $1<,50 per pound
depending on color, flavor origin and area of sale.
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FOREWORD

Established in 1852, the Department of Agriculture
in Massachusetts traditionally has been a regulatory
agency to ensure the quality of farm products and prevent
disease in poultry, livestock and plants.

The role of the Department has evolved in keeping
with changing times, and particularly in the last decade,
we have taken a leadership role in the promotion of
Massachusetts agricultural products and the preservation
of the state's hard pressed farmland. Stimulating
consumer demand for locally grown foods and increasing
production on every available acre of tillage are
efforts that go hand in hand.

Energy and inflation will continue to challenge
us in the 'eighties, and the spiraling cost of fuel
to transport the bulk of our food supply from distant
states dictates that we increase production here in the
Northeast,

The ten Northeastern state Departments of Agri-
culture have this year initiated a new commitment to
bolster the region's farm economy, and cooperative efforts
and policies toward this end cannot help but improve
our agricultural situation in Massachusetts,

Our Department of Food & Agriculture is engaged
in many programs that benefit both farmers and consumers,
and this report summarizes the past year's major
activities. We welcome public participation in our
efforts and invite suggestions from the private sector
to improve our program of work.

Frederic Winthrop, Jr, '

Commissioner of Food
and Agriculture

AlGssachusetts
grown ...and fresher!

Annual Report, July 1, 1978 to June 30, 1979

Publication # 11 724-30-200-1 -80-C,R.
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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE COUNSEL
John J. McColgan, Counsel

There were eight Departmental bills filed for the calendar
year 1980.

The Farm Bureau filed some thirty bills and in addition,
Representatives and Senators have filed others, all affecting
agriculture.

In fiscal '79, unlike previous years, our legislative
production was rather low; however, we did manage to get a few
bills through that were of benefit to some of the Divisions within
the Department.

Chapter 359. An Act relative to the tax on farm animals.
(Approved July 8, 1978)

This Act provides that the exemption from tax, if the amount
of tax due is less than ten dollars, shall apply to taxable years
commencing on July 1, 1978 and thereafter.

Chapter 382. An Act relative to the payments of interest on
suspended special assessments or betterment assessments on land
in agriculture or horticulture use. (Approved July 12, 1978)

This Act suspended the payment of any special assessment
or betterment assessment and interest thereon as long as the
land remains in agricultural or horticultural use.

Chapter 433. An Axt clarifying the provisions of Massachusetts
Agriculture Preservation Act. (Approved July 13, 1978)

This legislation provides that under certain circumstances
cities and towns may hold title to Agriculture Preservation
Restrictions jointly with the Commonwealth.

Chapter 485. An Act relative to the control and eradication of
Brucellosis in bovine animals. (Approved July 18, 1978)

This legislation provides that the Division of Animal Health
shall cause all female calves to be used for breeding, to be vacci-
nated against Brucellosis when they are from the ages of two to
six months, inclusive.

Chapter 494. An Act further regulating the conduct of horses and
dog racing. (Approved July 19, 1978)

This legislation rewrote the horse and dog laws. It affects
the Agriculture Fairs that are conducted at commercial race tracks.
All the races may be used for commercial purposes, if the owner
so desires.
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Chapter 573. An Act prohibiting dog officers in cities and towns
from being licensed animal dealers. (Approved August 22, 1978)

No dog officer shall be a licensed animal dealer registered
with the United States Department of Agriculture and no dog officer
shall sell any animal to any licensed animal dealer registered with
the United States Department of Agriculture.

Chapter 22A. An Act further regulating the law relative to nuisances
on agricultural and horticultural lands. (Approved May 31 t 1979)

This legislation provides that the odor from the normal
maintenance of livestock or the spreading of manure upon agricultural
and horticultural lands shall not be determined to constitute a
nuisance.

Chapter 315. An Act further clarifying the appeal procedures in
the Coastal and Inland Wetlands Act. (June 22, 1979, approved)

This legislation provides that any person having an ownership
interest, and leasee who holds a lease of twenty-five years or
more and any mortgagor having an interest in land affected by
a wetlands order, may, within ninety days after receiving notice
thereof, petition the superior court to determine whether such order
so restricts the use of his property as to deprive him of the
practical uses, thereof, and is therefore an unreasonable exercise
of the police power because the order constitutes the equivalent
of the taking without compensation.

Chapter 338. An Act further regulating the awarding of racing
days. (Approved, with emergency preamble June 28, 1979)

This legislation affected the Topsfield Fair. No licenses
shall be issued for more than an aggregate of eight hundred and
eighty racing days in one year at all dog racing meetings,
excluding dog racing meetings conducted at a race track owned and
operated by a state or county fair in Essex County.
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AGRICULTURAL PRESERVATION RESTRICTION PROGRAM
William H. King, Land Use Administrator

At the close of the 1978-79 fiscal year, 95 applications
had been submitted to the Department of Food and Agriculture
for pilot phase funding consideration. The applications
represented 72 cities and towns in 12 counties across the
Commonwealth. A total of 8,875 acres was proposed for
restriction with an asking price of approximately $21 million.

The pilot phase will be fimded by a $5 million bond issue
which received legislative approval in December, 1977.
Nineteen applications have been selected as finalists by
the Agricultural Lands Preservation Committee. After
appraisals and landowner negotiations have been conducted,
the Committee will then approve final purchase agreements.

An additional $5 million for remaining and forthcoming
applications has been requested in the 1980 Capital Outlay
Budget

.

A task force will also be set up for further study of
the preservation of agricultural land in the Commonwealth.

This Farmland Preservation Act provides for the public
purchase of Agricultural Preservation Restrictions, often
called "development rights."

It is a voluntary program imder which farmers (and
other farmland owners; can apply to sell the rights to
develop their land for non-agricultural uses. If the
application is approved, the state will pay the farmer
the difference between the agricultural value of the
land and its appraised commercial market value. The
farmer sells the "development rights" but keeps the land.

This means the farmer can realize the land's development
value without having the land itself converted to other
uses.

The farmer is in effect accepting an "agricultural
preservation restriction" on the deed wherein it is
agreed that the land be restricted in perpetuity to
farming purposes. The farmer will retain all other
rights of ownership^ privacy, and the right to sell
or pass on the land to heirs.

A land base for local food production is being
preserved.
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DIVISION OF AGRICULTURAL LAND USE
Susan Redlich, Director

COMMUNITY GARDENING

We help develop community gardens on state-owned lands
and there are now garden sites at 18 locations such as state
hospitals, prisons and parks which are used by youth, elderly
and people on fixed income. New gardens are at the Federal Records
Center in Waltham, Metro State Hospital, Fitchburg, Winthrop,
Clinton, Gardner, Templeton and Jamaica Plain. The Division
negotiates between the holding agency and garden groups to
make the land available and trouble-shoot should problems arise.

There are now over 188 community gardens in the state
and anyone can ask us for assistance in locating space at one
of these gardens or in developing a new garden site. The
Division also organized and administered the Mass. Seed Program
with 14,500 participating gardeners. The program provides
seeds free or at reduced cost to low income gardeners and
community garden groups.

COMMERCIAL FARMING

There are thousands of acres of good agricultural land
owned by the Commonwealth? where not already being used to
raise food to supply state institutions, this resource can
be used productively by local farmers and thereby bolster our
agricultural economy. Where agencies are cooperative, we
lease land for agriculture. Support is needed for our attempts
to see better utilization of state lands. Several long-term
agricultviral land management agreements were reached with the
Department of Mental Health, including land at Belchertown
State School for purposes of establishing a small farm training
center. The Division leased out over 500 acres for commercial
farming at seven different locations.

RESOURCE MOBILIZATION

In addition to providing information and reforral services
statewide for people involved in farming or gardening, we work
directly with agencies and community groups in getting programs
started and tapping resoxirces for community use. This year we
received a Federal grant to conduct a demonstration project
of large-scale composting of organic waste to create humus for
urban gardens.

EDUCATION

Aware of the tremendous interest in gardening and fanning
activities by youth, again we sponsored a Gardening with Youth
Conference. Also we organized a workshop on the subject of
state-owned agricultural lands, attended by administrators,
farm supervisors, and program planners. We prepared a handbook,
"Organizing Community Gardens in Massachusetts," for which
we received many requests.
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URBAN AGRICULTURE

With the assistance of the Commonwealth Service Corps
program^we fostered community greenhouse construction and
cooperative arrangements between urban food coops and area
farmers. We also worked with other agencies and community
groups to make land available on a permanent basis for
nei^borhood people that want cind need to raise food, and are
supporting projects that demonstrate the viability of urban
agriculture.

AGRICULTURAL LAND USE

By participating in the planning process and monitoring
decisions that may affect agricultural lands, we try to prevent
further loss or destruction of agricultural resources. We
participate in the New England SmaJJ. Farms Committee, the
State Rural Development Committee, and the Coalition on Food
and Agriculture.

FARMERS 'MARKETS FOR BOSTON

With our assistance, the number of farmers markets in
Boston was expanded from 3 to 6 neighborhoods: South End,
Dorchester, Jamaica Plain, Somerville, Cambridge, and Brookline.
These markets provide fresh, quality produce for inner-city
residents, improving nutrition and affording an opportunity
for farmers to sell directly to consumers.

RESEARCHING LEAD IN URBAN SOILS

We have continued to coordinate efforts to investigate
the extent of lead contamination of urban garden plants and
soils, and a program for any gardener to get free soil-
testing for lead. Participating in this effort are Boston
Urban Gardeners, Inc., Suffolk Coxmty Extension Service,
Waltham Experiment Station, and the E.P.A.

FINANCIAL REPORT

The budget appropriated to accomplish the various programs
of the Division was $71,000.
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DIVISION OF ANIMAL HEALTH
Mabel A. Owen, Director

The control and eradication of livestock diseases are matters

of supreme importance to us all. Success directly affects the prices

of all of the foods we eat and much of the fiber with which we are

clothed. Caught as we all are between the horns of rising costs of

materials and transportation, the farmer knows that efficient disease

control can be the narrow margin between success and bankruptcy.

The livestock industry itself is under ever increasing pressures.

Between natural demand and inflation, the cost of an animal is at an

all-time high. Replacement costs therefore become the leading economic

factor to producers. Foreign and out-of-state demand for cattle

continues to rise well above the available supply. Dairy production

records must be maintained; indeed they must be exceeded each year.

Only through the strictest possible adherence to all the irules of

good husbandry - and good disease control practices - can this happen.

And happen it must, to feed our own country as well as the ever-

widening market abroad.

The Division of Animal Health employs four Veterinarians and

eleven field Inspectors to work with the farmer and producer to

achieve that goal. With the help of the Legislature, for the passage

of laws and the foresight to fund them, excellent progress is being

made. The Commonwealth remains Hog Cholera free, Pullorum-Typhoid
free in poultry and has certified-free status in both Hog and Bovine

Brucellosis. The effort to maintain this is unremitting for diseases

take no holiday.

BOVINE BRUCELLOSIS CONTROL AND ERADICATION

At the end of this fiscal year, there was only one herd under

quarantine for Bovine Brucellosis, a ver^ large herd maintained under
loose-housing conditions. Infection in this herd has been reduced to

a very low incidence with reason for further optimism. The Market
Cattle Inspection (MCI) traceback system for Brucellosis surveillance

has been working very well as has the early warning Brucellosis Ring

Test (BRT) done on milk samples going through marketing channels.

The retesting of cattle imported into Massachusetts is also a

continuing program. State-mandated and funded Calfhood Vaccination
against Brucellosis doubled during this fiscal year. This particular
program, heavily favored by farmers and producers, offers the greatest

protection against Brucellosis for the future.

BOVINE TUBERCULOSIS

With the recent resurgence of Tuberculosis in humans, there has

been a strong effort by the Division of Animal Health to keep herd-
testing up to and often well above the mandatory rate. Market cattle

testing has served us well as an on-going surveillance program, but
the main thrust of disease control in this area is the mandated testing
of every producing dairy herd in the Commonwealth on a once-in-three
years rotation. Since many dairies sell milk into market areas
requiring an annual Tuberculosis test, the two programs result in close

to fifty percent of the dairy herds being tested at least every two

years. There were 31,891 animals in 671 herds tested last year with

the detection of 16 reactor animals. Tuberculosis is insidious in its
appearance and spreads too rapidly to be allowed any degree of laxity
in control.
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HOG CHOLERA

There were no cases of Hog Cholera in the entire country during
this past fiscal year, a fact for which the U.S. Department of
Agriculture also deserves great credit. Potentially explosive, this
disease lurks in other countries and only the strictest of border
controls excludes it from our own large hog industry. Mandatory cooking
of all meat wastes and meat products that are fed to hogs is an
important facet of the constant battle against this disease. The
temptation for producers to use illegal but relatively easily prepared
vaccines against hog cholera also exists as a severe threat.

SWINE BRUCELLOSIS

The voluntary program to eliminate Brucellosis in the swine
breeding herds in Massachusetts continues. Less than fifteen herds
containing titered animals are now listed with the U.S. Department
of Agriculture and some of these are very close to validation.
Proposed legislation which would have made testing mandatory and
offered an indemnity program as an incentive to achieving IOO96 herd
validation in the state did not receive legislation approval but will
be resubmitted for further consideration. With several states to our
north now completely validated, it is important that we achieve the
same status. As with Bovine Brucellosis, this disease has a human
health impact and must be eradicated.

PSEUDORABIES IN SWINE

Although Pseudorabies in swine is prevalent in many other areas
of the country, it has not yet appeared in the breeding herds in
Massachusetts. Many of these are certified free of this disease and
export to other areas. Consideration is being given to legislative
controls with regard to imported animals.

AFRICAN SWINE FEVER

African Swine Fever exists in several areas of the Caribbean and
poses a real threat to the pork producers of the United States. This
disease is difficult to diagnose and has proven extremely difficult
to deal with once it gains a foothold in a country. It is vitally
important that it not enter the United States. Strict enforcement of
our garbage-cooking law with regard to meat wastes is believed to be
a strong deterrent to the entry of African Swince Fever as well as to
the reentry of Hog Cholera.

PROGRAMS RELATED TO HORSES - EQUINE INFECTIOUS ANEMIA

Continuing progress against Equine Infectious Anemia (EIA) is
shown in the following table.

Year Number of Tests Reactors

1978 15,727 28
1979 16,888 13
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A small number of reactors were foiind in 1979, most of which
were detected at horse sales. A new law defining in detail the
isolation procedures for reactors whose owners elect to keep them
was enacted and is now in effect. This permits some modification
of the quarantine and some use of the animal where segregation from
other animals can be maintained. Large areas of the Commonwealth
remain totally EIA-free, in some cases for the third consecutive year.

EASTERN-WESTERN EQUINE ENCEPHALITIS

Because there were several equine deaths due to Eastern-Western
Equine Encephalitis (EEE-WEE) in Massachusetts in the late summer of
1978, press releases advocating vaccination against this disease were
circulated by the Division of Animal Health in the spring of 1979.
These were well received and resulted in both a good increase in the
number of vaccinated animals and freedom from equine losses to that
disease in the summer of 1979.

RIDING SCHOOL/STABLE LICENSING

The owners or operators of 272 riding schools or stables made
application for licensing in 1979. Of these, eight were non-profit
educational institutions. A total of 233 licenses were actually
issued. This license is issued under inspection by the Massachusetts
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals and is essentially
animal-protective in intent.

HORSEBACK-RIDING INSTRUCTOR LICENSES

A total of 913 licenses were issued to horseback-riding instructors
in 1979. Of these, 121 were being licensed for the first time and 792
were annually required renewals. Thirty-eight requests for level changes
were made; thirty-one were approved. A number of out-of-state riding
instructors hold Massachusetts licenses as part of their professional
resumes. Current requirement of licensure on the beginner level for
first-time applicants has had the approval of the riding profession
and is working well to assure that each instructor receives the necessary
experience with both animals and students. Succeeding levels are
earned and subsequent years with added experience and measurable
student success. The intent of this program is to provide a basis for
consumer protection in a risk sport.

LICENSING OF CERTAIN HORSE SALES AND TRANSPORTERS

A new law requiring the licensing of certain sales, auctions,
and horse transporters was recently enacted and will be put into operation
following the promulgation of rules and regxilations. This law
specifically forbids the use of certain types of truck in the transport
of horses and ponies.
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CONTROL OF DRUG ABUSE IN DRAFT HORSES

During the fiscal year 1979, the second year during which some
implementation of the law forbidding the drugging of draft or compet-
itive pulling horses occurred, testing was done at a nxamber of fairs
by members of the field staff and was very well received by the
competitors. The tests themselves were conducted by the West
Laboratory at the University of Massachusetts in Amherst. A great
deal of interest has been expressed in this program and it has been
expanded to consider oxen as well as horses and ponies.

RABIES CONTROL

The Division of Animal Health cooperates with each town in the
appointment of city/town animal inspectors who conduct an annual
animal census for the division and quarantine any and all animals
known to have bitten a person. Seven thousand, six hvmdred and five
quarantines were issued in 1979. No dogs were found to have been
rabid. The increasing incidence of skunk-bite raises a real question
as to the suitability of these animals as pets.

PET SHOP LICENSING

In 1979 there were 238 pet shops licensed. This program is
designed to provide better care and better health for pet shop
animals. The inspecting agency is the Massachusetts Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals.

FINANCIAL REPORT

The 1979 budget for the Division of Animal Health administration
account was $363,000. Late in the year there was a deficiency in
the -03 subsidiary from which area veterinarians are paid on a fee
basis for calfhood vaccination. Tuberculosis testing. Brucellosis
testing and other consultancy tasks. The stun of $17,000 was assigned
to cover this subsidiary deficiency. Legislation requiring state
payment for mandatory calfhood vaccinations was passed in 1978
without special funding, resulting in the above deficiency. A total
of $155,000 was also appropriated in the FY 1979 budget for use in
animal indemnity pajnnents required by the control of certain diseases
(Bovine Brucellosis and Tuberculosis, mainly.)
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DIVISION OF POULTRY
Lawrence E. Bliss, Supervisor

POULTRY STANDARDIZATION

In Fiscal Year, 1979, surveillance visits were made to
egg handlers registered under the Egg Products Inspection Act
by the U.S. Department of Agriculture.

At retail level, 4664 lots of eggs were inspected for correct
labelling, and standards of qulaity and size, which must be dis-
played on the containers. Violation of egg laws were found in 51 lots,
representing 1,097% of the total.

Thirteen firms were licensed to package eggs under the logo:
"Massachusetts Produced and Fresher." These firms are monitored by this
division.

POULTRY SERVICES

Fifty-five truckloads of frozen turkey and chicken parts
were certified as to quality at the point of delivery.

Ninety State Institutional inspections were made, with 753
cases being examined; this resulted in 18 cases being rejected
as not meeting the bid specifications of the Commonwealth.

Forty-seven days were spent by one inspector under the U.S.
Department of Agriculture Fee Grading Program in various packing
plants.

POULTRY DISEASES

Under the National Poultry Improvement Plan, 100,040
blood samples were tested for evidence of Pullorum-Typhoid
disease, and found negative for the fifth year; also 40,453 blood
samples were tested for evidence of Mycoplasma Gallisepticum and
found negative; this enabled our Massachusetts poultry breeders to
export 1,539,143 baby chicks and 520,296 hatching eggs to foreign
buyers

.

Inspectors were on hand at 32 fairs and poultry shows to
inspect birds for clinical symptoms of illness and/or disease,
and to determine compliance of the exhibitors with the Pullorum-
Typhoid testing program.

FINANCIAL REPORT

The Division's budget for the Fiscal year was 589,600.
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DIVISION OF DAIRYING AND ANIMAL HUSBANDRY
J. Peter Griffin, Director

DAIRY FARM INSPECTION

For the purpose of enforcing the health and sanitation
regulations, the Division made 7,774 initial inspections on
the dairy farms supplying the Massachusetts market. Approx-
imately 21% failed the initial inspection and this made it
necessary to reinspect, and in some instances reinspect more
than once, before compliance was achieved. Suspension of
some farms was necessary.

MILK PLANT INSPECTION

One hundred and twenty-one "first inspections" of milk
plants were made and some were followed up with reinspections
before compliance was achieved.

MASTITIS CONTROL

Mastitis, an inflammation of the udder of dairy cows,
is a serious deterrent to milk production per cow and con-
tributes to poor quality milk. Although many types of patho-
genic organisms can be the cause, Streptococcus Agalactiae is
the primary one. 135,146 milk samples were collected by the
Division and delivered to the diagnostic laboratory at the
University of Massachusetts, Amherst, where they were analyzed,
and the results reported back to the herd owners for the
purpose of treating the animals and resampling.

U.S.D.A. GRADING & U.S. PUBLIC HEALTH RATINGS

The division spent 33 days sampling and grading dairy
products under the U.S. Department of Agriculture program
and $4,671.00 in income to the Commonwealth was realized as
a result of this work.

The division personnel, certified by the U.S. Public
Health Service, fulfilled all requests for U.S.P.H. ratings on
raw milk supplies.

The appropriation for the fiscal year for the programs
and administration of the Division was $232,778.
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DIVISION OF FAIRS

Dennis J. Flynn, Director

FAIR ACTIVITIES

The fairs offer an atmosphere of fion and good times
while educating the public of the importance of agriculture in
Massachusetts.

Over 2,121,192 people paid admission to one of the various
types of fairs conducted. There were 126 fairs held during the
fiscal year, of which 22 were Major, 24 Community, 22 Livestock,
35 Grange and 25 Youth fairs.

To stimulate and encourage agricultural exhibits and
displays at fairs, $256,875 in cash prizes were awarded by the
Division and an additional $112,110 were paid by the fair assoc-
iations to further promote and encourage farming in the Common-
wealth. There were a total of 79,810 exhibitors, 35,008 of which
were youth.

Once again the Massachusetts Building at the Eastern States
Exposition in West Springfield was a major highlight of the fair.
Various commodity groups from across the state exhibited in the
building to help promote their sales. Over 1 million people
visited the Exposition dxiring the 12 days.

The Division hired 12 fair inspectors on a part-time basis
to aid the Director in overseeing the program. Their value is
shown in the reports received on each fair, assuring that the
State is in fact getting the most out of prizes awarded, and
rehabilitation monies allotted.

REHABILITATION PROGRAM

A total of $75,000 was appropriated for the rehabilitation
fund. This will be combined with next year's allocation to make
a much greater impact on the facilities. The Division offers
financial assistance to individual fairs to help defray the cost
of improvements in three categories, a) public health, b) animal
health, c) display. If it were not for the rehabilitation fund,
many fairs would have fallen into total disrepair and would be
lonable to operate.

THOROUGHBRED HORSE PROGRAM

The Massachusetts Breeding Program was enacted into law in
1969. The purpose of this program is to encourage agriculture
by the breeding of Thoroughbred horses in the Commonwealth, and
to maintain open spaces. Incentive award monies are paid to the
breeders of Mass. bred horses that finish first, second or third
in any pari-mutuel races at licensed Thoroughbred race tracks in
Massachusetts

.
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The Breeders' awards amoxint to twenty percent of the purse
won by the horse in the race. An additional award of five percent
is paid to the owner of the stallion which sired said horse,
provided the stallion stood the entire breeding season in Mass-
achusetts, and is registered with the Mass. Department of Food and
Agricxilture.

During the fiscal year, 1306 Mass. bred horses went to post
in Mass., an increase of about 200 more than the previous year.
These races were mm at Suffolk Downs and four agricultural fairs.
Breeder and stallion awards amounted to $117,400.57. Mass. bred
horses accounted for 110 firsts, 122 seconds, and 139 thirds for
a total of 371 in the money placings for that period.

The revenue derived by the Commonwealth is five percent of
the money wagered on Mass. breds, which is obviously a considerable
sum.

The fall of 1979 saw the emergence of Rise Jim, an outstanding
Mass. bred, who won 11 of 13 starts, through June of 1979. Almost
all of his wins were in handicap or stakes conQjetition. He was
weighted at 110 lbs. on the Experimental Free Handicap, thus achiev- -

ing national acclaim. Mass. breeders and local racing fans are very
proud of this equine son of Massachusetts.

Although the Massachusetts Breeding Program is not competitive
with some other states in monies allocated, many breeders are encour-
aged and will continue to breed Thoroughbred horses in our State with
hopes that the program will be expanded. Thoroughbred mares bred in
Massachusetts niimbered 256 in this period, and several new stallions
were added to the stallion roster.

STANDARDBRED HORSE PROGRAM

The Standardbred Horse Program encourages and promotes the
breeding, propagation, ownership, raising, racing and marketing of
Standardbred horses bred in the Commonwealth. Thus, it encourages
the keeping of open lands to promote agricultiore and agriculture
related industry within the Coimnonwealth.

Registrations show a total of 41 stallions standing in service,
also 51 two-year olds and 68 three-year old colts and fillies or a
total of 119 eligible to participate in our program. Of the above
figures, 53 two and three-year olds actually raced in 75 events at
8 different fairs.
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The anticipated yearling registrations will be the smallest
since the program's inception. This is due in fact to the
increased competition from near-by states' stakes programs (New
Hampshire $300,000, Maine $250,000, New York $5,000,000, and New
Jersey $7,000,000.

However, the Mass, Sires Stakes program has produced top
quality stakes horses. Farbro Wave broke the track record for
two-year olds at Foxboro, in 2:02. This same colt went on to
become the national season's champion, taking a record in 1:57.1
at a New Jersey track. Two others took records in 2:00 or less,
making it an outstanding year for Mass. bred horses,

FINANCIAL REPORT

The total appropriated budget for the fiscal year was $615,000,
Of this total, $340,600 were appropriated for fair prize awards,
fair inspections, promotional programs and administration costs;
$75,000 were appropriated for the fair rehabilitation program;
$200,000 for the Thoroughbred and Standardbred programs.

Massachusetts <

grown...and fresher!
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DIVISION OF MARKETS
John J. Fitzgerald, Director

PRODUCT PROMOTION

This was a year of great progress for the Massachusetts
Grown and Fresher! program. The Division assisted Mass. poultry-
producers in negotiating with a large food chain in the Boston
area to supply Massachusetts eggs for 30 of their stores and
eventually supply the entire 60 stores in the Boston DlYlfiio&.
Each carton will have the name of the food chain and the words
"Massachusetts Produced and Fresher, " Egg producers are now
making plans to increase their flocks by at least 300,000
layers to reach their goal to supply the demands of the food
chain. It is quite evident the Division was the prime mover
in this negotiation.

Although the Division is in charge of Promotional Funds
which assist commodity groups with their promotional program,
they also meet with their promotional coomittees and offer
guidance, provide them with advertising material and make
arrangements with radio and television stations for interviews.
Through the years the Division has developed T-shirts, aprons,
tote bags, and license plates with the Massachusetts grown
logo for roadside stands, farmers markets, nursery centers
and the general public, at a small cost.

The Division's promotional activities included the
designing and construction of the Department's exhibit at the
New England Spring Flower and Garden Show. A soil sampling
program allowed patrons to bring soil to the exhibit i»*iere

our staff provided an analysis and answered questions related
to home gardening. The Department's exhibit received a
Gold Medal, The Division also exhibited at fairs, public buildings
and shopping malls to promote Massachusetts agricultxire

.

The Division conducts farm tours for the press, food industry,
and visiting dignitaries. The Division is the primary liaison
with the agricultural sector for the Department.

The Division provides a seirvice to the public as well as the
farmers of our state. Yearly lists are published informing
the public where they can pick their own apples, blueberries,
strawberries, other fruit, vegetables or where they can buy
a fresh turkey from a local grower and cut a fresh Massachusetts
Christmas tree. For the commercial vegetable grower, the
Division has published the Green Book, listing the names of
vegetable growers and their crops and acreage. The Green
Book is distributed to various buyers throughout the state
that show an interest in buying local produce.
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PUBLIC INFORMATION

To increase public awareness of Massachusetts agriculture
and the work of the Department, there were several new proejects
this year as well as the basic program to inform the news media.

The first annual awards for news reporting on agricultural
topics were announced by the Department in cooperation with
a regional contest sponsored by the Northeast Communications
Officers of State Departments of Agriculture. State winners were
Howie Carr of the Boston Herald American, 1st prize; Marya Dantzer-
Rosenthal, Minute-Man Publications, Lexington, 2nd prize; and
Emilie Livezey, Christian Science Monitor, 3rd prize. Carr also
tied for 1st place in the Northeast regional contest.

Weekly news releases explained various programs and meetings
of the Department, current farm issues, legislation, crop forecasts,
"best food buys," nutrition information and locally grown foods
in season. The news media were also assisted in any inquiries,
and this year there were more than 2200 newsclips concerning the
Department in newspaper across the state.

In cooperation with the Massachusetts Federation of Farmers
and Gardeners Markets, listings of farmers markets across the
state were compiled and publicized throughout the growing season.
A new series of leaflets about Massachusetts grown vegetables
was developed for use at farmers markets, roadside stands and
retail markets.

Public service announcements produced by WCVB-TV in behalf
of Massachusetts agriculture were used by TV stations across the
state. "Countryside," the Department's 25-minute radio program,
continued to be aired weekly on WBZ Saturday and Sunday mornings.
Current information on retail food prices and various agricultural
topics were broadcast regularly on WHDH and WEEI in Boston. Best
monthly food buys were featured on the WCVB-TV "Good Day" show
during the local growing season.

The premiere of the film, "Crisis in Yankee Agriculture,"
was attended by about 500 guests including legislators, farm
leaders and some 35 members of the press. A cooperative project
of the Department and the Massachusetts Society for Promoting
Agriculture and the Blanchard Foundation, the 28-minute color
film was written, produced and directed by Peter Feinstein of
Cambridge and Mark Kramer of Colrain, Mass.

"Crisis" explores the multiple problems faced by local
farmers: development pressures on the land, sky-rocketing land
values, zoning, inequitable taxes and rising transportation
costs. Several Massachusetts farmers are interviewed, and
Department staff assisted in suggesting filming locations.

The second annual "Massachusetts Agriculture Week" was
planned to coincide with the popular Farm Tour sponsored each
August by the Cooperative Extension Service and other agriculture
agencies.
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MARKET NEWS

The Division is actively involved in publishing and
disseminating market information regarding the wholesale produce
market and wholesale flower market. Also published are seasonal
reports on apple storage holdings and the cranberry crop. A
retail consvuner information report is published weekly listing
prices of fruits, vegetables, eggs, and meat and fish products
at the retail level.

MARKETING ACTIVITIES

Farmers markets have increased in numbers and popularity.
In Massachusetts there are farmers markets planned at 44 locations
for the 1979 season. It is estimated that there are also more
than 800 farm operated roadside stands and 50 pick-your-own
operations. These direct marketing operations contributed
significantly to the increased cash value of sales of Massachusetts
farm products in 1978.

The hiring of a qualified roadside marketing specialist this
year has increased our capability to assist various direct
marketing operations across the state. The specialist visits
farmers and growers and works with them to establish roadside
markets or organize existing markets toward more efficient operations.
He also writes a bimonthly newsletter informing growers of marketing
trends and retailing techniques. His statewide travels also allow
him to work with farmers market organizations and individual growers
at these markets.

The Division assisted the Cooperative Extension Service in
the development of a mobile farm market which traveled each week
to six apartment complexes in the city of Cambridge.

This type of direct marketing brings farm fresh produce directly
to inner-city residents unable to visit a roadside stand or farmers
market. The pilot project, fiinded by the Farmer to Consumer Direct
Marketing Act of 1976, will continue next summer and eventually
determine if this type of marketing offers sufficient return to
growers located nearby to urban areas.

The Division also cooperated with the Extension Service, again
utilizing a grant authorized vmder the Farmer to Consumer Direct
Marketing Act of 1976, to establish an ongoing program with the
New England Food Cooperative Organization (NEFCO). We have been
coordinating the procurement of Massachusetts agricultural products
for distribution directly to several of the major food cooperatives
and also through the NEFCO warehouse to the approximately 66 food
coops actively engaged in food distribution. This project generated
direct sales of Massachusetts farm products during the fiscal year
which were valued at $130,000.
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EXPORT MARKETBJG

The Foreign Trade Section is striving to maintain export
marketing services for the 80 Massachusetts firms utilizing
the Trade Opportionity Referral System, foreign visitors and
the agribusiness firms interested in entering the export
marketing field.

Personnel limitations have necessitated reliance upon
the services of the Eastern United States Agricultioral and
Food Export Coimcil, Inc. (EUSAFEC) and the Foreign Agri-
cultural Service to generate participation in the foreign
trade shows by Massachusetts firms. Good levels of repre-
sentation among exporters were attained with a group of 55
Japanese food buyers who met with about 50 Mortheastem
region exporters, 12 of whom were Massachusetts firms.

Strong export market development for groceries, canned
fruit and vegetables and sundry food items has been noted in
the Commonwealth during the year.

REGULATORY SERVICES

The regulatory and inspection service is a multifaceted
quality control program on fruit and vegetables, feed, pet
food, fertilizer, lime and seed products. The main purpose is
basic truth in labeling and packaging of farm products,
fair competition for shippers, receivers, and farmers. Fruit
and vegetable shipping point inspection (*ee basis) regulates
shipment and provides a known grade, quality and condition
of product.

This inspection service is responsible for the certi-
fication of commercial loads of Massachusetts apples, potatoes,
cranberries and other native crops which are shipped to all
ports of the United States and exported to foreign countries.

Produce inspections are also made at wholesale and retail
stores in order to enforce the Massachusetts Branding and
Labeling Laws. Inspection and certification of cold storage
and controlled atmosphere apple storage rooms and continuous
inspections at apple processing plants are included in this
regulatory program.

FINANCIAL REPORT

The budget appropriated for the Division was $361,600,
of which $100,000 was directed to agricultural commodity
promotion, $123,050 to inspection and certification of agri-
cultural products, $73,350 to market news services, $44,950
for the several market development activities, and $20,250
to public information.

Revenue generated by inspection and registration fees
was $105,201.
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Seed Inspection Program/Official Samples Tested

Calendar Year 1977

Agriculture
Mixtures (lawn)
Vegetables
Flowers
Flower Mixture

Total 934

Stop Sale Orders

1978

72



MILK CONTROL COMMISSION
George M. Healey, Acting Director

Milk Control was enacted in 193^ for the purpose of insuring a contin-
uous production and distribution of milk in the Commonwealth. Legislative
and administrative regulations are necessary in order to guarantee a
continuous supply of milk products to the consuming public.

Milk production is the largest segment of our agricultxiral economy.
Massachusetts farmers receive over 66,5 million dollars per year for their
milk. The investment in land, building, livestock, etc., runs into hxm-
dreds of millions of dollars, and provides a livelihood for thousands of
citizens in the Commonwealth.

The activities of the Division of Milk Control this year were as
follows:

1. Established Class I and Class II prices and butterfat differentials
that milk dealers must pay for milk in areas not controlled by
the Federal Milk Market Administrator.

2. Established minimum prices to milk dealers who purchase milk from
Massachusetts producers whose price is not established by the
Federal Market Administrator.

3. Enforced rules and regulations governing procedures for the deter-
mination of milk fat content in milk or cream for payment purposes
for all Massachusetts producers.

4. Provided for the measuring and sampling of raw milk on Massachusetts
farms and for the licensing of persons to do this work.

5. Established new area changes from 22 to 4,

6. Prohibited predatory price discrimination in the marketplace and
below cost sales for market stabilization.

7. Maintained statistical and research section which provided pricing
information to the milk industry and statistical information for
U.S.D.A. publications.

8. Granted 527 regular milk dealer licenses and 3,906 store licenses
during the fiscal year, on a staggered basis which was enacted
3-28-78.

Income derived from the milk industry for the fiscal year amounted to
$205,653.42. Expenses of the Division for the same period amoimted to
$189,255.11.
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PESTICIDE BOARD
Lewis Wells, Program Supervisor

The Board was reorganized in late June of 1978 and inmediately
began work on a comprehensive body of new regulations. These
regulations were taken to public hearing on December 12, 13 and
1A, 1978 and approved in the final form by the Board at their
February 28, 1979 meeting. The Department filed these regulations
with the Secretary of the Commonwealth as amendments to 333 CMR
on March 22, 1979.

The examination of those to be certified to use or supervise
the use of restricted pesticides, new entry persons to be licensed
to apply general use pesticides on land of another, and those to
be licensed to deal in restricted pesticides continued with the
support of a Federal grant. Some 2547 persons completed the
requirements for certification during this period of time. A
total of 56 new entry people were licensed, and 89 dealers were
licensed.

Twenty-seven pesticide incidents were investigated on-site.
Four administrative orders were issued and one case was referred
to the Attorney General. Eighteen permits to use chlorophocinone
for control of bats in dwellings were issued after consultation
with the Division of Fisheries and Wildlife in accordance with
the provisions of a special local needs registration of that
pesticide.

Consultation relative to proper use of pesticides was given
to other state agencies, municipal agencies, and the general
public as requested. No records are kept of the numbers of these
consultations but it is estimated that this aspect of the program
takes 20 to 25 percent of the time of the staff.

The Board's budget for the fiscal year was $50,100.
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PLANT PEST CONTROL DIVISION
Peter C. Kuzmiski, Director

The primary goal of the Plant Pest Control Division is to
prevent the introduction and further spread of any damaging
agricultural plant pests into the Commonwealth.

This goal aims to prevent serious losses to property owners
and to avoid nuisances resulting from the presence and activities
of plant pests. Another beneficial result is that it allows
unrestricted movement of plant and plant products throughout the
country and their competition in fair trade channels. In addition
to contributing to the economic benefits of plant growers or
sellers, this program helps to guarantee a better product to the
consumer.

Our Massachusetts horticultural products now have a yearly
estimated value of over 50 million dollars.

Today, and in the future, we hope to assist our horticultural
industry by contributing this service that will aid in producing
a better product, protecting the consiimer, utilizing new techniques,
and maintaining an effective barrier against the constant threat
of the introduction of dangerous plant pests.

1. There were 374 nurseries inspected and certificates issued.
Fees for this activity and agent's licenses exceeded $20,000.
Nursery inspection, by law, begins on July 1 . No unusual
outbreaks of serious pests were found in the nurseries this
year. Inspection fees range from 5 to 35 dollars depending
upon the acreage.

2. Agents' licenses issued to persons or establishments who buy
and sell, but do not grow nursery stock, totaled 235 for this
period. An agent's license is valid for one year from date
of issue. A $20 fee is charged for each license issued.

3. Enforcement of applicable Federal plant quarantines, Gypsy-
Brown-tail Moth, Japanese Beetle, Black Stem Rust, and Plant
Pest Detection were continued on a collaborative basis. These
quarantines aid in the prevention of the artificial spread of
these plant pests. Two of our plant inspectors are assigned
to this activity as collaborators with the U.S. Department of
Agriculture, Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service.

4. There were 205 plant and 509 seed certifications made to allow
the unrestricted movement of these products into other states
and countries.

5. There were 2200 apiaries inspected this year for presence of
contagious bee diseases. An apiary report follows this report.
Six apiary inspectors were employed this year to complete this
work.
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6. To prevent the spread of the White Pine Blister Rust, a
dangerous disease of the White Pine, permits for the
planting of currants and gooseberries, an alternate host
of this fungus disease, were issued to applicants to allow
the planting of these plants only in approved planting sites.
There are now 116 towns and cities in the Commonwealth where
the planting of currants and gooseberries is prohibited.

7. Surveys and trapping programs were made for presence of the
Gypsy Moth near nurseries. Cereal Leaf Beetle in oat fields,
European Chafer, and Red Steele disease of Strawberry plants.
Cereal Leaf Beetles found in this survey predominantly showed
heavy infestation by parasites that were common in this area.
No new finds of the European Chafer, Gypsy Moth or the Red
Steele disease were found.

8. A regular monthly radio program is maintained plus response
to many inquiries from the public via telephone, mail and
in person. Plant and plant pest identification are common
inquiries plus many other subjects related to agriculture.

Appropriated budgets of $71,600 for Plant Pest Control
and $1A,500 for Apiary Inspection were sufficient to meet
the objectives of each Division this year.
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APIARY INSPECTION
Thomas S. Leonard, Chief Inspector

Funds for the spring, summer and fall apiary inspection of ten
counties are allocated for the employment of six part-time apiary
inspectors. Trained in the use of aseptic techniques, each
inspector checks the apiaries in a designated area for the presence
of all contagious or infectious diseases of honeybees. Chemotherapy,
destruction of diseased colonies, or changes in bee management are
ordered upon diagnosis of each disease.

A fairly mild winter with a prolonged insulating snowfall,
followed a near ideal spring, resulted in an above average spring
honeyflow. A sxommer of near average temperature and rainfall resulted
in a good fall crop of honey with strong winter stores of honey and
pollen.

Most apiary inspection was concentrated in Eastern Massachusetts
due to a lack of applications from qualified candidates from the
western counties. Much effort was madd to inspect larger commercial
apiaries which are involved in the interstate movement of honeybee
colonies. The incidence of disease was found to be quite stable
in the apiaries regularly inspected, but was found to be increased
in apiaries not inspected during the previous year due to a
lack of inspectors or where locations were not made available
for inspection.

Legislation for the mandatory registration of all Massachusetts
beekeepers was filfed and defeated. The fear of potential taxation
on bee equipment was cited by most coxmty bee organizations as
the reason for their strong opposition to this legislation. It
is strongly felt that an increased education of beekeepers
should be conducted to make them cognizant of the necessity
of mandatory registration so as to provide a thorough inspection
program.

Restrictions on the use of various pesticides and the awareness
of their danger to honeybees resulted in a below average report
of pesticide damage to Massachusetts honeybees. To further
decrease this potential danger, it is recommended that bee-
keepers be made aware of the techniques involved in protecting
their colonies f-rom pesticide damage and realize the necessity
for mutual cooperation of all parties involved.

The most serious deficiencies in the apiary inspection
program seem to be the lack of mandatory registration of
beekeepers and the lack of applicants for apiary inspectors.
It is strongly recommended that legislation for mandatory
registration should be again pursued and that the salary
schedule and auto use remuneration for apiary inspectors be
reevaluated.

Retail prices of honey ranged from $1.00 to $1.50 per
pound depending on color, flavor, floral origin, and area of
sale.
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STATE RECLAMATION BOARD
Elizabeth M. Costello,
Secretary

The functions of the Reclamation Board include super-
vision of ten organized Mosquito Control Projects, greenhead
fly control projects, the salt marsh ditch maintenance program,
and control of aquatic plant and animal nuisance in Musquashiat
Pond in Scituate.

The following changes have been made in the membership
of the Board, James D. Dallas of the Department of Environmental
Quality Engineering joined the Board to fill the vacancy
caused by the retirement of the former Chairman Harold D.Rose.
John J. McColgan was then unanimously voted chairman.

Winter weather this year was extremely cold, work on
ditches was prolonged due to low temperatures. The spring
season brought extremely heavy rain which occurred after spring
larviciding. A period of very hot and humid weather in
the summer caused numerous problems for all ten Mosquito
Control Projects.

Superintendents of Mosquito Control Projects keep in
close contact with Jere Downing, entomologist at the University
of Massachusetts in Amherst, as well as with the Encephalitis
Field Station in Lakeville.

The Budget for the State Reclamation Board during the
fiscal year was $31,500.
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